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ABSTRACT

Exploring the Whole Singing Self with Technique, Contemplative Education, and Mindfulness
Lindsey Elizabeth Blackhurst
This dissertation is a study wrapped in a metaphor of voices, figurative and literal. It is a
story of four singers over the course of 12 weeks and weaves through individuals in a group
singing class. As a study, it used integral inquiry and emphasized action and narrative research.
It explored one overarching research question, which naturally led to several sub-questions: In
what ways might Mindfulness Awareness Practices (MAPS) and contemplative teaching and
learning practices affect singers’ experiences of their own vocal and personal growth? (Subquestions: What practices are reported as being successful?; How do participants experience
growth?; How might singers and teachers shift to a mindset of process and progress throughout
practicing and performing?; How do we create a space of mutuality and trust to foster selfreflection?; How do we balance instruction, offering feedback when needed and wanted while
fostering self-trust and independence?
While singing is a wholistic endeavor requiring an intricate balance of physical and
mental processes, we rarely discuss how teaching singing could consciously incorporate the
mental and emotional into a voice studio. Learning to sing in a way that incorporates intentional
mindful and contemplative practices into a more traditional vocal pedagogy might foster growth
for singers both personally and artistically.
Over the course of 12 weeks, four singers and I met weekly for a two-hour class over
Zoom that integrated contemplative learning and teaching practices into a singing class. We
followed a format based in contemplative education and social and emotional literature for each

class: (a) Centering and Check-In, (b) Third Thing, (c) Singing using contemplative and mindful
language and concepts, (d) Optimistic Closure. Additionally, there were a total of three
unstructured interviews (two individual, before and after the classes, and one final group
interview at the conclusion of the classes), and participants engaged in practice journals and
mindfulness practice outside of class time. Data was examined using a framework of nonhierarchical rhizomatic learning, based on the work of Deleuze and Guattari.
Participants’ stories were ripe with explorations of themselves, life circumstances that
contributed to their relationships with their voices and vocal technique and musing on society
and professional pressures. Primary discoveries include participants’ self-attributed growth in
self-awareness, including self-efficacy and an increased growth mentality. Incorporating
deliberate vocal technique using non-judgmental noticing, kinder self-talk, open-ended feedback,
and the use of third thing discussions similarly enhanced participants’ self-defined growth and
emphasized the importance of self-reflection within a group setting. The discussion concludes
with an exploration of additional factors affecting participants’ growth, such as gender and race,
and potential considerations for implementing continued work with singers, contemplative
education, and mindfulness.
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Prologue
Return and Growth
Shoulders squared and sternum lifted, breathing consciously while the bow digs richly,
passionately across the cello’s strings, buoyed by the malleable and rising melody of the
piano. My feet planted, a flutter of nerves rumbles across my stomach. I breathe and I listen as
the cello sings the melody line. I notice the variations of phrasing, and the sounds summon
images of the song’s poetry. Inhaling, I allow space in my body and in my voice. And then I
sing. It’s fully, completely me who stands before hundreds of people. It feels of flying; time
stretches and speeds, and I gently guide the waves.
Struggle
It feels like an ache and smells of burning. Hot tears of frustration and anger: I am HERE,
I feel like screaming. But I don’t scream, and I’m not really here. I’m not really anywhere. I
assume my body is in the room; I can see the faces of adjudicators or the walls of the practice
room. But I am not here. I might be the burning feeling. I might be inside the ache. The
bruising shame roars, and exhaustion permeates my bones. I am tired. How is it possible to be
so vulnerable, so exposed, so out of control and yet not be truly in the room? And my voice
eludes me. I know it’s smoldering somewhere. But for all my yanking and pulling and wrestling
with it, I hear only maddening silence - silence in the deep, empty burning.
Origin
I’m driving back to my university, and the weather is the perfect temperature of warm
sun and cool breeze. The sky’s deep blue radiates through my sunglasses. I reach over and turn
up the volume, so I can sing more loudly and still hear and feel the instruments in the
recording. I roll down the windows and the wind whips through my hair. I experience the
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fullness of the song, the vibrations through my body, the air and space cascading through the car,
expanding the metal box to openness and freedom. In this moment, I am also the nine, 12, 14year-old girl alone in an open house in the mountains. The stereo is cranked, and I perform to
the panorama of the Rockies, in the house of wood and fireplace of stone and thirteen-foot
windows. It’s Mozart, it’s Menken, it’s me. It’s me.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The above evolving experiences are unique to me in their details and sensations. And yet
they are recognizable in dozens of stories with acquaintances, friends, students, and biographies
of famous singers. Suffering (musical and personal), it seems almost trite to say, is all too
common. Our voices feel inaccessible or stuck; we are not able to work hard enough or
manipulate our vocal anatomy in order to make freely the sounds or expressions we intend.
This dissertation is one of integral inquiry, a methodology based in transpersonal
psychology and integrating many forms of traditional and non-traditional research methods. The
study emphasized action and narrative research and the process of growth and transformation for
four singers and me. Together, we embarked on 12 weekly classes that focused on singing and
performance skills using a framework designed to foster contemplative teaching and learning and
Mindfulness Awareness Practices (defined below).
Throughout this study, I explored ways we might begin to integrate our intuitive (feeling,
emotional, experiencing) selves with our analytical, technical-skill-gaining selves. I investigated
the idea that practicing contemplative education and incorporating Mindfulness Awareness
Practices (MAPS) might engage our minds and bodies to promote personal and vocal growth
(and how we experience what growth means). MAPS are any practices that help us practice
mindfulness such as meditation, yoga, or both scans. Though seemingly from disparate
traditions, integrating singing and mindfulness / contemplative teaching and learning (which I
explore in the upcoming pages), might, just possibly, shift how we think of teaching and learning
singing.
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Singing and Living
We Sing Silly Songs book in hand, I padded out with a toddler’s unsteady gait to meet my
grandparents in the living room and together we sang about sheep and cartoon characters and I
gleefully cried, “Again!” On stage as a fourth grader in the Fine Arts Guild of the Rockies’
production of Annie Get Your Gun, I found comfort in Irving Berlin’s soft “Moonshine
Lullaby.” In seventh grade, my favorite day of the week was Monday, when my mother and I
would drive through winding canyon roads for an hour so I could sing with a children’s
chorale. Two hours never went so quickly, and I devoured our practice tapes in between
sessions, carefully learning and then recklessly rendering the soprano line of “A-tisket, Atasket.” In high school, I discovered singing in languages other than English, and suddenly my
voice was executing actual dynamics; when I soared to those high notes, my body felt alive with
wonder and present in sensation (Kabat-Zinn, 2003; Lantieri & Goleman, 2008; Young, 2016).
High school also brought months of practice for a singing competition. As I rehearsed in
front of my friends, the stifling third-floor bedroom felt increasingly smaller and hotter as I
started the accompaniment tape at least ten times: every time I inhaled, I stopped myself before
starting to sing. “I’ll get it this time.” “Okay, really. This time.” At the competition - pounding
heart, sweaty palms, and shaking knees - every single word of Italian evaporated in a moment.
There were multiple voices in my head, and the one of self-doubt was yelling the loudest. It
asked, “Was I really a good singer?” The other voice tried to answer, explaining how much I
loved to sing! But the critical voice countered easily, “Just because you love it, doesn’t mean
you’re actually any good at it.” What if I was fooling myself? My physical singing voice felt
outside of me. And I began to need to prove - to myself, to everyone else - that I was a capable
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singer. My need to have a “good voice” and be a “good singer” slowly consumed my need to
sing. My voice both defined the worth of my identity (Beilock, 2010) and existed as a thing to
control and fix when it didn’t work ideally. It was unstable; I was unstable.
My undergraduate voice department was filled with real singers. They seemed confident,
walked with high heads, and didn’t stop singing when they heard a familiar voice outside of their
practice rooms. After all, the people listening to those “real” singers practice wouldn’t be
judging them harshly (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Kabat-Zinn, 2003; Young, 2016). If asked, I’m
not sure I could have defined what I meant by a “real singer.” I simply knew it wasn’t ME and I
knew it meant someone who was “good” and who had “talent” (itself a problematic term that
seems to supersede the knowledge that although talented people may have proclivities toward an
activity, they also work very hard to refine their skills) (Allsup, 2016; Kingsbury, 2010).
I still wonder what this culturally constructed paradigm of “real” or “good” is and
means. Who decides what is good? Does it mean someone who performs consistently? Is it
someone who is hired often or makes their monetary living singing? Someone who wins
competitions and praise? Regardless, it seems this thinking perpetuates hierarchies and potential
injustices: who is allowed in “the club” and what might that mean for everyone else? Kingsbury
(2010), while exploring and critiquing the construction of talent also discusses “the club” as it
relates to culture. Who (and which culture) decides what talented means? And talented in what?
Adding to the confusing definition of talent, the idea of attributing the qualifiers of “real” and
“false” to an activity I loved doing contributed deeply to my own pain and struggle. As I sought
to become what I deemed was a worthy singer, the divide between what I believed I could do
and the skills I saw others executing widened. And my sound went inward. My voice - I, me constricted and deflated, rather than expanded with sound and expression. My warm and
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supportive college voice teacher lamented in a lesson, “Just sing, honey!” I didn’t know how. I
wanted to let go, to open up, to sing like the girl who felt reckless abandon belting tunes in her
childhood home. Instead, I felt scared and constricted. My singing voice - also my figurative
voice - felt small and constrained. I would start to sing, and my throat would close and my chest
collapse. How could I just sing? How could I open myself and release the sound inside of me?
Time stood still. And I stood inside it, filled with heat and shame.
And yet. The kinesthetic feeling of breath, vibration, flight, and freedom sat tightly in
the form of a quiet, persistent inner voice. This was, I think, my true voice. The voice that
speaks to me in calm intuition and kind encouragement. While time stood still, this inner voice
whispered of past joys, laughter, and presence of sound and mind. Though unacknowledged
consciously, this persistent whisper kept me awake at night, despite the fleeting - but fervent decision to never perform again (but to continue voice lessons at all costs and despite all
rationality). The inner voice was different from my critical voice that was, at this time, the
loudest voice in my head. While my critical voice relentlessly yelled at me that I was not good
enough, talented enough, practicing enough, a real musician, the wrong body type, and on and on
and on, my inner voice gently reminded me of singing blissfully, of the soaring feeling that
comes from belting out a favorite tune like “Stranger to the Rain,” while flying down the
highway with the windows open.
Gradually, I began acknowledging and experiencing my emotions with the help of
professionals and I began studying voice with a teacher who had a technical approach and way of
relating to both singing and to me that I hadn’t experienced before. As the fog began to lift, I
found a profound connection between my inner and life and my life as a singer. My notion of
“voice” enlarged; maybe I was finally realizing that my inner life was inextricably from my
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singing. In fact, while I was warring with myself - while my voices were battling for the loudest
volume in my head, I had missed that allowing my inner, quiet, kind voice to speak more
actually helped me in life and in singing. I became more able to recognize my critical voice as
one of fear. My inner voice could speak kindly to that part of myself that was afraid and hurt
and my singing - and my life - transformed. While singing “Traurigkeit,” “Konstanze’s” aria of
pain, separation, and despair, my own fear and loneliness inhibited my ability to sing long
phrases. My dislike (and fear) of anger tightened my throat and contributed to inconsistency in
the repeated F6s of “Der Hölle Rache” as “The Queen of the Night” raged. Fear of not being
“good enough” had stifled my creativity, and I sought to perfect every phrase, with hopes of
finally managing to be a “real” singer. But instead of congratulations, I heard confusion from
coaches saying, “you have to do something with that musically before I can help you. What do
you have to say?” What did I have to say? I wasn’t used to listening to myself and my inner
voice. All I could think of was, “I want to be right. I want to be good.” And even though I
considered myself a person with opinions and thoughts and a hunger for knowledge, I didn’t
know that I had anything to say in my music, with my voice. Where was my inner voice in my
singing voice? Maybe my inner voice needed a chance to be heard. I knew, similarly, that my
eating disorder and poor body image had disconnected me from physical sensations. I couldn’t
tune into what my breath was doing because I was numb to feelings and sensations; asking me to
look in the mirror to see where my jaw or tongue were paralyzed me. Was I also disconnected
from my inner voice? Was that part of why I was unable to speak through my singing? Did I
need to reconnect to my inner self in order to access my singing? I was ignoring anything I
might have been feeling physically or emotionally, hoping I could sing from my throat only (not
my body, heart, or mind) and become “good enough.” Then, maybe, I would know I could trust
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my inner voice again. But perhaps it was the opposite: I needed to connect to my inner voice in
order to be a better singer. Maybe, in fact, I needed to address my singing and myself
wholistically, as a complete being. But all I could hear was my critical voice, shouting, yelling,
screaming at me. In short, my turbulent inner life had hijacked my singing - and my self
(Lantieri & Goleman, 208, Emory University, 2017; Kabat-Zinn, 2003; Young, 2016).
Healing and Living
Slowly, I made my way to people who began to help me shift my thinking and feeling
self: a new voice teacher, different vocal and dramatic coaches, and mental health professionals.
Ever so slowly, I began to see a shift in my singing and thinking. Surprisingly, I found my voice
lessons supported my emotional work. And I wondered at this. Of course, art can be
therapeutic, but it is not the same as therapy, and the work we do in each realm is necessarily
separate. Educators are not equipped to diagnose or serve as mental health professionals, though
sometimes we feel like we are asked to. Although, I am curious about where the intersection
between art and therapy lies. Etymologically derived from Greek (therapeia) and modern Latin
(therapia), “therapy” means curing, tending the sick, providing a service. Both vocal and inner
healing happened in my teacher’s voice studio, in my practicing, in my performances. Where
did this healing occur? How did it happen? I began to recognize the overlap and often
exclaimed, “Singing is like life!” At one lesson, my teacher mused, “It seems like you’re both
trying to control the sound and also being tentative about it.” Well, of course! I wanted it to be
“right” and sound “good.” And, not so coincidentally, that was also how I was living my life:
carefully trying to maintain control while being what I was “supposed to be.”
My mental, emotional, and pedagogical work joined forces and my singing opened
technically and artistically. In my master’s recital (approximately two years prior to when the
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results of this transformation began emerging), I transposed songs to ensure I wouldn’t have to
perform below a D5, and now I am comfortable with repertoire that dips to A-flat 4. Similarly,
my B6 seemed to show up sporadically and without my knowing how to stabilize it. In recent
years, I have found freedom in and love for singing repertoire with a tessitura above the staff,
and E-flat 6 might just be my favorite note to sing. Similarly, I love that I am able to execute
that E-flat 6 in an operatic cadenza, take a breath, and dive into Waitress’ “When He Sees
Me.” Certainly, the increase in objective skills boosted my singing confidence but more
importantly, I gained a sense of self, both in my singing and in who I am outside of music. I am
more able to speak my truth with authority; my voice, both figuratively and literally, has become
more present and freer.
I attribute this alteration to my more proficient vocal technique, of course, but I don’t
think I could have done the technical work without a shift in mindset and figuring out how to be
more reflective with increased attention on my process rather than an outcome or without the
minimizing self-judgement of my critical voice (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Beilock, 2010; Lantieri,
1994; Kabat-Zinn, 2003; Young, 2016). Language used in my lessons went from “try to create
this sound” to “what if you could be curious about what happens if you just focus on speaking
simply with a comfortable registration?” Of course, I did exercises to relieve tongue tension and
release my breath. I focused on vowel formation and evening out registration shifts using tools
like slides. And I got a lot more curious. We talked about focusing on the process - of speaking
on pitch, of releasing breath, of allowing changes - and assessing success afterwards, rather than
judging while singing (Smith, 2007; Young, 2010). Singing became the outpouring of free vocal
communication, rather than a series of machinations designed to sound like another artist. There
was focused attention, curiosity, self-reflection, and allowing, rather than forcing. We focused
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on progress rather than perfection. Competitive comparisons - to others, and even more
restrictively, to an unknown standard I held for myself - gradually began to dissipate. And it was
transformative. I began to remember the kinesthetic freedom of singing with joyful and reckless
abandon.
Teaching and Living
Throughout this process, I had also been teaching my own students in the voice studio, in
K-12 music classrooms and choral rehearsals, and as a music and theatrical director of shows. I
believed (and still believe) in the intrinsic value of music and arts education. I felt confident
teaching rhythms and composing. I worked to find new resources and repertoire to address vocal
technique. I had a full toolbox for content and I knew where to find more tools when I needed
them. Yet when a student remarked, “I don’t want to use more air on that high note; people
outside in the lobby might hear me,” or a student stormed out of group work yelling, “He’s not
listening to me!”, or a student gave up out of frustration and fear saying, “I don’t understand it. I
can’t do it!” mere moments after I introduced a brand-new concept, I was at a loss. I wasn’t even
sure what garage door to open in order to sift through heavy machinery to locate this particular
box of materials, let alone know how to use them. Helping young people navigate their inner
lives (which, necessarily, affects their voices and music making) seemed vital and elusive.
Perhaps because of my own struggles - the years of a stifled life, voice, and music
making, the treacherous waters of unraveling maladaptive emotional coping mechanisms with
food and body - I yearned to help students gain personal and emotional skills. And so, I began
seeking resources to help myself navigate these waters and discovered contemplative teaching
and learning, including Mindfulness Awareness Practices (MAPS), Social and Emotional
Learning (SEL), including Social Emotional and Ethical Learning (SEE), which will be explored
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in more detail in the coming pages. These deliberate approaches aim to teach young people how
to foster and value their internal lives as well as actively create a society and world that better
reflects their voices (both figuratively and literally) (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Lawlor, 2016;
Lantieri & Goleman, 2008; Maloney, 2016; Owens-Smith, 2018). The more I learned and
implemented MAPS strategies (breathing to reset my body physiologically, listening actively to
my students’ reactions, and asking open questions which aim to help the student rather than seek
answers), the more connections I saw between my own emotional and musical journeys and the
skills found in contemplative practices and SEL.
Integrating my singing and my inner, emotional life yielded surprising and invigorating
growth. What if I had known to deliberately apply skills found in mindfulness and
contemplative practices and experiences when I was younger? What if I had had those tools to
use? What would happen if singing, contemplative education, and mindfulness were taught
simultaneously, capitalizing on their connections? How might it look to teach singing while
incorporating specific contemplative practices? How would this affect the technical process of
learning to sing?
Searching for How
I believe that learning to sing is inherently different from learning to play an
instrument. Our voices mingle seamlessly with our identities: we use them to express and
understand emotions and communicate thoughts, wants, and needs (Brück, Kreifelts, Ethofer, &
Wildgruber, 2013; Parada-Cabaleiro et al., 2017; Monti, Aiello, & Carroll, 2016; Scherer, 1995;
Waararmaa & Leiso, 2013). Though an instrumentalist might strive to play the piano, violin, or
clarinet as though it is a bodily extension, the instrument remains an instrument: it will never be
used to cry, express a desire, or feel like a part of who we are separate from music
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making. Additionally, singers learn to train muscles and release tensions from places over which
we have no direct control: you cannot, for instance, look at the thyroarytenoid muscles and
directly move a piece of your body in order to release them. And unlike a brilliantly constructed
Stradivarius, we are building our instruments while learning to play them - and no two singing
instruments are exactly alike in construction or in function (Chapman, 2006; Friedlander, 2018;
Smith, 2007).
Singing involves the whole body and all the glorious variances the body and mind
contain. Daily changes in hydration, amount of sleep, what you eat, and your exercise regimen
are all factors directly influencing how your voice performs and feels on any given
day. Similarly, our emotions can affect the way our voices operate: if you actually cry while
singing a tragic song, the cry will impede the balance of your instrument and possibly render you
unable to phonate at all (Friedlander, 2018; Scherer, 1995; Smith, 2007) Technique can help
mitigate the effect these elements might have on the sound, but technique does not always
change our perception of how we experience our own singing. We might, for instance, feel a
tremendous gap in our registration while the listener hears only a slight shift.
This all seems to be well-understood and well-documented (Chapman, 2006; Doscher,
1994; Friedlander, 2018; McCoy, 2004; Smith, 2007): singing is a whole person
activity. Physical fitness and body awareness including singer-specific training, general fitness,
Alexander Technique, somatic practices, and Feldenkrais dominate conversations about the
body’s connection to vocal technique (Friedlander, 2018; Smith, 2007). Additionally, teachers
and scholars have looked at how our psychology might affect our singing, particularly as it
pertains to performance anxiety, both in instrumentalists and singers (Osborne & Greene, 2014;
Kageyama, 2017) And, of course, voice science and pedagogy advance our understanding of
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how the voice functions: for instance, a voice free from resistance might be able to execute a
seamless registration shift by audiating a pitch and releasing the breath. (Friedlander, 2014;
Smith, 2018). Lynn Helding (2013, 2014, 2017, 2020) contributes consistently to our thinking of
the singer as a whole artist in her column “Mindful Voice” featured in The Journal of Singing
and her book The Musician’s Mind: Teaching, Learning, and Performance in the Age of Brian
Science (2020). She integrates neurology, philosophy, and psychology to address the how and
the why of teaching singing.
And yet we still grapple for answers about how to address the individuality of why some
vocalises work better for some singers than others. Additionally mysterious is when we
incorporate how an individual’s emotions might affect their singing: how do our emotions
influence both the way we make sound and the way we hear voices? (Banse & Scherer, 1996;
Brück, Kreifelts, Ethofer, & Wildgruber, 2013; Juslin & Scherer, 2005; Scherer, 1995; Scherer,
Sundberg, Fantini, Trznadel, & Eyben, 2017). Certainly, our knowledge - scientific, anatomical,
practical, and psychological - informs our teaching and our learning. Yet even when teaching
singing does address the three elements above (physical/body awareness, the mind of the singer,
voice science), we rarely find ways to approach singing through an integration of artists with
themselves (their inner lives and the lives of reflection) along with the communicative functions
of the voice. Each element remains in a separate box and discussions about incorporating our
emotions are rarely included.
Although a voice teacher is not a therapist, singers need to learn to be able to recognize
their emotions within their bodies and minds: they directly affect our voices and bodies. To
approach singing in a purely mechanical way negates the personal bond we have to our voice, its
intimate connection to who we are, how we relate to the world, and who we are in the world
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(Chapman, 2006; Smith, 2007). Trying to navigate the various strands of technique and learning
to sing often leaves singers without necessary tools of integration that are, in fact, elemental to
the process of singing. As we wander through this wilderness of integration, perhaps we are
(singers and teachers alike), learning to be therapists of a sort. Maybe we are learning to be the
sort of therapist that helps us live more fully as ourselves rather than the type that seeks to fix us
as though something inherent within us broke as we struggled. “Therapy” derives from the
Greek therapeunein (to minister or treat medically) and therapea (to heal). I have a hunch that
unifying our anatomy and our bodies, our minds, and our emotions - ourselves - in order to sing
with freedom has a healing potential beyond conventional paradigmatic voice lessons.
How might we accomplish this complex learning (Chapman, 2006; Doscher, 1994;
Miller, 1996) of both skills and self-awareness? Recent thought in educational philosophy
(Barbezat & Bush, 2004; Langer, 1997; Lantieri, 2001; Lawlor, 2016) has introduced (or reintroduced) the notion of contemplation (thoughtfully observing, thinking deeply, reflecting) into
the neuroscience of how we learn and methods to help educate the whole person. Its rising
popularity boasts benefits in attention, social emotional and ethical learning, and restorative
justice (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Owens-Smith, 2018; Lawlor, 2016; Zajonc, 2016). Educators
employ strategies with roots in ancient contemplative practices (such as Taoism, Buddhism,
Native Traditions, monastic traditions such as Christianity and Judaism, and the more recent
secular “mindfulness”) to enhance introspection and reflection (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; OwensSmith, 2018). Students focus internally on their present experience and their relationship with
the world, discovering and fostering personal meaning (Lantieri & Goleman, 2008; Lawlor,
2016; Zajonc, 2016). Contemplative classrooms and education are inherently self-reflective,
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granting students tools and space to monitor and reflect on their individual experiences and
progress (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Owens-Smith, 2018; Lawlor, 2016; Zajonc, 2016)
Contemplative practices have begun to influence educational practices in K-12 settings as
Social Emotional Learning (SEL), Social Emotional and Ethical Learning (SEE), and
mindfulness (Emory University, 2017; Lawlor, 2016; Lantieri & Goleman, 2008; Maloney,
2016; Zajonc, 2016). Additionally, conversations in higher education reflect on how learning
through a contemplative lens might allow students a deeper understanding of themselves, the
world and society in which they live, and the content they are studying. Music is often used as a
contemplative tool (Barbezat & Bush, 2018; Oliveros, 2010; Shippee, 2010) and the heart of
singing requires the full engagement of the singer - mind, body, vocal technique (Chapman,
2008; Smith, 2010). I wonder, then, could teaching singing directly include more contemplative
practices? Could we intentionally shift our language to promote body tracking or releasing our
breath? What might it look like to identify the elements of learning to sing that are inherently
contemplative and make these explicit to ourselves and our students? How might learning
mindfulness and other contemplative practices enhance our singing? Would singing also help
engage skills in mindfulness and contemplation?
A Contradiction and Problem Statement
Singing is a wholistic endeavor requiring an intricate balance of physical and mental
processes. However, we rarely discuss how teaching singing could consciously incorporate the
mental and emotional into a voice studio. Learning to sing in a way that incorporates intentional
mindful and contemplative practices into a more traditional vocal pedagogy might foster growth
for singers both personally and artistically.
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Framing Thoughts and Research Question
This study explored one overarching research question, which naturally led to several
sub-questions.
In what ways might incorporating Mindfulness Awareness Practices (MAPS) and
contemplative teaching and learning practices affect singers’ experiences of their own vocal and
personal growth?
•

How do participants experience growth?

•

What practices are reported as being successful?

•

How might singers and teachers shift to a mindset of process and progress throughout
practicing and performing?

•

How do we create a space of mutuality and trust to foster self-reflection?

•

How do we balance instruction, offering feedback when needed and wanted while
fostering self-trust and independence?

As you will see in the following chapters, this investigation of learning to sing as a
wholistic, contemplative practice touched on a variety of struggles and wonderings in its attempt
to answer the questions above. What might it look like to merge and meld vocal technique
explicitly with a contemplative mindset? How might we create a space of mutuality and trust that
is imperative to contemplation, social emotional learning, risk-taking, deep thinking, deep
listening, self-reflection?
Although within this space I was not necessarily interested in cause and effect, I was
attempting to promote the development of both participants and myself and our singing and
teaching. Together, we were searching for what we might call promises of change or growth
based on an intentionally contemplative approach to singing. Certainly, each person’s experience
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was unique. In fact, I was interested in how each person defined their own “growth” from a
contemplative practice perspective of observation, noticing, and non-judgment. Would some of
the participants look at more logical and empirical measures, such as range extension or ability to
execute difficult coloratura passages or belt with more ease? Would some singers assign growth
as it applies to their emotions or how they feel about their voices? Did we define growth as
some amalgamation of vocal technique and personal growth? How did we recognize growth
without an empirical measurement? Could we understand growth subjectively? In the coming
chapters, you will see an intricate web of what it means to grow as people through singing.
Of course, we were also learning to sing, requiring a great deal of physical, mental, and
emotional coordination, which I will examine in more depth in Chapter 2. What might it look
like to merge and meld vocal technique explicitly with a contemplative mindset? And do we
teach vocal technique with altered language that may contain more space for curiosity and selfdiscovery? The roles of teacher and learner did in fact shift and change during this process. The
lines between external and internal teachers blurred as did what each person needed and expected
from themselves and from outside ears and voices.
Similarly difficult was knowing the nature of singing as both a subjective creative
experience and a subjective listening experience: one voice may do “all the right things” and still
not “feel right” or be pleasing to a listener. What does it even mean to “do the right things” or
“feel right?”; you will see Emily struggle with this concept, particularly regarding the timbre of
her voice. How do we account for personal preferences of voices – of type, range, and color?
Kat and Rebecca will wrestle with external expectations of them and their voices. What did we
do with these contradictions? And what do we do with the probable tension between goals of
growth and goals of being viable as a professional singer? Olivia will struggle with her views of
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what she needs to be a professional singer as well as a fulfilled artist. For these reasons,
participants identified their own measurements for growth within the constraints of this study
(see Chapter 4). It was imperative to listen to the individual voices of each of us without crosscomparing; I was highly individualistic when looking for a fulfillment of potential promises that
occurred while teaching voice through a contemplative education lens.
This study wondered about shifting a paradigm in teaching singing to deliberately
incorporate contemplative education and mindfulness into a voice studio. And when all was
done, it was fundamentally about growth. I admit embarking without knowing exactly what this
shift might look like and what kind of (if any) growth might occur. Therefore, through necessity
and by design, I interrogated the connections and contradictions inherent in melding science (of
singing, of learning, of brain development) and the subjective, inner and lived lives of singers (as
musicians, as instruments, as people). At the center of our inquiry was our relationships with our
bodies, our voices, our minds, the space we are in, and our connections with one another and
with the external world.
By answering the research question below - at least for this moment in time and for these
participants and myself - we found potential tools that might help navigate the tension of seeking
personal fulfillment and professional viability. Again: In what ways might Mindfulness
Awareness Practices (MAPS) and contemplative teaching and learning practices affect singers’
experiences of their own vocal and personal growth?
•

What practices are reported as being successful?

•

How do participants experience growth?

•

How might singers and teachers shift to a mindset of process and progress throughout
practicing and performing?
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•

How do we create a space of mutuality and trust to foster self-reflection?

•

How do we balance instruction, offering feedback when needed and wanted while
fostering self-trust and independence?
I was intrigued by how we might reach or return to a state of singing that feels like

artistic reckless abandon, one in which we are able to express intentionally and freely with our
voices and our beings, of rushing down an endless road with the wind whipping our hair and a
song pouring from our throats.
Research Methodology Overview
This integral inquiry research study (heavily relying on methods from action and
narrative research) consisted of four singers and me. Over the course of 12 weeks, we met
weekly for a two-hour class that integrated contemplative learning and teaching practices into a
singing class. As will be explored in greater detail in Chapter 3, we followed a general
contemplative format throughout each class and covered content ranging from performance
practices and vocal challenges using contemplative language and structure. We had a total of
three interviews (two individual, before and after the classes, and one final group interview at the
conclusion of the classes) and participants engaged in practice journals and mindfulness practice
outside of class time.
I examined the process and data from this study through the framework of nonhierarchical rhizomatic learning (Adkins, 2015, Deleuze & Guattari, 1987): seeking novel
connections, growing in all directions, allowing our surroundings to both affect and be affected
by us. The data analysis process will be clearer by the end of Chapters 2 and 3, after examining
the literature of contemplative education, Social and Emotional Learning, mindfulness, and
rhizomatic thinking and learning.
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Although the iterative nature of action research (Mertler, 2009) aligns well with the
reflection inherent in contemplative teaching and learning strategies, Owens-Smith (2018) aptly
identifies a difficulty in researching contemplative practices. How does one measure, discuss,
and capture the nuance of contemplative practices in education, including the importance of the
interior world? She suggests using a mixture of methodologies, noting that many of our common
research methods are inadequate to describe a reality so personally experienced. And yet she
also notes the importance of continuing well-constructed and rigorous research (Owens-Smith,
2018), as do several other scholars developing work in education and mindfulness (SchonertReichl & Roeser, 2016; Zajonc, 2016).
Perhaps a new approach to singing requires a different method of research. Therefore, I
used an integral inquiry methodology for this study, relying heavily on action research and
narrative research. Though integral inquiry will be described in more detail in Chapter 3, a basic
definition is that integral inquiry “seeks to learn how people can become more whole through
integrating the somatic, emotional, intellectual, spiritual, creative-expressive, and relationship
and community aspects of their lives,” (Braud & Anderson, 1998, p. 37). This research method
integrates several methodologies as it seeks to transform the researcher, participants, and reader
(Anderson & Braud 2011). Integral inquiry uses data gathering approaches of self-report
measures and journaling and discussions (Anderson & Braud 2011; Braud & Anderson,1998;
Owens-Smith, 2018). This blended-methods approach helps create a more comprehensive
understanding of process (rather than being solely focused on outcomes), the interior world of
the singers and educator, and any perceived outcomes. As action research, this study sought a
new or alternate paradigm in which singing might be taught and the process of teaching studied
by the teacher. I was looking to create a place where we learn how to sing within a
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contemplative and wholistic framework. In alignment with self-reflection and a deepening
awareness of self and subject, all the participants (including me as the researcher) contributed to
and collaborated with the curriculum. In this way, action research served the contemplative
process: we were working together to reflect on practices and engage with the material in a way
that has personal and global implications.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW – CONTEMPLATIVE EDUCATION AND SOCIAL
AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING, MINDFULNESS, VOCAL PEDAGOGY, AND THEIR
INTERSECTIONS
It turns out that my experience of having my state of mind and body affect my singing is
corroborated: the complex process engages and integrates a person on every level - physical,
mental, and emotional (Chapman, 2006; Doscher, 1994; Friedlander, 2019; Smith, 2007). The
gaps in our knowledge regarding the science and art of teaching singing (and learning to sing)
continue to widen as we incorporate our understanding of emotions and their effect on our vocal
mechanism. The wholistic nature of singing requires we engage our minds, bodies, and
psychologies (Chapman, 2006; Doscher, 1994; Friedlander, 2019; Smith, 2007); it seems
appropriate that practices such as contemplation or Mindfulness Awareness Practices (MAPS)
(which seek to integrate and engage our minds, bodies, and hearts) (Barbezat & Bush, 2014;
Owens-Smith, 2018; Zajonc, 2016) might easily slide into a vocal pedagogy practice, thus
bridging some holes in our knowledge. And so, we might dive in the waters quickly and begin to
integrate contemplative and mindful practices into our singing….and just as quickly ask
questions wondering what, exactly, we are supposed to be doing. What is a contemplative
practice? What does it mean to be mindful?
Lawlor (2016) discusses contemplative education as a bridge between Social and
Emotional Learning (SEL) and mindfulness. Contemplative education focuses on developing
and deepening one’s inner life whereas Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) teaches skills
involving our emotional lives and relationships to the world outside of ourselves (Barbezat &
Bush, 2014; Schonert-Reichl & Roeser, 2016). Mindfulness is both a practice in itself and a tool
within for contemplation and contemplative education (Barbezt & Bush, 2016; Owens-Smith,
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2018). Similarly, in recent years there has been a push to employ mindfulness within SEL
curricula (Schonert-Reichl & Roeser, 2016). Mindfulness is situated as both its own practice and
as a means to explore contemplative practices (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Owens-Smith, 2018;
Lawlor, 2016; Zajonc, 2016). The next several sections will explore these terms and settle on
working definitions and practices to apply in this particular study, relating to singing and our
emotions.
Contemplative Education
The word and concept “contemplation” derives from old French, describing religious
musings, as well as from Latin, meaning to look deeply or gaze attentively. Zajonc (2016)
describes contemplation as the ability to create a space of attentiveness with room for the
fullness of life, both inner experiences and the outer world. Certainly “contemplative” holds a
connotation of religious practices and studies, such as Buddhism, Confucianism, Christianity,
and many others (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Owens-Smith, 2018; Roeser & Peck,
2009). Contemplative education amalgamates these ancient practices, combining and
secularizing them with the disciplines of psychology, neurology, neuroplasticity, and philosophy
(Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Owens-Smith, 2018; Roeser & Peck, 2009). Roeser and Peck (2009)
describe contemplative education as a set of “as a set of pedagogical practices designed to
cultivate the potentials of mindful awareness and volition in an ethical-relational context in
which the values of personal growth, learning, moral living, and caring for others are also
nurtured” (p. 127). Within this burgeoning field “focused on the creation, implementation,
sustainment, and scientific study of developmentally and culturally appropriate forms of
mindfulness training” (Schonert-Reichl & Roeser, 2016, 11), Barbezat and Bush (2014) divide
contemplative education’s practices into four primary pillars:
1. Focus and attention building, mainly through meditation and mental stability.
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2. Contemplation and introspection within content, which leads to self-understanding and
deeper connection to the materials
3. Compassion and connection to others.
4. Inquiry into the nature of minds, personal meaning, creativity, and insight.
Below is a figural representation often used to elucidate the many facets of contemplative
practices (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Owen-Smith, 2018).

Figure 1
Contemplative Education Tree (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Owen-Smith, 2018)
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We can apply any of the branches on the tree of contemplative practices to singing and learning
to sing (see Figure 1) - we can use singing ritual, meditation, deep listening, and of course it
appears as a creative act. However, the image of the tree is worth exploring - namely, its
hierarchical nature with roots and fundamental understandings branching into higher dimensions
of practice may be antithetical to how we actually understand ourselves and our world. In other
words, we could read the image in many ways: as foundational (with communication,
connection, and awareness as the base of contemplative knowledge) or as the activity branches,
such as “music and singing” or “work and volunteering,” being the aspirational top of the
line. Either way, we miss out on the iterative and cyclical nature of learning and being, where an
action might lead to deeper awareness or awareness might inspire a particular activity.
The simplification of contemplative practices posed by this tree is not unlike dividing a
singer into the scientific parts of sound (source, vibrator, resonator) and stating one element has a
linear effect on the next. As we will see in the next section, it is grossly inaccurate to describe
our voices as “our breath affects the vibrator, which in turn affects the resonator, which in turn
creates singing.” Singing, like contemplative education, is an iterative, generative, and wholly
non-linear process (Chapman, 2006; Doscher, 1994; Friedlander, 2018; Sataloff, 2006; Smith,
2007).
In fact, we might make a reasonable argument that learning viewed as this more-iterative,
less-linear stance - that is, contemplative learning and teaching (and, indeed singing) - echoes
and integrates philosophies of many educational thinkers and researchers. In the cries for
experiencing concepts rather than simply intellectualizing ideas, we hear John Dewey’s (1938)
call for hands-on learning and Maxine Greene (1998) and Roeser and Peck’s (2009) belief that
“reality must be understood as interpreted experience” (Greene, 1998, p. 58). Contemplative
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education is much more about creating the conditions for inner exploration than it is
intellectualizing ancient philosophies or finding an image that might accurately reflect the
myriad possibilities that accompany creating the space for a full inner and outer experience of
life (Zajonc, 2016). Singing must be done and not simply understood anatomically (Friedlander,
2019; Smith, 2007). Greene (1998) similarly asks students and teachers to reflect on our
experiences and attend to our interpretive communities, to seek our individual authenticity, to
make our own meanings. Contemplative education offers strategies to develop particular skills
that allow us to make meaning, reflect, and see situations from varying perspectives (Greene,
1998; Langer, 2016; Zajonc, 2016).
In the mid-twentieth century, Pauline Oliveros (2010) regularly integrated meditative
deep listening into her compositions. She used sound and deep listening (as contrasted with
hearing) as a compositional tools and group activities to express emotion using non-verbal
sound. Oliveros (2010) held a deep faith in the practice of listening; she believed in the ability of
sound to resonate with and impact the body. However, contemporary conversations surrounding
contemplative education, mindfulness (including meditation) tend to discuss “music and singing”
and “improvisation” as tools to offer insight within an economics or law classroom rather than
for music and singing as ways of knowing or being in their own right (Barbezat & Bush,
2014). When sound and music are included as part of a deep listening practice, the practice is
usually separate from musical creation as art. For instance, Barbezat and Bush (2014) highlight
deep listening as a common activity in contemplative studies, which they define as “a way of
hearing in which we are fully present with what is happening in the moment without trying to
control it or judge it” (p. 137). They offer suggestions of listening to sounds in nature or even
listening to the sounds within a still classroom. When we talk about listening within the
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discipline of music, we often think of listening for melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic patterns or
listening to analyze the sound we produce in order to make it “better,” or more
efficient. However, improvisation in general - and jazz music in particular - allows for a
meditative space “requiring the capacity to be fully present, integrate extraordinary technical
expertise with freedom and flow, and listen deeply to fellow artists” (Barbezat & Bush, 2014, p.
141).
Similarly, sound commonly serves as an aid in relaxation and meditation, and Barbezat
and Bush (2014) point to a program at Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
(IUPUI) focusing on music, sounds, and chanting to explore historical contemplative practices
through music. Shippee (2010) discusses creating a music curriculum based in contemplative
practice that, in part, “provide[s] a bridge to lead students from a technical-based mind-set
regarding music as a fuller experience of music and self” (p. 78). He advocates for students to
practice listening to and improvising on a single note, gradually increasing the amount of music
played while maintaining a sense of curiosity, playfulness, and deep listening. The majority of
the discussion surrounding music in contemplative practices continues to focus on music as it
can aid contemplation within disciplines outside of music creation or listening. Yet a tenet of
contemplative education is the ability to explore any subject deeply and with awareness.
Having taken classes with Maxine Greene, this all sounds strikingly like aesthetic
education, particularly as discussed and understood by Maxine Greene (1998, 2009), enabling
students to look deeply at a work of art through creation, hands-on inquiry, experimentation, and
experience. Later in this chapter will be a discussion of emotional perception through music, but
aesthetic education is slightly different, as it asks us to be fully present with a work of art, to
explore it from various divergent perspectives, to open our imaginations (Greene 1998,
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2009). Greene (2009) implores us to remember that aesthetic education requires a kind of deep
listening and great imagination. As one philosopher among hundreds, Greene alone has spent an
entire career (perhaps one might say a lifetime) exploring ideas and themes of aesthetic
education; they are mentioned only briefly here in acknowledgement of their strong resonance
with contemplative education. I cannot explore aesthetic education as fully as I’d like, however,
as this study focuses more on what could be called the personal aesthetics of creating and being
rather than seeing deeply into a work of art (Greene, 1998).
Social and Emotional Learning
Adjacent to contemplative educational practices, K-12 schools and universities
throughout the United States are developing Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) programs and
K-12 curricula. Designed to help students develop skills needed to navigate both their inner
experiences and their interactions with others and with the world (Emory University, 2017;
Lawlor, 2016; Schonert-Reichl & Roeser, 2016; Zajonc, 2016). SEL focuses on education of the
whole child and “involves the cultivation of five major competencies: self-awareness, selfmanagement, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision making” (Lawlor,
2016, 64). Social Emotional and Ethical (SEE) Learning similarly teaches SEL skills and
competencies while promoting students’ own well-being and the well-being of others. Drawing
on the work of researchers in psychology, education, and neuroscience, Social Emotional and
Ethical (SEE) Learning, offers an answer to the Dalai Lama’s call for “secular ethics.” (Emory
University, 2017). In some ways, SEE echoes Oliveros’ (2010) understanding of deep listening
as a link between the self and community and Parker Palmer’s (2004) circles of trust (examined
in the upcoming pages) which allow people to explore their inner selves “being alone together”
(p. 54).
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Schonert-Reichl and Roeser (2016) refer to SEL as the “‘missing piece,’ in education for
the reason that it embodies an element of education that is inextricably linked to success, but
historically has not been explicitly acknowledged or prioritized in public education in North
America” (p. 67). They additionally cite a meta-analysis (Durlak, 2011, as quoted in SchonertReichl & Roesser, 2016) that found well-implemented SEL programs led to improvement in both
social-emotional and more traditionally tested skills, a decrease in behavioral issues and
emotional distress, and even pointed to possible (though with smaller effect) similar longitudinal
benefits.
Like contemplative education, Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) recognizes the
importance of practicing SEL within the context of more traditional curriculum such as reading
and math. Both SEE Learning (Emory University, 2017) and SEL seek to teach social and
emotional tools as discrete skills, with devoted class work and practical applications (Emory
University, 2017), as opposed to contemplative education that seeks to deepen the inner lives of
students. SEE Learning curriculum (2017) organizes its learning around three competencies that
you will later see reflect aspects of mindfulness: a) awareness, b) compassion, (c) engagement,
as they relate both to the personal and to the social aspects of our lives. There is also striking
similarity between these competencies and Barbezat and Bush’s (2014) four pillars of
contemplative education. For SEE (2017):
1.

Awareness engages our first-person thoughts and feelings

2. Compassion helps foster empathy and our connection to others.
3. Engagement allows us space to practice behaviors and use reflective skills, such as
noticing breath and bodily sensations, thoughts and emotions, and the effects of certain
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thoughts and emotions on the body. (It is worth noting again the importance of reflection
to educational philosophers such as Greene, 1996 and Dewey, 1938).
Figure 2 illustrates SEE Learning’s (Emory University, 2017) visual representation of
domains and dimensions. The authors are quick to point out that, ideally, we are growing all
these capacities comprehensively as they build on one another, and, as in contemplative
educational practices, students are asked to internalize and experience these domains and
capacities, not simply understand them intellectually (Zajonc, 2016). Like the earlier critique of
the “tree” figure describing contemplative education, the skills outlined below cannot be built
through hierarchy. And while skills do build on one another (just as, you will see below, our
bodies, brains, and emotions work in tandem as we sing), developing competencies are also
iterative and cyclical in nature.

Figure 2
Nine Components of the Domains and Dimensions of SEE Learning (Emory University, 2017)
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SEE Learning offers a variety of complementary exercises and activities for children
(described in more detail below), body awareness, emotional recognition, empathy, and social
skills (Lantieri & Goleman, 2008; Emory University, 2017); some people are even beginning to
incorporate SEE and SEL into more traditional K-12 music education curricula (Edgar,
2017). Edgar (2017) suggests some music-specific skills such as hearing emotion in music
(Leviatin, 2007; Scherer, 1995; Scherer, Sundberg, Fantini, Trznadel, & Eyben, 2017), creativity
building, and developing self-awareness through listening and practicing. Throughout the
planning and execution of this study, I explored many of these activities and applied them to our
singing, examining those that most directly relate (or feel as though they may offer us a way to
experience a particular skill). I focused on contemplative education to help participants foster
their inner lives and borrowed tools and techniques from both SEL and SEE.
Mindfulness
It is worth examining mindfulness separately and in greater detail, as it is fundamental to
contemplative teaching and learning as well as being a skill developed within the practice of
contemplation. For instance, while some might say the foundation for the ethical aspect of
learning (and being) is mindfulness itself; others might argue that the practice of mindfulness
allows for ethical and personal ideals to grow (Emory University, 2017; Zajonc, 2016).
Adding to the confusion is that “mindfulness” is yet another slippery term; it is
commonly bandied about in educational and spiritual circles and it has enough nuance to be
confusing. Similar to “contemplative,” the term “mindfulness” was originally used to translate
the Pali word sati and more loosely with many additional related Indian terms (Young,
2016). But even Young (2016) states it can be “contentious and confusing” (Young, 2016, p. 30)
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to attempt a direct English translation of mindfulness from an Asian term, primarily because
these definitions do not entirely agree in their meanings, either.
We do have many similar definitions for what mindfulness actually is. For Lawlor
(2016), it is a state of consciousness involving the direction of attention that incorporates selfawareness with a core characteristic of being open, receptive, and non-judgmental (p. 64), which
is similar to Goldstein’s (2002, quoted in Schonert-Reichl & Roeser, 2016) definition: “a quality
of mind that notices what is present without judgment, without interference.” (p. 6) And
Schonert-Reichl and Roeser (2016) quote Kabat-Zinn’s - the creator of the clinically researched
and often cited Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) program begun in 1979 (KabatZinn, 2003, 2018) - emphasis on practice (1994): “mindful practice means that we commit fully
in each moment to be present” and embody this commitment through regular use of formalized
practices such as mindful walking, noticing our thoughts, emotions, and bodies “with curiosity
and openness, but without cognitive elaboration of emotional reactivity” (p. 6).
I find Young’s definition of mindfulness, which is similar to John Kabat-Zinn’s, both
clear and usable in an educational and research environment. For Young, mindfulness is “any
growth process [emphasis added] that is capable of bringing a person to a state of happiness
independent of conditions based on acquiring and applying three attentional skills: concentration
power, sensory clarity, and equanimity” (Young, 2016, p. 30). He settles on a definition for
mindful awareness as a state of being present-centered and non-judgmental. These, too, can be
complicated terms holding various meanings for unique individuals and traditions, and we will
seek to clarify them in context as they might apply to singing and emotion, and perhaps most
complexly, learning to sing. Though not entirely unique from other examples of what a
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mindfulness practice might look like, Young’s (2016) careful and organized exploration of
mindfulness offers a working definition of the skills and capacities required.
First Young (2016) describes two components of mindful awareness as: (a) presentcentered and (b) non-judgmental. To be present-centered, he writes, requires three related but
distinct skills: (a) concentration power, (b) sensory clarity, (c) equanimity (which is also part of
being non-judgmental). Young’s (2016) delineation of concentration and sensory clarity are
particularly useful for this study, as they easily relate to music making of any sort, and
particularly of singing, as you will see in the upcoming sections. Concentration power could be
spatial, momentarily high focus, selective attention without distractions, and/or a high initial
level of effort that leads to automatic execution (as learning fingering for a piano concerto or the
notes in a singer’s coloratura passage). Similarly, sensory clarity involves:
1. Discrimination - thinking about your reaction with objectivity, as is vital for
independent practicing.
2. Detection - sensitivity to different signals from the environment and your self,
such as listening for the reverberation in a space or the orchestra’s harmonies as
you sing a melody line or recognizing the tightness of your shoulders as you
ascend to a high note.
3. Penetration - you are able to perfectly penetrate the situation and your reaction
with spot-on, arrow-like clarity, such as being in a flow state (Csíkszentmihályi,
1994).
Young (2016)’s definition of being non-judgmental first clarifies what he means by
“judgmental.” After all, being discerning is a primary goal of education. We are not looking for
a state of being where anything goes. To clarify, Young (2016) says, “free of judgment” could
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mean (a) never experiencing judgment, regardless of circumstance; (b) the ability to suspend
judgment when appropriate; (c) the ability to not identify with judgments (p. 34). The first,
according to Young (2016) is dysfunctional whereas the second two are empowering. Indeed,
the second and third meanings are both immensely relevant to singing. In order to attend to all
the elements requiring attention when singing (text, performance, breath, posture, resonance,
etc.), one cannot judge and sing at the same time (Smith, 2007). Similarly, we must be able
examine what might be happening when singing a phrase doesn’t go the way we intend without
becoming attached to the thought: e.g., “that was flat,” never needs to be “that was flat because I
can’t execute it and I will always sing out of tune.”
Similarly, Young (2016) discusses the concepts of the first and second arrow, which
speaks specifically to not identifying with our judgments. The first arrow is the reaction or
thought you might have (judgment), such as, “Wow. I really botched that phrase!” The voice
comes unbidden, and true or not, it is simply a thought. The second arrow is a judgment
ABOUT our judgment: e.g., “There I go, judging myself again. That is NOT mindful! I am
clearly bad at this.” Of course, we would love to avoid this second arrow, and might choose to
focus away from it, allowing the first arrow to arise in the background while not letting it take
hold (requiring a great deal of concentration). You might also be able to objectively examine the
first arrow, “observing each component in great detail and open so fully to it that it eventually
dissolves into a flow of energy” (p. 33). This second approach (beneficial, in part, for its ability
to let us assess our singing and make changes, if necessary) requires a great deal of clarity and
equanimity.
So, what does Young (2016) mean by equanimity? The word’s etymology is from the
Latin word meaning “balanced.” Therefore, to not have equanimity is to be unbalanced;
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according to Young (2016), being unbalanced could look like either suppressing our thoughts,
body sensations, or emotions or overly identifying with them. Regardless of whether we are
repressing or clinging, we become stuck and controlled by passing ideas, sensations, and
feelings. Young (2016) is careful in emphasizing that equanimity is not apathy, which interferes
with Csikszentmihalyi’s (1994) concept of flow. For Csikszentmihalyi, to be in a state of flow
means that you are completely engaged in your activity at an ideal level - neither bored nor
frustrated. Similarly, equanimity seeks to allow our inner experiences to also be in a state of
balanced concentration and motivation.
There is mounting empirical evidence that mindfulness alters our brains and our
experiences of situations. Kabat-Zinn (2018) discusses evidence from his own studies on
psoriasis patients and with MBSR indicating that mindfulness, at least in the short term, can
decrease inflammation, length of illness, and aid in trauma recovery. In education, it appears
mindfulness can improve attention, cognitive control, self-regulation, executive functioning, and
critical thinking (Lawlor, 2016; Rechtschaffen & Rechtschaffen, 2015; Zajonc, 2016), with
neurological studies being conducted with increasing regularly (Owens-Smith, 2018). And while
neurology is beyond the scope of this particular research project, it would be irresponsible to
disregard the number of studies being done in neuroplasticity, mindfulness, and neurological
processing of emotions, the voice, and mindfulness, as you will note in the upcoming
sections. And so, despite Young’s (2016) hesitation that his definition of mindfulness doesn’t
quite meet the criteria of having a quantifiable model for all of what happens when practicing
mindfulness, it appears we have enough evidence to understand that mindfulness changes our
experiences somehow in a worthwhile (also an admittedly tricky qualifier) manner. His clear
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definition functions well as a place to begin implementing mindfulness activities and strategies
to see how our experience of singing might also change.
Mindfulness Awareness Practices (MAPS) are, quite simply, practices that enhance
mindfulness: meditation, yoga, Alexander Technique, deep listening. In fact, Oliveros (2010)
writes “listening involves the direction of attention: that is (a) focal, “all or nothing,” “sharp and
clear,” and (b) global, expanded attention “warm and fuzzy” (p. 49). Her descriptions remind me
of Young’s principles of detection and penetration. Similarly, Rechtschaffen and Rechtschaffen
(2015) in their discussion of Mindfulness Awareness Practices (MAPS) in “Educational
Leadership '' enumerate five social emotional literacies we may easily relate to singing as: (a)
bodies (instruments), (b) minds (cognitive skills to execute music), (c) hearts (our emotions and
connection to the music), (d) community (empathy and connection to the text), (e) world (how
we see ourselves as singers and musicians within our global society).
Vocal Pedagogy
Learning to sing can be a mystifying experience, driven as it is by anatomy,
communication, who we are as people, our emotions, and how we see the world (Chapman,
2006; Doscher, 1994; Friedlander, 2018; Smith, 2007). Although we use our voices reflexively
from infancy, expressing emotions and communicating thoughts, wants, and needs (Scherer,
1995; Parada-Cabaleiro et al., 2017; Brück, Kreifelts, Ethofer, & Wildgruber, 2013; and
Waararmaa, 2018), when we begin singing intentionally, perhaps trying to execute difficult
phrases or ranges, we might find we run out of breath, discover our voices don’t move with
flexibility, or that we have a smaller range than we’d like. Worst of all, it might hurt to produce
musical sounds. If we aren’t completely discouraged and convinced that we are hopeless singers,
we might turn to a voice teacher to help us navigate these challenges.
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Voice teachers have been fostering good singing for hundreds of years. Without tools to
examine anatomy, much of this was based on insightful observation, metaphor, and skillful
execution - but not on empirical evidence (Doscher, 1994; McCoy, 2004). More recently, voice
science has explored the intersection of anatomy, biology, and physics to enhance our awareness
and understanding of voice mechanics. Consequently, teachers are adapting teaching tools and
techniques to work with the challenges of teaching singing. Even with the advancement of voice
science, teaching singing still requires helping students navigate and manipulate unseen muscle
and bone in real time. Additionally, each person’s voice is unique to their personal anatomy and
personality, contributing to the challenge of teaching singing.
Complicated though this sounds (and it can be!), a simple truth remains: we sing because
of the impetus to communicate a thought through music, we sing because it is
fun. Neurologically, we create sound as a result of innervation: our central nervous systems
convey the need to speak and sing; our breath, muscles, and bodies respond to make the
vocalization a reality (Chapman, 2006; Friedlander, 2018; McCoy, 2004; Sataloff, 2006; Smith,
2007). So, what are we training, exactly, and why do we even need to take lessons or learn how
to sing? Are we trying to train our voices? Our bodies? Our brains? Why isn’t it simply
instinctual? There may not be research to show why we don’t possess the innate skills to sing as
easily as we speak (though some might argue we must learn tools to project or use our voices
more efficiently in speaking as well as singing), but we cannot deny that as singers, we must
both build our instruments and learn to play them simultaneously (Friedlander, 2018). We also
know that with a body attached to a brain as an instrument, our voices are influenced by
everything from what we eat to how we are feeling, our families, our anatomy (Chapman, 2006;
Friedlander, 2018; McCoy, 2004; Sataloff, 2006; Smith, 2007). And though I have found less
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research addressing the topic, it’s not such a far stretch to include culture as a large influence on
how we hear and produce sound (Ilari, Chen-Hafteck, & Crawford, L. 2013; Kingsbury, 2010;
Simpson, 1999). So perhaps we are training our anatomy to stay out of the way of our inherent
ability to create sound. Or perhaps we are training our brains (mindfulness, contemplative
education) to work with our bodies and our desires to express a thought of feeling musically. Or
perhaps we are building and learning to play one of the most flexible and perplexing instruments
available to us - all without being able to view it as we sing. Regardless, while examining the
intricacies of how our voices create sound, it might be helpful to begin to imagine how
mindfulness and contemplative education might offer us additional insight into our own singing
processes.
Anatomical Process of Singing
Despite the incredible variables, we do know many facts regarding the anatomy and
physiology of our voices, which allow us to strive for more efficiency and deeper
communication. We can separate the parts of the voice for ease of discussion, and yet the pieces
are always working together and affecting one another in a balanced and intricate interplay
between the elements of our voices and the effects they have on one another: our voices do not
operate as a tree, with roots growing into a trunk and then sprouting leaves. Most simply, to
create sound we must have a source or generator of the sound (breath), a vibrator (vocal folds),
and a resonator (pharynx or vocal tract, oral cavity). These three elements continuously work in
tandem with one another - adjusting, tweaking, and balancing. This balance affords us a myriad
of options for musical style and expression (Chapman, 2006; Doscher, 1994; Friedlander, 2018;
Smith, 2007).
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The Generator
The source of our sound - the sound waves produced by the vibration of our vocal folds is initiated by our breath. As we exhale, air rushes from our lungs and flows through the vocal
folds. Though there has been some discussion regarding the full effect of the Bernoulli Principle
in singing (Sataloff, 2006), generally scientists and voice practitioners agree that as the air passes
through the vocal folds, the folds adduct and vibrate (Doscher, 1994; McCoy, 2004; Freidlander,
2018; Smith, 2004). Often, we think of the inhalation as being the start of the breathing process
and therefore the most important. Singers can get incredibly concerned with taking a big breath
so as not to run out of air, to hit a higher note, or to increase the dynamic level of a phrase. I
know I spent an inordinate amount of time wearing a back brace to feel expansion in my lower
ribs or lying on the floor to feel my stomach rise. However, we do not sing on the inhalation, but
rather during the exhalation. Both inhalation and exhalation can be voluntary or involuntary
activities, and perhaps it’s helpful to think of the inhalation as a mindful preparation for the
exhalation.
Inhalation.
The primary sources of inhalation are the diaphragm and external intercostal muscles
(Doscher, 1994; Friedlander, 2018; Sataloff, 2006). The diaphragm's sole purpose is to contract
during inhalation (Friedlander, 2018). When the external intercostal muscles lift and separate the
ribs, the diaphragm contracts (lowers), and in concordance with Boyle’s Law, the greater the
lung volume (less air pressure) allows air to rush into the lungs (McCoy, 2004; Sataloff, 2006): a
vacuum effect. Although it’s not advisable to exhale all your air to the point of breathlessness
(Doscher, 1994), I find young singers particularly enjoy a “vacuum experiment:” breathing out
all your air - then more, and more - until you release and feel the air rush back into your lungs,
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involuntarily. Although singing occurs during exhalation, an inhalation free from excess physical
tension (such as tightened throats heard in audible gasps or raised shoulders that tighten the
trapezius) allows the larynx to remain stable and free from inhibitions - muscular or emotional
(at least before phonation begins) (Chapman, 2006; Friedlander, 2018).
Exhalation.
Once air has come into the lungs, the process of exhalation begins; the internal
intercostals want to contract and the diaphragm wants to return to its natural position. This is
Boyle’s law, which describes the phenomenon that the pressure of a gas (in this case, oxygen)
tends to increase when the volume of a container (lungs) decreases. When you inhale, the lungs
and thorax are bigger, thereby decreasing the air pressure in them. When you exhale, air rushes
out of the lungs and thorax and they contract, thereby increasing the air pressure and causing air
to rush into the lungs again with another inhalation (McCoy, 2004).
The primary muscles involved in exhalation are the abdominals, including external
oblique, internal oblique, rectus abdominis, and transversus abdominis muscles (Friedlander,
2018; McCoy, 2004; Sataloff, 2006). According to Sataloff (2006), “muscles of active
expiration either raise the intra-abdominal pressure forcing the diaphragm upward or decrease
the diameter of the ribs or sternum to decrease the volume dimension of the thorax, or both” (p.
53). These muscles then are responsible (either voluntarily or not) for expelling air through the
vocal folds, causing them to vibrate.
Exhalation was another part of my own breathing that I had to re-think. After years of
competitive swimming, I was used to breathing in shallow breaths (inhalation, of course), and
then holding my breath and letting it out slowly so as to avoid taking more breaths and slowing
down. Every breath meant more water resistance. I needed a new strategy for singing. I had to
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work on allowing my inhalation to be full. But even more difficult for me was releasing my
breath swiftly without pushing. I also found this release to be - for me and for many of my
students - not simply a coordination challenge but also an emotional one. What emotions, fears,
or anxieties might we hold in our breath? When I am emotionally overwhelmed, I notice myself
clenching my abdomen and, quite simply, not breathing. A release of air can be emotional,
frightening, and vulnerable.
It would be remiss at this point not to discuss that the airflow is not solely responsible for
the closure and vibration of the vocal folds, but rather part of a myoelastic-aerodynamic process
(Doscher, 1994; McCoy, 2004, Sataloff, 2006). In other words, the “vocal fold oscillation is,” in
fact, “established and maintained by muscular and aerodynamic processes” (McCoy, 2004, p.
110) (therefore called a myoelastic-aerodynamic process). McCoy (2004) succinctly explains,
“the muscular [myoelastic] portion of this equation is straightforward and easily understood; the
larynx is designed with muscles that open and close the glottis” (p. 110), as discussed in greater
detail below.
The Vibrator
The vibrator for our voices is the vocal folds. They rest within the larynx, a structure
comprised of four basic components: skeleton, mucosa, intrinsic muscles, and extrinsic muscles
(Sataloff, 2006). None of these four components work in isolation. Rather, their balance and
interaction with one another determine how - and how well - the voice works. The most vital
parts of the laryngeal skeleton for singing are the thyroid cartilage, the cricoid cartilage, and the
two arytenoid cartilages (Sataloff, 2006). The intrinsic muscles within the larynx connect to
these cartilages, one of which is the thyroarytenoid (TA), known as the vocalis. The TA rests
inside the vocal folds (Chapman, 2006; Doscher, 1994; McCoy, 2004; Sataloff, 2006). Clearly,
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we do not have direct control over our vocal folds. Instead, we must do our best to direct our
energy toward the places in our bodies - and the thoughts that stimulate our muscles - in order to
create the desired balance - and thus the desired sound. Singers must learn an acute sensory
awareness, though each person’s awareness might be unique (Chapman, 2006; Doscher, 1994;
Freidlander, 2018; Smith, 2010). We can easily also see how the sensory clarity Young (2016)
discusses could be incredibly advantageous.
Mucosa.
The Mucosa consists of five layers, depending on how you discuss them, or three large
groups. From exterior to interior, they are the epithelium, lamina propria (superficial,
intermediate, and deep), muscle/TA/vocalis (Docsher, 1994; McCoy, 2004; Sataloff,
2006). Mechanically, they act as three groups “the cover (epithelium and the superficial layer of
the lamina propria), transition (intermediate and deep layers of the lamina propria), and the body
(the vocalis)” (Sataloff, 2006, p. 38).
Intrinsic Muscles.
The intrinsic muscles of the larynx are responsible for abduction, adduction, and tension
of the vocal folds (Doscher, 1994; McCoy, 2004; Sataloff, 2006). As an oversimplification, the
thyroarytenoid (TA) and the cricothyroid (CT) dominate pitch control for lower and higher
pitches respectively; the TA sits within the vocalis and it shortens and thickens the folds (lower
pitches), and the CT is responsible for increasing the pitch by lengthening the vocal folds
(Doscher, 1994; Friedlander, 2018; McCoy, 2004, Sataloff, 2006). Sataloff (2006) states that the
CT is very important to pitch control at every frequency, and “training of the intrinsic
musculature results in vibratory symmetry of the vocal folds producing regular periodicity of
vocal fold vibration” (p. 51).
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The posterior cricoarytenoid (PCA) “abducts, elevates, elongates, and thins the vocal fold
by rocking the arytenoid cartilage” (Sataloff, 2006, p. 46). Both the interarytenoid, (IA) and the
small lateral cricoarytenoids (LCA) aid in adduction. The IA adducts cartilaginous portion of the
vocal folds “providing medial compression to close the posterior glottis” (Sataloff, 2006, p. 46);
LCA lowers, elongates, and thins the vocal folds, which is “especially important in the initial
movement from abduction to adduction” (Sataloff, 2006, p. 46, emphasis added).
Extrinsic Muscles.
The extrinsic muscles of the larynx maintain or move the position of the larynx in the
neck and throat and can be divided into two main categories: laryngeal depressors and laryngeal
elevators. The depressors are below the hyoid (infrahyoid) and consist of the thyrohyoid,
sternohyoid, and omohyoid muscles. The elevators (suprahyoid) are the digastric, mylohyoid,
stylohyoid, and geniohyoid muscles (McCoy, 2004; Friedlander, 2018; Sataloff, 2006).
Sataloff (2006) explains the importance of training the extrinsic laryngeal muscles
saying, “coordinated interaction among the extrinsic laryngeal muscles is needed to control the
vertical position of the larynx, as well as other positions such as the laryngeal tilt” (p. 51). The
structures surrounding the larynx impact the CT function, particularly the elevators/supraglottic
muscles (Doscher, 1994; McCoy, 2004; Friedlander, 2018; Sataloff, 2006). Without the
laryngeal tilt (the slight movement of the larynx), the CT is unable to stretch properly in order to
control pitches. Stiffness in the CT often manifests as higher pitches being difficult to produce
or flat (out of tune). In fact, Friedlander (2018) offers the strategy of massaging the digastric
muscle at the base of the neck to increase laryngeal tilt/range of motion necessary.
When Sataloff (2006) discusses the benefits of a singer’s ability to maintain a neutral and
relaxed laryngeal position, he specifies the Western Classical style of singing. While this
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training arguably is useful in any style of singing, we must remember that the relaxed laryngeal
position is not necessarily employed in every style. For instance, much of contemporary musical
theatre, CCM (Contemporary Commercial Music), and Gospel singing use a higher larynx
(Hakanpää, Waaramaa, & Laukkanen, 2019; Roll, 2015). This will be particularly important for
Rebecca in this study, as you will see in Chapter 5, as she navigates between various styles of
singing. Even so, when a singer is able to maintain a stable laryngeal position free of as much
tension as possible, it grants them the fullest range of options for creating the desired sound, even
if this might mean conscientiously altering the laryngeal position (Friedlander,
2018). Friedlander (2018) also cautions, “a low laryngeal position is best achieved by alleviating
tightness and over-activity in the laryngeal elevators rather than engaging the laryngeal
depressors in an attempt to override this tightness and overactivity” (p. 45).
Remember, too, most of these elements are outside of our direct control (Chapman, 2006;
Doscher, 1994; Friedlander, 2018; McCoy, 2004; Sataloff, 2006; Smith, 2007). We cannot put a
finger on a key and thicken our TA in order to reach a lower note. This can result in singers’
attempting to use muscles over which they do have direct control, such as our necks to lower our
heads, in a vain attempt to correct a note. Having a greater awareness of our bodies and the
ability to relax a particular part of our bodies is a useful skill for a singer that could possibly be
enhanced through mindfulness strategies, as in Young’s (2016) explanation of both
concentration power and sensory clarity.
The Resonators
The resonators of the voice are the vocal tract (pharynx) and the oral cavity. Once again,
we see the interdependence of the parts of our voices: the individual timbre and quality of our
voices are determined by the unique structure of our vocal folds and the shape of our resonators
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(Sundberg, 2006). Articulation of vowels and consonants using further defines and manipulates
the resonator (throat, mouth, tongue, and lips). Once again, we see there are multiple methods
one can use to articulate text and vowels, and the desired resonance likely differs greatly between
styles of singing. Despite these varying strategies, it might be beneficial (much like developing
the ability to maintain a neutral and easy laryngeal position) to train articulation strategies that
allow us the greatest number of options. Friedlander (2018) emphasizes cultivating
independence of articulators in order to keep a more neutral and ideal resonator, allowing us to
vary our strategies consciously rather than as a habit. This requires an ability to focus mindfully,
both using selective attention without distractions and also gaining sensory clarity both
physically and mentally (Young, 2016).
Inextricably Linked
Though we have explored the three parts of our voices (generator/source, vibrator, and
resonator) as separate entities, in reality, they work in tandem and with constant shifting balance
in accordance with our communication needs. For instance, the generator (breath) and the
vibrator (vocal folds) cannot work without one another. The intrinsic and extrinsic muscles of the
larynx must work to adduct the folds. “When the aperture between the vocal folds is sufficiently
narrow and the vocal folds themselves are sufficiently supple, the differential in the air pressure
below and above causes them to alternately approximate and come apart in a regular vibratory
pattern” (Friedlander, 2018, p. 41). Without the breath, the vocal folds would not vibrate and
without the resonators, we would not hear the sounds created. As stated above, this complexity
requires mindfulness skills, even if we have not discussed them as such. We must be able to
employ all five of Young’s (2016) enumerated powers of concentration to execute a phrase with
conscious artistry: We need spatial concentration, moments of high focus, selective attention
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without distraction, and the ability to move from initial effort into automatic behavior (Young,
2016). Here are a few additional anatomical examples of this delicate tension.
Registration.
The four basic registers in a singing voice (mode 1: fry, mode 2: modal/speaking
range/low voice, mode 3: head voice, and mode 4: whistle [Doscher, 1994]) contain a continual
balance of resonating space, breath, and vocal fold vibration. The lower pitches are dominated
by the TA muscles and the upper pitches by the CT, but they work in balance with one another
along with the breath (usually increasing in air flow for the upper registers) and the shape of
resonating space (shaping or modifying the vowels - usually more open for women and more
closed for men in the upper registers) (Chapman, 2006; McCoy, 2004; Friedlander, 2018;
Sataloff, 2006). While in Western Classical singing, we look to minimize the perception of
registration shifts, every style of singing benefits from having a command of these registrations.
As Friedlander (2018) describes, “develop balance, strength, and coordination between your
muscles of registration, and you will enjoy not only seamless continuity or timbre from top to
bottom but also a wide variety of expressive possibilities throughout your range” (p. 54).
Registration and a balance of modes as well as TA and CT muscles will play a major part
in the upcoming technical work throughout this study, most notably with Kat and Rebecca. In
Rebecca’s case, you will see her navigating using modes differently within various styles of
signing. Both Kat and Rebecca will experience the need to shift the balance of modes 2 and 3 as
they modify their approaches to their higher notes. In my own singing, I also experienced a rebalance in high voice (mode 3), which allowed me greater access to mode 4. However, I might
have been most surprised by allowing my lower registration to shift and my TA muscles to take
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over more completely in the transition between modes 3 and 2. When my lower range began to
strengthen and expand, I was shocked to know I did have accessible, viable lower notes.
Tuning.
The TA and the CT work together with the IA, PCA, and LCA to create the desired pitch
with complete closure of the vocal folds (which is responsible for a clear, rather than breathy,
tone). In fact, the central nervous system (and hearing the pitches clearly through audiation) is
responsible for this balance and for the muscles’ ability to create pitch and sound. Tuning a pitch
not only requires a balance of internal and external muscles, but also needs the resonator to be
shaped and the breath to be managed efficiently (Doscher, 1994; McCoy, 2004; Sataloff, 2006).
As we will see in just a few sections, our emotions (and therefore the ability to be aware of and
regulate them) also affect the tuning of our voices (Larrouy-Maestri, P., & Morsomme, D.,
2014).
Similarly, acoustics greatly affect our tuning (Doscher, 1994; McCoy, 2004). Every pitch
we sing has both a fundamental frequency (the pitch) and an ideal resonating shape to enhance
that frequency (the singer’s formants): if our resonating space is shaped in a particular way, that
fundamental frequency will be enhanced (Doscher, 1994). These resonating spaces are primarily
our throats (F1) and our mouths (F2), which change shape as we move from one vowel sound
and shape to the next. Doscher (1994) further explains, “a particular form has a specific
frequency, vowels have pitch” (p. 135). To sing in tune we not only need to have a balance
between our CT and TA (and all laryngeal) muscles, but also to have a resonating space aligned
with the vowel and pitch. Tuning a note could therefore include increasing or decreasing our
mouth and jaw openings, moving our tongues up and away from the back of our throats, raising
our soft palates, changing the shape of the pharynx through the use of extrinsic muscles
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surrounding our larynx (Doscher, 1994). If a singer’s resonators are out of tune, it won’t matter
how good a musician that singer might be, how attuned their ear is; the singer will sing out of
tune.
Understanding the interplay of physiology for a singer’s - my - tuning has been
particularly important to my sense of self as a musician. There tends to be a (bizarre) moral
underpinning to singing out of tune, as though this skill is the most basic and fundamental
element for any musician to grasp. However, I know a number of singers, myself included, who
went through large periods of vocal untangling that necessitated being out of tune. Let me
explain. For a time, I was using my extrinsic muscles to ensure a note was in tune, particularly
around D5 and into my upper passaggio, ending around F5. When I started using more air and a
different balance of CT (more) and TA (less) muscles to navigate the changing registration, these
notes were perpetually flat. I could make them be in tune by squeezing my extrinsic
muscles. That strategy, however (as well as not releasing air or changing the shape of my
resonators), was inhibiting my ability to have freer, easier notes above F5. It required a
tremendous amount of cultivated equanimity during that period of time to allow myself to sing
out of tune. I had to practice what I now know is non-judgmental noticing and curiosity and kind
self-talk to knowingly sing out of tune for a time in order to allow my muscles to recalibrate. I
certainly didn’t have a name for these Mindfulness Awareness Practices (MAPS) at the time, but
upon reflection and contemplation, I was being guided toward a more mindful way of learning
and self-acceptance. Throughout the course of this study, you will see Emily wrestle with
finding similar equanimity and self-acceptance surrounding her highest notes.
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Breath.
In addition to being fundamental in creating sound, we use breath, airflow, and
subglottic air pressure to alter the dynamic level of our voices. Additionally, as pitch increases,
we tend to need more airflow for the higher pitches (Sataloff, 2006). An inefficient breath
management system can also be the culprit in singing out of tune or, of course, running out of air
at the end of a phrase. Essentially, “breath management for singing therefore consists of a means
of increasing and regulating subglottal air pressure to facilitate a greater an/or more specific
impact on vocal fold vibration in order to modulate volume, projection, and registration”
(Friedlander, 2018, p. 31). Although, Sataloff (2006) says, “actually, the anatomy and
physiology of support for phonation are quite complicated and not understood completely.” (p.
53)
This navigation of inspiratory and expiratory muscles requires working with the
subglottal air pressure in the lungs. Doscher (1994) and Chapman (2006) describe this process
as appoggio, or the feeling of leaning into the abdominals as you are singing. This action has
also been described as the feeling of “singing on the inhalation” or inhibiting the abdominal
walls from contracting (Chapman, 2006). Some teachers describe this feeling as “support,”
which can be a loaded word for voice teachers, as it holds different definitions and techniques of
employment. Therefore, many teachers have moved from using the word “support” into “breath
management.” Nevertheless, Sataloff (2006) uses the term “support” rather than “breath
management” saying, “the purpose of support is to maintain an efficient, constant power source
and inspiratory-expiratory mechanism” (p. 53). Anatomically, one is altering the amount of
subglottal air pressure. Paying attention to the breath and how it moves is a particularly common
mindfulness strategy (Barbezat & Bush, 2016; Kabat-Zinn, 2018; Owens-Smith (2018); we can
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see how concentration and sensory perception (Young, 2016) involving our breathing might help
a singer tremendously.
Another way we see breath interact with our larynx and resonators is in its ability to
compensate - often deleteriously - for tension in other parts of our instruments (attempting to
expel air to override tension or stiffness in the larynx or vocal folds) or for an easy, undeniable
change in subglottal air pressure. However, the opposite might also be true. Friedlander (2018)
cautions, “the most instinctive and expedient way to increase the subglottal breath pressure is by
generating tension in the throat, usually by excessively adducting the vocal folds (deceleration)
and driving the breath against this closure with the abdominal and/or intercostal muscles
(acceleration)” (p. 34). Although this will work to increase the subglottal pressure, it will also
inhibit the functions of your larynx and vocal folds, affecting both pitch and registration and can
even lead to injury (Friedlander, 2018, p. 34). Again, think how highly attuned sensory
perception and concentration (Young, 2016) might allow a singer necessary awareness to bypass
this extra muscular tension.
Emotion and the Voice
Mechanics aside, singing and vocalization come from an impetus to speak or
communicate (Chapman, 2006; Smith, 2007). This “volitional voice production begins in the
cerebral cortex” (Sataloff, 2006, p. 55). Of course, we make intentional sounds when we sing
but also, we use our voices to express and understand emotions and communicate thoughts,
wants, and needs (Scherer, 1995; Parada-Cabaleiro et al., 2017; Brück, Kreifelts, Ethofer, &
Wildgruber, 2013; Monti, Aiello, & Carroll, 2016; and Waararmaa, 2018). Unlike instrumental
musicians who might strive to play the piano, violin, or clarinet as though it is a bodily
extension, their instruments remain instruments, whereas singers’ voices are also used to cry,
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express a desire, or feel like a part of who they are separate from music making. Though perhaps
obvious, vocal music requires the distinction of being an extension of who we are as human
beings in a way that playing an instrument never can. That is, our voices do more than make
music.
Throughout years of anecdote, philosophy, and empirical study, people have marveled at
emotional experience through music and song. Dating at least back to philosophers of the Greek
and Roman periods, (Parada-Cabaleiro, et al., 2017; Levitin, 2006) we have wondered at music’s
ability to tap into our feelings, alter our moods, and relate deeply to our human
experiences. Additionally, Koelsch (2013) writes about the social functions of music:
communication, action coordination, and group cohesion. Koelsch continues, enumerating
several regenerative effects of music, such as beneficial hormonal and immunological
effects. Interestingly, these effects then seem to separate the art of music from its potential
biological and evolutionary functions. For Koelsch, music “thus [serves] as a ‘utilitarian
emotion’ as opposed to an aesthetic emotion (p. 288).
Aesthetic or merely functional, researchers and thinkers continue to muse about music’s
effects on how we understand and manipulate emotion. As an extension - or precursor - to
speech and language, song poses additional perplexing questions: why sing instead of speak? Is
a song a different form of expression than instrumental music? Do we express or perceive
emotion through song in a different way than in spoken text? Scherer (1995) posits that voice is
the “primary instrument for emotional expression” (p. 246) and offers, “vocal expression as a
language of emotion supposed to have immediate symbolic significance for affective content and
can thus evoke affective feeling” (p. 243). Additionally, Parada-Cabaleiro et al. (2017) write,
“The singing voice is a natural and spontaneous way for humans to express a variety of feelings”
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(p. 1). She points to lullabies demonstrating parental love and care, work songs that help form
our social identities, and religious songs strengthening both community and connection to the
various mystic and divine thought. Since we express and/or perceive emotion in vocalizations
might there be an intersection between music and singing and spoken emotions? If this is true,
how might singing be affected by our emotions? How much more, then, might singing benefit
from a contemplative education study?
Potential Overlap: Emotion in Vocalizations and Mindfulness for Vocal Pedagogy
Just as emotions are recognized in speech and singing, our feelings and emotions have
been shown to affect our ability to sing (although these effects are much more difficult to
measure than perceived emotion in singing [Scherer et al., 2017]). Although we could argue that
one purpose of singing is to communicate an emotion or concept of a song, we now combine
emotions through vocalizations, emotions in music, emotions in singing, and the emotion of the
singers, which may very well be different from the desired audience perception and also might
hinder the emotional expression. In fact, Scherer (1995) muses that perhaps it makes little sense
to study the accuracy of emotional perception in vocal music, in part because “the study of
emotional expression in singing needs to take into account the composer’s emotional script, the
singer’s artistic interpretation and projection of a character’s personality and affective state, and,
finally, the singer’s own physiologically based emotional state at the time of the performance”
(Scherer, 1995, p. 243, emphasis added). Koelsch’s (2013) view remains more optimistic: “Both
listening to music and making music can evoke emotions, enabling investigators to study
interactions between emotion and action” (p. 286). Friedlander (2018) and Smith (2007)
similarly caution singers to be aware of their own bodies and emotions while singing since the
intent to communicate fundamentally serves (and therefore affects) as the impetus to sing.
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From a neurological perspective, Sataloff (2006) discusses the stimulation of the
periaqueductal gray matter (PAG) - the gray matter in the mid part of the brain - as particular
interest to voice scientists as it produces vocalizations. The PAG is essential for not only for
vocalizations but also for emotional expressions, increases in blood flow, blood pressure, and
heart rate (Sataloff, 2006); it “may be involved in emotional expression associated with the voice
in speech and song [and…] is also involved in muscle control during respiration” (Sataloff, 2006,
p. 48). And while it is beyond the scope of this study to research the exhaustive literature
regarding emotions and neurology, we can understand from Sataloff’s (2006) work that our
emotions and our voices occupy a similar place in our brains, making them susceptible to one
another. Similarly, one can extrapolate that singing might be affected by our emotions from a
result of altered respiration patterns. Interestingly, scientists studying mindfulness also explore
its effects on the PAG, as it is responsible for emotional expressions (Kabat-Zinn, 2018;
Maloney, 2016). It might be reasonable to explore the connection between vocal expression,
emotion, and mindfulness, which we will do experientially (though not neurologically)
throughout this study.
While we do not have the exact science for all the ways emotion affects vocal production,
some studies have shown that stress and its related physical and cognitive symptoms affect voice
accuracy (Larrouy-Maestri & Morsomme, 2014), singing emotional passages affects vibrato
(Dromey, Holmes, Hapkin, & Tanner 2015) and classical singers change their breathing patterns
when executing passages with emotion rather than singing them neutrally (Pettersen & Bjørkøy,
2009). Of course, we do not have all the answers to the thousands of variables affecting the
brain, emotions, and mechanics of the voice; however, we do understand how intertwined the
components are.
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Anxiety, including emotions of fear and worry, and singing - particularly performance
anxiety - are topics covered to some degree in many vocal pedagogy books (Chapman, 2006;
Doscher, 1994; Friedlander, 2018; Smith, 2007). Books, such as Sian Beilock’s Choke (2010)
on performance, and articles relating sports psychology to music performance (Kageyama, 2017
& 2019) are only the very tip of the iceberg on research relating to anxiety and musical
performance. Larrouy-Maestri and Morsomme’s (2014) study, for instance, found stress
significantly affects the accuracy of singing, particularly in students whose work was perceived
as incredibly challenging. While this study will examine anxiety levels and how we deal with
our unease, I am more interested in the context of learning to sing. Though her case study was
small, and more research would be needed to make strong conclusions, Blyskal’s 2018 study
illustrated that anxiety may arguably decrease as collegiate voice students engage in mindfulness
practices.
Not unlike the practices of mind-body connection employed by voice teachers to help
students gain better physical awareness (Friedlander, 2018; Helding, 2013, 2014, 2017; Smith,
2007), Czajkowski and Greasely (2015) studied implementing mindfulness into singing
technique. They found that for most participants, the eight-week course helped the singers gain
more body awareness, awareness of breathing and sense of calm in their lessons. Similarly,
Social Emotional and Ethical Learning curricula, such as the one developed at Emory University
(2017) uses tracking body sensations to help students gain a clearer awareness of how emotions
felt within their bodies. In the Social and Emotional Learning curriculum “Building Resiliency ''
(2017), body sensations such as “warmth, cold, heat, tingling, tightness” (p. 28) are delineated
from emotions like sad, happy, or angry. Tracking, or “noticing sensations and keeping one’s
attention on them” (p. 28) serves as a precursor to help students calm their nervous systems,
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which can react to psychological stimuli as physical stress. Sensations are neutral, not inherently
pleasant or unpleasant, which removes the judgment from sentiments such as “my breathing is
fast; that must be bad!” Sometimes, fast breathing might indicate anxiety, but it can also show
us we are excited — a common re-framing that can help ward off performance anxiety (Beilock,
2010; Kageyama, 2017).
What’s Next?
We have learned a tremendous amount about how our voices operate when speaking and
singing. The generator, vibrator, and resonator are stimulated by a desire to communicate and
move in an intricate balance to create intentional sound and song. However, small sample sizes,
the difficulty of studying the voice in an ecologically valid way (singers would not perform or
even take a full lesson while being scoped, for instance), and the physical variability of each
person (and each day!) contribute to our incomplete understanding of how emotion and life
experience might alter our singing. These challenges also provide an opportunity for flexibility
and artistry in teaching singing, as they necessitate a wholistic approach. Along with
understanding and utilizing voice science in their teaching, a teacher needs to consider the whole
person as the instrument, including their unique physical, emotional, and psychological
structures. Is it possible to utilize the brain/body/communication/emotion connection to the best
advantage? Is it possible to train our brains and our voices simultaneously? As we must teach
both the science and the individual person, teaching singing might benefit from studying the
efficacy and possibility of teaching strategies that address the emotional and psychological
aspects of singing as they manifest in both practice and in performance.

Conceptual Framework
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As evidenced by the above exploration into contemplative teaching and learning, vocal
pedagogy, emotions and the voice, and their potential intersections, this study adheres to several
guiding ideas. It searches for, explores, and examines growth, experience, and experimentation.
It is highly individualistic and yet contemplative education looks outward toward the world and
music making is collaborative. Contemplative education and mindfulness are inherently guided
by the individual, attempting to foster each person’s inner life. Each person’s relationship to
their selves will necessarily contain myriad attributes of who they are and who they are
becoming. As Sealey-Ruiz (2007) writes, “humans are social beings, and culture provides a basis
to explain how groups make sense of shared values, attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors” (p.
47). How we sing and how we experience our voices is a culmination of life experiences and
personality, physiology and anatomy. How we each relate to ourselves must consider the
multitude of who we are and the systems in which we live, including our genders, our races and
ethnicities, our cultures, our geographies, our educations, our families…. our selves.
How can these elements co-exist in the same study? Contemplative teaching and
learning and mindfulness urge us to think deeply, to examine as best we can a present moment a note, breath, an emotion - and be curious about where that moment takes us. Its iterative nature
allows for revisiting ideas and divergent thinking. It feels complex, and non-linear, or at the very
least, not vertical. How might we eschew the hierarchical, arboreal lens such as the tree offered
by Barbezat and Bush (2014) and Owens-Smith (2018)? Perhaps we might find a possible
framework in Adkins’ (2015) book Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus: A Critical
Introduction and Guide, in which Adkins (2015) examines Félix Guattari and Gilles Deleuze’s
1987 book A Thousand Plateaus, Capitalism and Schizophrenia.
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Adkins (2015) elucidates the philosophers’ concept of rhizomatic thinking and learning
as it relates to the more conventional ideas of learning as a tree, with roots and hierarchical
branches stemming from a strongly anchored trunk. Instead, a rhizome grows in every direction:
up, down, and laterally. It has "no clear lines of descent [...] no hierarchy [...]; a rhizome has no
beginning or end. It is always in the middle" (Adkins, 2015, p. 23). The path of growth and
reproduction remains a non-linear path, and we are always in the middle of it, becoming. So it is
with contemplative education and singing, coming in the middle of our own stories, always.
Adkins’ (2015) deconstructs Deleuze and Guattari’s six guiding principles about
rhizomatic thinking, the first five of which are particularly salient to this study:
1. Connection to a variety of ideas and structures; following an “and,” creating something
new. (Perhaps a different way to teach singing.)
2. Heterogeneity correlates to connection in that we are attempting to connect seemingly
disparate concepts or objects. (Perhaps deliberately connecting contemplative education and
singing.)
3. Multiplicity is an "attempt to avoid the dialectic of the one and the many" (p. 25). That
is, ideas and objects are not a singular part of something larger. Rather, they are whole in
themselves but become different - perhaps grander - when they work in combination with one
another.
4. Asignifying rupture refers to the way we understand connections between ideas or
objects. For Deleuze and Guattari, says Adkins (2015), a rhizome may break but can reconfigure
in unexpected ways; this new connection “can never be known beforehand; it can only be
discovered through experimentation” (p. 29) (which echoes Greene [1998], Dewey [1938], and
Zajonc [2016]). While rhizomes remain individually unique, “sometimes their connections are
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transformative, that is, create a line of flight” (p. 28). (What unknown ruptures might occur when
we reconfigure our ideas about self and singing?)
5. Cartography, as in mapping or creating a rhizome, is in direct opposition to simply
tracing a map you had known before. Deleuze and Guattari (1987) describe the new map as one
that “constructs the unconscious” (p.12) that can take any variety of forms and has “multiple
entryways” (p.12). I understand a new map as one that reconstructs the way we think about large
structures and connections in our lives. We now have a completely new map: though it might be
made of the same continents, after exploration, we know the continents are in different places
than they were before. (How will our new - possibly continually evolving - map of singing look?)
In light of Deleuze and Guattari’s above understanding of rhizomatic thinking and
opening spaces of possibility for a new paradigm to exist in the ways we learn how to sing,
perhaps the following conceptual map could help frame this study. In the Figure 3 below, we
examine what it might be like for us to exist as rhizomatic seagrass. Rather than the tree as a
representation of contemplative education, the seagrass represents us. A rhizomatic organism,
various types of seagrass exist throughout the world and in climates from the Arctic to tropical
(Reynolds, 2018). They are both influenced by and also affect their environments (our cultures,
external events). We are the seagrass in this framework. Similarly, our rhizomes are what we
learn, what we have already known, and how we are able to find new connections and take
flights. The water of the ocean flows in, around, and through us, just as our circumstances external and internal - continually shift and change. The water’s various temperaments of
stormy, calming, and everything (emotions, daily events) in between are factors in who we are in
any given moment. We - and our rhizomes - are always in “all manner of ‘becomings’” (Deleuze
& Gauttari, 1987, p. 21). Mindfulness and contemplative education exist as rhizomes along with
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releasing breath and defining a vowel sound: the nature of the rhizomes allow us to continually
use and reconfigure contemplative and vocal tools for each task, each moment, entering in the
middle of where we are and promising to continue to shift again. They break and reform. They
can connect “any point to any other point” (p. 21) and are “not necessarily linked to traits of the
same nature” (p. 21). They potentially allow us flight. Perhaps if we can envision ourselves in
this study as unique seagrass rhizomes, we may have a different concept about how
contemplative education and singing might foster growth and new connections for us.

Figure 3
The study as rhizomatic seagrass; conceptual framework

Note. A pictorial representation of this study using seagrass (representing participants,
researcher, and readers); its rhizomes (current knowledge, new information from the study and
life); and the water (external and internal influences on us - continually shifting and moving.
Of course, the world is not binarily divided into trees and rhizomes. Rather, everything
contains an element of each (Adkins, 2015). However, in approaching a study exploring
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uniquely personal concepts as singing and contemplative education - and reconfiguring our
thinking and teaching to combine these seemingly disparate topics - using a rhizomatic
framework makes sense. It allows us to seek new, heterogeneous connections from a
multiplicity of sources. We can use asignifying rupture to regrow new ideas that take flight; and
we can map new territories. We can look at things from the middle, as they (and we) are
becoming and not as “stable and complete” (Adkins, 2015, p. 32). As Adkins (2015) writes,
when we use the principles of rhizomatic thinking, as we know is that something new might
happen. The only way to know is through experimentation.
Conclusion
We know a tremendous amount about neurology, innervation, emotions, and vocal
anatomy. And still, with all the information we have, we still struggle to understand how all
these parts work together, where is the cause and where is the effect? Will the singer be able to
hit the note better by changing their resonance? By releasing more breath? By connecting more
to text and emotion of the moment? I wonder if contemplative education and mindfulness might
help bridge the gaps in our knowing, becoming, and understanding.
Similarly, contemplative education and mindfulness - both as skill and as part of
contemplative education - might enable us to have an orthogonal shift (Kabat-Zinn, 2018) in our
thinking about, teaching, and learning singing. Would we be able to move toward truly learning
to sing as a wholistic endeavor? Would our growth be not just in range and resonance but in
emotional clarity and equanimity with our sound and our process? Perhaps we could experience
growth from the inside out, freeing ourselves and our processes as we move from judgment to
equanimity while still gaining technical, anatomical skills. Using rhizomatic thinking illustrated
by the image of seagrass waving in the water, perhaps we can find ourselves able to have a
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professionally viable vocal technique and a personally exalted, elated, present experience that
feels like flying down the road in an open car, belting our hearts out.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
En route to what might be an organizational or paradigm shift (Kabat-Zinn, 2018) and
searching for experience and awakeness (Dewey, 1938; Greene, 1998) while learning to sing, it
was necessary to approach the research with similar care and attention. However, researching a
new way of knowing while incorporating factors such as “social and emotional intelligences and
positive interpersonal engagement, ethics, and compassion” (Owens-Smith, 2018) presented
particular challenges. How would I - or anyone - measure an internal experience? By measuring
and drawing conclusions about my participants, might I usurp their experiences by seeking to
legitimize (or not) new methods of teaching and learning? Perhaps these are some of the general
philosophical challenges that have led to a relative dearth in researching contemplative
educational methods. (Owens-Smith, 2018). In studies exploring and measuring mindfulness,
research has typically focused on the measurable: neurological studies on the effects of
mindfulness, meditation, and neuroplasticity (Kabat-Zinn, 2018; Lawlor, 2016; Zajonc, 2016),
for instance, and on the “physiological and psychological well-being” (Owens-Smith, 2018, p.
77) of participants. Other studies have focused on academic achievement, mind-body changes,
and increased cognitive performance due to contemplative and mindfulness practices.
But this study sought to uncover something more ineffable and wondered at this
“something’s” existence. How might mindfulness and contemplative education help us learn to
sing? And how might these actions allow us to grow as individuals who are singers (rather than
grow only in our musical craft or ability)? And how is it possible to measure and research such
personal, malleable questions? Further, I hoped this study would enact growth and change
(action research) for the researcher, for the participants, and for the readers (transpersonal
psychology). Anderson and Braud (2011) and Braud and Anderson (1998) enumerate research
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methods that incorporate inner-experience data: seeking “to explore the potential of human
transformation in our engagement with one another and the world at large” (Anderson & Braud,
2011, p. 2). It was a lofty goal and required creativity and a melding of methods and
approaches.
Instrumentation and Methodologies
To wrestle with these complexities, Owens-Smith (2018) advocates for using a mixture
of research methods, rich in detail and nuance. She recognizes the validity of embodied knowing,
the importance of first-person data, and the difficulty in capturing the subjectivity inherent in
contemplative work and research. Schonert-Reichl and Roeser (2016) propose “researchers
should adopt a multi-method and multilevel approach and recognize that intervention effects can
be manifested on several levels of functioning, such as changes of behaviors, feelings, attitudes,
biological processes [and] neuropsychological processes” (p. 13) and similarly call for
researchers to use a variety of methodologies.
This particular study used integral inquiry (Anderson & Braud, 2011; Braud and
Anderson, 1998) and relied heavily on the traditions of action research (Burnaford, Fischer, &
Hobson, 2001) and narrative research (Davis et al., 2018). Action Research: it was designed to
enact change in my own teaching and learning. Action research is well-suited to help formulate a
process of inquiry, development, and reflection of my own process as well as the process and
experience of my students, while also seeking to affect change in a particular place or situation
(Mertler, 2009). Due to its function as a stance of inquiry and reflection, it also provides an
excellent platform to address a different and intentional way to teach singing. Action research
functions as a feedback loop identifying an issue (teaching singing as and for a whole person),
researching and planning (exploring various contemplative practices as they relate to singing and
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finding ways these practices might be incorporated deliberately), and results (reflecting on what
has changed/worked/fallen apart), at which point the researcher can return to identifying a new
issue. You will see evidence of this feedback loop particularly in my hesitancy and eventual
approach to teaching vocal technique in a group class over Zoom. Of course, the cycle of
observation-implementation-reflection-observation serves as a simplistic view on what might and did - occur within the research cycle (Mertler, 2009).
Yet calling this project an “action research” study is incomplete. On its own, action
research may not be up to the task of examining a combination of interior and personal details of
“growth” through mindfulness and contemplation as well as the task of allowing space for more
readily apparent data such as vocal range extensions. Transpersonal research therefore presided
over this project and offered a stance through which to view procedures and data. Transpersonal
research developed from the field of transpersonal psychology, which emerged in the 1960s in
Northern California as people grappled with the vast social upheavals of the time period
(Anderson & Braud, 2011; Braud & Anderson, 1998). Transpersonal psychology “is the study
and cultivation of the highest and most transformative human values and potentials (Anderson &
Braud 2011, p. 9). Likewise, as a field of research, transpersonal research lives up to roots in the
Latin trans (through or toward) and “seeks to invite everyone involved to engage in the
possibility of transformation” (Anderson & Braud 2011, p. 1). “Everyone” includes participants,
researcher, audience, and reader.
Integral Inquiry, a branch of transpersonal psychology, is aptly named. According to
Braud (Anderson & Braud, 2011), integral inquiry seeks to integrate aspects of being and ways
of knowing that traditional research has typically kept separate. First, a research session might
include ways in which to advance knowledge of the subject matter researched as well as promote
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personal growth for the participants. Secondly, increased understanding of issues comes from
paying attention and giving credence to the history, unfolding, the processes, and the results of a
topic. Lastly, the “integral inquirer practices many complementary forms of knowing, being, and
doing” (p. 72), such as conventional, tacit, kinesthetic, intuitive, linear, nonlinear, and
expresses findings similarly (narratives, metaphors, anecdotes, symbols, nonverbal and creative)
(p. 72) in the analysis of data. Integral inquiry involves the whole of the researcher and
participants. By its nature, integral inquiry allows space for - and welcomes - elements from
other research methods and analysis, such as action and narrative research, narrative, as it
explores the nature of experiences (Anderson & Braud, 2011). Not unlike the four branches of
contemplative education proposed by Barbezat and Bush (2014), the integral researcher can
make use of introspection within content, compassion and connection to others, and the inquire
into the nature of minds, personal meaning, creativity, and insight. I relied heavily on integral
inquiry throughout this study. You will see all of us (participants and researcher alike) wrestling
with ideas kinesthetically and physically as we sang, discussing and contemplating ourselves in
our own lives and our lives in the context of the world, metaphor, story, silence and many more
ways of knowing. I also engaged in the iterative nature of action research, assessing and
reassessing approaches and methods, particularly as they related to the content and timing of
each class.
As mentioned briefly above, integral inquiry often employs narrative research in its
integration. Appropriately for this study, Hamilton, Smith, and Worthington (2008) explore
narrative research as a form of self-study, the “identification of experience as a story” (p. 24).
“Narrative” in this case encompasses more than words on a page or the telling of a linear
story. Rather, “narrative” refers to a set of signs linked together that convey meaning (Davis,
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Eisn, & Andrews et al., 2018) and can consist of words, images, and symbols. With a
constructionist view of narrative research, the researcher finds meaning, developing various
“truths,” and themes through both narrative content and narrative context (Davis, Eisn, Andrews,
et al., 2018). Like integral inquiry - and, indeed, contemplative education itself - the narrative
language of this inquiry contained multiple meanings and searches for subjectivities, even in the
unconscious, the intertextualities, the transmodalities (Anderson & Braud, 2011; Davis, Eisn,
Andrews, et al., 2018). Additionally, Davis et al. (2018) note the influence of humanist
psychology on narrative research saying, “the humanist narrative psychology school views lives
as actively storied in ways that help us understand people socially and emotionally,” (p. 18).
Here, there is a direct correlation between the goals of contemplative education, integral inquiry
and narrative inquiry: the inclusion of individuals’ personal and social and emotional
growth. Using narrative inquiry and action research as part of integral inquiry within this study
gave space to our individual stories, experiences, and voices.
One challenge of narrative inquiry is that it does not always give equal voice (or voice at
all) to its participants (Davis et al., 2018). That is, individuals lend their voices to the researcher
who may or may not present or interpret them accurately. Throughout the following chapters of
this study, in which sought to examine personal growth and experience, I attempted to be diligent
and intentional in telling the stories in the voices of the participants. This will be a recounting of
highly individualistic experiences, as is necessary in researching contemplative education
(Owens-Smith, 2018). Also, due to its implementation via Zoom, I will not talk much about
what I noticed happening with body language or the subtleties of inflection. Instead, I will share
what impressions or connections I made while allowing the participants’ voices to speak for
themselves. You will hear my voice in the organization of the stories and in musings alongside
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their recountings. Mostly, you will hear how participants expressed their thoughts and their own
processes.
More than searching for any kind of cause and effect, this study strove to understand the
possibility of a promise that contemplative education and learning to sing might serve one
another. When are promises kept and when are they broken? Connections were made and I will
offer you thoughts about the influences I saw playing out and the rhizomatic connections and
lines of flight I observed. I will talk to you about my search for these rhizomatic connections
while resisting my own role of ascribing growth to anyone other than myself; I must allow
participants’ voices to speak for themselves. In the coming pages, when participants talk about
their growth, I will show you how they have qualified and contextualized it for
themselves. When I identify a moment of potential growth during the study, I will write about it
from my own lens of interpretation. Using narrative inquiry in conjunction with action research
as components of integral inquiry allowed me to emphasize Dewey’s philosophy of personal,
lived experience (Hamilton, Smith, & Worthington, 2008). For Dewey, personal meaning of a
lived experience is constructed from a conglomeration of what has happened with the effects of
the experience and all of who we are in relationship to the world around us. (not unlike the
seagrass in this study) (Dewey, 1938). In fact, Hamilton, Smith, and Worthington (2008) state,
“the study of experience as a story offers researchers a way to think about and share experience”
(p. 18). Perhaps the emphasis is on what experiences we share. While we all may share the
encounters of this study, our individualized experiences of the experience will naturally
vary. Narrative research afforded a challenge and opportunity to give voice to context and
individuality rather than my ascribing meaning to multiple people.
Recruitment and Participants
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This integral inquiry study consisted of four professional and professionally aspiring
singers ages 22-29 and me, as facilitator and researcher. Over the course of a semester (four
months), we met for two approximately 30-minute unstructured interviews (pre- and post-class),
12 weekly classes (2 hours each), and a final unstructured focus group interview. Class time
integrated contemplative learning and teaching structures and practices into a group singing
class. Additionally, participants completed a MAAS (Mindfulness Attention and Awareness
Scale) self-assessment and as a pre- and post-test (Appendix A). At the conclusion of each class,
participants reflected on their mindfulness level throughout the class using a Daily Mindfulness
Check-in developed by Daniel Rechtschaffen (2016, Appendix B). Between classes, participants
kept both a practice journal and a record of how often they were able to complete ten minutes of
daily mindfulness practice. Each class followed a general contemplative format (centering
activity, third thing exploration, singing, and optimistic closure) and covered content ranging
from performance practices and technical vocal challenges to problem-solving skills. All classes
and interviews were conducted using Zoom and as a technological platform.
Participants were selected through recruitment on several online websites: Backstage (an
actors’ and musical theatre casting tool), YAP (Young Artist Program) Tracker (geared toward
young classical singers) and Facebook groups (Professional Voice Teachers and the New New
Forum for Classical Singers). Those who expressed interest in the study completed a google
form with basic demographic information (the categories of “gender” and “race/ethnicity” were
unprompted, short answer responses) and a brief overview of their singing experience,
professional aspirations, and interest in the study. Of the 42 people who filled out the form, 34
scheduled follow-up phone calls where I described the study in more detail, and they asked any
questions they had. From these 34 people, I compiled a list of eight singers who I felt would
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work well together as a group and who were as demographically diverse as possible. When four
of those were unable to participate due to changing life circumstances and schedules, I replaced
them with two others, totaling six participating singers. One of those singers (a 22-year-old
African American female R&B singer) was only able to attend two classes; another (a 20-yearold Hispanic male classical singer) was only able to attend three classes. They are not included
in the remainder of this study, but I mention them here to illustrate the intentional diversity in the
design of my study. Below is a table (Table 1) of the remaining four participants and their basic
information. All the participants entered the study with an interest in (and varying degrees of
experience with) mindfulness. I wanted participants to be open to the concepts from the
beginning of the class. As I knew we would be working on our singing using unconventional
methods and I wanted to reduce the possibility - for the purposes of this study - that participants
would be unwilling to engage with a self-reflective process.
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Table 1
Table of participants’ demographics and voice training and familiarity with MAPS
______________________________________________________________________________
Kat

Olivia

Emily

Rebecca

Age

22

22

27

29

Gender

Female

Female

Female

Female

Race/Ethnicity

Caucasian

White

Korean

African American

Professional
Aspirations

Future
Aspirations

Future
Aspirations

Wants to support Already a
herself 100%
professional
through singing

Previous Voice
Training

Some lessons,
speech and voice
at acting
conservatory;
private voice in
high school

Voice lessons in
college (musical
theatre
emphasis),
choral music,
summer
programs,
private lessons
in high school

Six years of
private voice
lessons at a
music
conservatory,
private lessons
in high school

Master’s degree in
vocal performance,
voice lessons at a
pre-college
program in high
school, lessons
through college

Current Voice
Training

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study and
coachings
(working on
repertoire and style
but not technique)

Previous
Mindfulness
Experience

Limited with a
basic
understanding

Moderate
experience

Moderate
experience

Limited with a
basic
understanding

Class Contemplative Framework
Developed by Linda Lantieri (personal communication, April 23, 2020), classes followed
a structure designed to aid contemplation and foster our inner lives. Below is an outline for the
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potential flow of each class, after which I have included a detailed examination of each element
of the class structure.
Basic Structure
1. Centering Activity
2. Third thing
3. Content Teaching Including a Mindful Awareness Practice and Mindful
Reflection
4. Optimistic Closure
A centering activity allowed us to take time to be in touch with ourselves at the moment
of the class and typically included a meditation focusing on our breathing or doing a body scan
to check in with how our bodies are feeling (Kabat-Zinn, 2018; Lantieri & Goleman, 2008).
Described by Parker Palmer (2004), a third thing within a community helps give
members a “common ground to explore issues.” It may take the form of a poem, teaching story,
case study from profession, a piece of music or a work of art and gives people in the group
something with which to interact that is not the participants nor the facilitator. People are asked
to view the work of art and find what has meaning or heart to them and discuss it. Through this
third thing we begin to open our vulnerabilities and create community. We discussed what
words, phrases, and moments stand out and where the work takes us. Individuals in the
community are invited to interact with this third thing as they “would a living being, get inside it
and let it get inside of them” (Palmer, 2015). I used a poem for all of our third things with the
exception of the first class, which was a selected piece of prose from a novel. While I considered
using other forms or art or music, I opted for poetry because, as singers, we work with poetry in
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all our repertoire, but we would not be analyzing actual song lyrics or music. I wanted to discuss
work emotionally adjacent to the medium of art we were exploring together.
The content and mindful reflections portion of the class was the space set aside for
learning performance practices by singing for one another or practicing vocal technique as
individuals and as a group. What differentiated this process from a typical masterclass or
performance class when one singer sings for the others and then participants analyze the
performance - either as a master teaches the student or more collaboratively - was the
implementation of Mindfulness Awareness Practices (MAPS). In some classes, singers
performed for one another and then practiced giving feedback based on non-judgmental noticing
or by asking open, honest questions of one another as we sought to improve these
performances. In some classes we journaled about our own performances or what other peoples’
performances stirred in us; in some we gave feedback just to one other person in a breakout
room. In some classes we reflected aloud on our own performances without comments from
others and on other days, we offered on another what we noticed.
I chose the Mindfulness Awareness Practices based on my research into contemplative
education and social and emotional learning. I relied heavily on Barbezat and Bush (2014),
Palmer (2004), Lantieri and Goleman (2008), Edgar (2017), and Rechtschaffen (2016) for ideas
about implementation and integration of mindfulness, contemplation, and social and emotional
learning into particular subjects. Palmer’s (2004) A Hidden Wholeness describes the benefits and
practicalities of establishing and facilitating what he calls “circles of trust:” a place where
individuals work in community with others to discern their own inner wisdom. In working in
community, I wanted to remember that my own experience would not be the same as my
participants and to consider the multitude of influences over how we understand and are engaged
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with the world: gender, race, geography, sexuality, voice type, and body type, to name a very
few categories that influence our experiences. I thought about making sure to be intentional in
remembering Sealey-Ruiz’s (2014) inspirational words of cultivating an “ethos of care,” defined
as “as an intangible spirit of personal interest in and responsibility for others” (p. 399), and her
caution (echoing Social Emotional and Ethical Learning) that authentic caring for students means
engaging in “culturally responsive caring [...] relationships with students that encourage them to
develop confidence, pride, a sense of responsibility, and critical consciousness” (p. 400). I
thought about some of the shifts I had made in my own thinking about singing, particularly
shifting my language from “doing something wrong” to noticing and curiosity.
I wanted to try to approach all our singing and feedback using this framework. For vocal
skills, I decided to start with the breath: a fundamental aspect of our singing and also of a
mindfulness practice, as described by Kabat-Zinn (2018). I also asked participants to fill out an
anonymous google sheet with topics they wanted to explore or questions they had. Though not
many people filled out the sheet, there were many questions about the mechanics and physiology
of breathing for singing. For our first few classes, I focused on a mindfulness practice approach
(such as noticing) and asked singers to identify what they wanted to work on. We then addressed
the participants’ concerns while employing the mindfulness practice such as non-judgmental
noticing. Similarly, we also incorporated skills and ideas that arose during our classes, such as
finding ways to incorporate more “play” into our practices. In Chapters 6 and 7, I’ll write more
about why and how we started working on vocal technique and exercises, but this was a change
instigated by the participants. When we had just a few classes left, I asked participants if they
had specific questions or concepts they wanted to explore. Emily asked, “did you have anything
in mind?” And I outlined some thoughts I’d been having, including finding a way to explore how
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we see ourselves in relationship to how we are viewed as singers and people. I was thinking
about our national conversations about race and the ways in which gender seemed to be arising
throughout the classes. Participants were as eager to explore “identity” - shifting, mutable,
always in-the-middle as it is. We ended the classes with a reflection about how participants had
changed (or not) over the course of our 12 weeks and, in line with an optimistic closure, where
they still wanted to grow.
Both the Daily Mindfulness Check-in and optimistic closure allowed the group to both
reflect on the class as well as look toward the future. The Daily Mindfulness Check-in was
designed by Daniel Rechtschaffen (2016); we used it as individual self-reflection for the
class. For the optimistic closure, we recalled a high point of the day, what we wanted to
remember, what was meaningful or interesting in a class, or a commitment to implementing a
new concept of feeling into the upcoming week. In the next chapter, you will see an overview of
all our classes. For specific lesson plans, please refer to Appendix C.
Individual Practice
Participants were asked to practice skills between formal class times and incorporate a
practice journal to reflect on their regular practice time. That is, students were asked to practice
some kind of formal meditation practice for ten minutes each day (making a note of which days
they were able to do this). They were provided with resources for various guided meditations
such as Jon-Kabat Zinn’s apps and mp3s, Insight Timer (app), and Headspace (app) (Appendix
D).
The practice journal was meant to be a record of contemplative, mindful, technical, and
interpretive explorations within their musical practice sessions. Journals could be kept in any
format, electronically or long hand, and include any information participants felt was relevant.
Participants used their practice journals to varying degrees and in different ways: Kat hardly used
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hers at all, recording only two entries; Olivia kept a diligent record of what repertoire she worked
on and what was happening vocally; Rebecca answered all of the prompts (below) in short
statements and reflections; and Emily wrote in a more stream-of-consciousness style, addressing
thoughts, feelings, and vocal technique. Below (and in Appendix D) you will find the prompts
each participant had to use in their practice journals.
Please include for each entry:
• Date!
• Any of the following:
o Any thoughts that come up
o Are you deliberately using any skills or ideas that we’ve discussed?
o Are you noticing anything different in your practice?
o How are you feeling?
o What do you wish were going differently?
o What are you curious about today?
o What is successful?
Data Collection, Study Structure, Analysis
The primary sources of data collected were:
•

•

Interviews with the participants (video recorded)
o

Individual interviews beginning the study

o

Individual interviews ending the study

o

Group interview at the conclusion of the study

Plans for each class session
o

Including notes and reflections about what happened during these sessions
and how they were being altered and adjusted for each class

•

Journals (both participants and facilitator)

•

Mindfulness Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) - both pre- and post-test (Appendix A)

•

Mindful Reflection (Rechtschaffen, 2016) after each class (Appendix B)
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•

Video recordings / transcripts of classes
Aside from the videotapes of classes, the self-report measures such as journaling and

questionnaires were intended as a tool for data collection but also to enhance contemplation and
self-reflection throughout the process. However, after data collection, it was clear that the MAAS
pre- and post-test as well as the Daily Mindfulness Check-In were much more useful as selfreflection tools than as points of data for me to analyze. Kat, in particular, reported the daily
check-ins were helpful but described being nervous to have the surveys used for data
points. Being “highly ADHD,” as she described herself, she felt these were more snapshots in
time than they were measures of increased or decreased general mindfulness. I considered Kat’s
point but still intended to look at the numbers of all the surveys, analyzing for possible trends
with each singer, using the MAAS as a beginning and ending point. However, as I began this
process, I started to wonder how valuable this information would be. Was it really possible to
draw meaningful conclusions from just two MAAS surveys that were mere points in
time? Could I accurately measure a person’s general mindfulness trends based on once-a-week
reflections? What about all the external forces (like elections, fires, pandemics) that affect how
present we can be on any given day? Would this information actually give me more insight than
participants’ more elaborate self-reports during our classes? When I considered these factors
together, I thought the self-reported surveys might have been more useful as data if I had given
pre- and post- class measurements for each class or checked in more frequently using the
MAAS. As they stood, I didn’t feel like they could offer additional (or accurate, as much as selfreporting can be) insights to this study. Therefore, these two points of data (the pre- and postMAAS test and the Daily Mindfulness Check-Ins) are not included in my analysis beyond their
helpfulness to individual participants.
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According to the nature of integral inquiry, analysis of data included both linear and nonlinear approaches as well as a wide range of data types and collections including elements from
integral and intuitive inquiry. Anderson & Braud (2011) suggest the following (pp. 49, 120,
123)
•

Organizing data

•

Making judgements about qualitative responses

•

Embodied writing organized by theme

•

Graphic or artistic presentation of participant stories, etc.

•

Participants’ creative expression presented systematically with text or narrations

•

Thematic analyses of data

•

Preparation of narratives, portraits, depictions of participant experiences stories

•

Using wholistic skills and resources (pattern recognition, deduction, induction, analysis,
synthesis, mindfulness, discernment, appreciation of differences, intuition, imagery,
emotion, creative expression, symbols, metaphors)

•

Combinations of any of the above
Analyzing the data for this project was both methodical and wholistic. I began by

working with participants’ initial interviews, which was unstructured using guiding questions
found in Appendix E. I wanted to use initial interviews as snapshots of participants’ individual
attitudes, beliefs, and personal goals for our twelve weeks together. Central to this interview was
asking each participant if there was a way they wanted to feel when they were singing. To
decipher a guiding sentiment for participants, I looked at their initial interviews. Using inductive
coding (codes that “emerge progressively during data collection” [Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña,
2020]), I attempted to synthesize participants’ thoughts into goals and hopes they had for
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themselves over the course of our twelve weeks together. I called them “guiding sentiments,”
and I generated them after several rounds of coding, reading the transcripts and re-watching
video, and - since classes had started when I was formalizing my analysis - using my intuition to
combine their initial thoughts to concepts on which participants had started to focus. As you
will see in Chapter 4, participants were looking to hone a range of skills and ideas, from
decreasing anxiety to harnessing authenticity, integration of mindfulness, and gaining freedom in
their singing. Not wanting to influence participants’ experiences by the power of suggestion, I
waited until our final interview to ask each woman what she thought of these sentiments, as you
will read about in Chapter 4. Were they accurate? And if so, how did they feel about those
statements and goals at the conclusion of the class? Are they still in process? Did they make
progress?
Complementary with an action research study, there were many twists and turns
throughout our classes. Ideas and concepts were added and changed each week, depending on
what the group and each participant wanted to explore and where the class led us. I made notes
directly into my class plans about what I thought was working or not and what strategies or
concepts I thought we might want to address. For instance, the iterative process occurred
moment-by-moment with small decisions such as whether or not to revise or adhere to my
planned timing and class-by-class. However, I also made a few large adjustments to my plans.
In Chapters 6 and 7, you will see the most notable examples of how I changed directions, which
turned out to be vital in participants’ change throughout the study: adding a class centered on
“play” and directly addressing vocal technique through vocalises.
Using the analytic software MAXQDA2020, I continued an inductive coding procedure
throughout analysis of the classes based on feelings, thoughts, and perceptions that arose for
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participants. However, I also added some basic structural codes, based on the mindfulness and
contemplative education concepts I deliberately covered. I refined, shifted, consolidated, and
expanded these codes throughout the process. As I began to go through the beginning half of the
class for a second round of coding (after having finished but not yet formally analyzed the class),
I began to notice categories emerging for each participant and myself as well as within the action
research/class structure and ideas as a whole. Throughout the process, I relied heavily on
memoing: writing notes about each participant, my own general thoughts, moments the classes
took unexpected turns, and summarizing emerging themes in each class.
And then I let the coding go, to a certain extent. I had found nuance where I didn’t
expect to find it and I was able to view a participants’ words over the course of time. I looked at
each moment we talked about breath or noticing or self-talk. But the next stage of analysis was
filled with what the codes couldn’t convey. I wasn’t looking for particular shifts in vocal
technique, for instance, and yet there were large swaths of time devoted to how participants
interacted with their ideas of vocal technique. Additionally, I found it nearly impossible to draw
any straight lines of connection (this happened, and this happened, and then I got to this place).
Rather there were swirls of emotion, thought, discussion, and wondering. In the end, participants
reported how they had changed or grown, but it was messy and beyond the capability of software
to identify patterns, particularly in such an individual and self-directed process as contemplative
education and mindfulness. And so, my next step was to return to Deleuze and Guattari (1987)
and “follow the rhizome by rupture” to “lengthen, prolong, and relay the line of flight” (p.
11). What I’ve written next is my attempt to follow the rhizomes by rupture through these 12
weeks as well as the self-reported journeys of my participants.
Ethics
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Here I must say a word acknowledging the ethical dimension of this study. As we
implemented contemplative practices into learning to sing, we also strove to deepen our inner
lives. I brought to this project hope of growth (healing?) and returning to a space of freedom in
participants’ singing. Of course, as you will see particularly in the following chapter, some
participants did not need to be healed and others had many had inner wounds. Perhaps some of
these wounds had previously been unexamined or looked at in a different way. Perhaps delving
into our inner beings through MAPS and social and emotional skills may begin untangling
difficult emotions and possible trauma for students. Any time we get closer to ourselves and
gently wonder at our reactions and emotions, we risk and gain the possibility of self-discovery,
which is not always an “a-ha” moment of clarity and joy. Oftentimes, discovery comes painfully
when we realize how deeply we feel fear or hurt.
The potential and desire for vulnerability necessitated creating as safe a space as possible
for this study. It required open communication between participants and me and an environment
of trust. To help create this space, I drew upon Parker Palmer’s (2004, 2015) Conditions for
Circles of Trust, including the principles outlined below.
1. Clear limits on time commitments
•

Clearly state the commitments of participants, both inside the room and outside

•

Come through on promises and keep to the limits of our time together and what is
being asked of participants

2. Be clear about the intentionality of group and why we are doing this
•

We hope to grow individually and as a group

•

We honored each other, being alone together, navigating our inner lives
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•

Maintain an openly invitational space where people are not forced to be both part
of this group or to share but where everything is offered up as invitation and
freedom of choice. Participants will clearly know they are free to participate in
each activity or not; similarly, they were free to leave the study at any time.

3. Clarity of ground rules help shape our relationships. These are guidelines and procedures
implemented not as an additional load to our already busy schedules, but rather to create
time and space that “liberates other parts of our lives” (Palmer, 2015).
Even within a space of trust and mutuality, the moments of pain or trauma might have
been more than some people could manage on their own or with their established support
systems. I tried to be as aware as possible of how the participants were doing and created
moments for both formal and informal check-ins, with both the whole group and individuals. I
also provided participants with mental health resources available to them (Appendix D)
Similarly, I acknowledged that I am not a therapist or a mental health
professional. Although I have heard many voice teachers talk about the number of personal
experiences they hear in voice lessons or the times they’ve comforted a crying student (many
times I have been the crying student), I believe a voice teacher cannot, ethically, cross the line of
offering medical or mental health advice. We can only counsel from our hearts and own
experiences and advise students to get additional support if they need it.
In addition to Parker’s (2004, 2015) circle of trust tenet that we are not attempting to fix
or change anyone, I approached hearing participants’ stories, concerns, and triumphs as one who
was bearing witness. David Hansen (2017) describes bearing witness as a, “posture [that] calls
for a patient, ungrasping approach toward the “quiet testimony” such particulars express”
(p.11). To bear witness is to listen to another person’s truth, perhaps, as Palmer (2004) suggests,
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we are listening deeply without trying to “fix” or change a person’s mind or opinion. Listening
and witnessing become transformative. “The person transforms even as her or
his horizon of reality broadens and deepens. The person can no longer move in the world in the
same way: the world is richer, more fragile, more precious. This newly won responsiveness
morphs into a new sense of responsibility” (Hansen, 2017, p. 11). As a witness, I certainly
gained a sense of responsibility as a result of listening, which you will read about in Chapter
7. And I hope the participants’ “horizon of reality [broadened and deepened].” I hope they felt
heard and seen.
Conclusion
Palmer (2015) advises that everything he does within a Circle of Trust (and I might
argue, what I hope to create in this study) - is counterculture. Together, the participants and
I wondered it might look like to combine contemplative practices with learning to sing; would it
be possible to learn to sing in a space where we are not fixing, advising, or setting people
straight, but rather offering tools participants might employ both for their singing and to become
more aligned with their inner selves and emotional lives. Perhaps this approach might allow new
rhizomatic growth and connections for all of us. As seagrass, our rhizomes might break, and
new connections could form in seemingly unlikely ways as the waters of circumstances,
thoughts, and emotions flow in and around us. We wondered together: how might we implement
contemplative teaching and learning practices into a class setting of singers? How might these
practices be integrated into singers’ individual lives and learning processes? How might such an
implementation affect singers’ experiences of growth? And perhaps we could gain or regain
freedom in our singing. We might fly down the open highways with the wind in our hair and a
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song on our tongues, expressing our inner lives as people and artists with strength in
vulnerability and honesty.
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CHAPTER 4: PARTICIPANTS’ INTIAL INTERVIEWS AND STUDY SITE
As the summer heat began to fade, I looked toward the autumn months with hope and
trepidation. The last eight months had been filled with uncertainty: family illness, death, and
tumult; a global pandemic (including personal illness and pandemic-induced professional
upheaval) - not to mention civil unrest throughout the United States. And looming in my mind
was this study. I’d been singing and practicing mindfulness - as much of the country was also
doing - including periods of regular practice and long swaths of time devoid of both. My
excitement and my self-doubt seemed to be running a neck-and-neck race within my psyche, and
I was thankful to have a study to conduct and people to contact outside of my own experiences. I
would gain more steadiness and sense of purpose than I could have anticipated, echoing what
Rebecca will later talk about as surpassing your dreams and goals.
As the study grew closer, I found myself reading about technology being used for making
music remotely - everything from Zoom settings to JamBand and SoundJack and Cleanfeed. I
did research on what we might need to hear each other musically from different time zones and
how we could balance the individual requirements of the singing online with the needs of each
person. I worried about asking people to purchase technology. Ultimately, I opted for using
Zoom alongside the internet browser based Cleanfeed.net as a place to have multiple tracks for
each singer and the ability to record in order to decrease the latency and improve the sound
quality for singers. The downfall was a need for wired headphones and that we would also need
to use Zoom for our video. (As you will read later, we abandoned using Cleanfeed after only
three classes.) Thankfully, for initial interviews, I only needed to use Zoom and I had time to
communicate the additional technology specifications with the participants.
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This chapter begins by examining those initial interviews and concludes with an
overview of our classes together. What concepts did we attempt to cover and how? It offers a
starting point for each singer and for my interpretations of what the participants communicated to
me: a snapshot of what each person shared and understood about themselves and their
experiences. The unstructured interviews touched on participants’ backgrounds as singers and
musicians. Most importantly, I asked each person if there was a way they wanted to feel when
they were singing, or if there was something they had felt in the past that they wanted to harness
or make consistent while singing. I used this information to frame each person’s growth
throughout the study. Were they getting closer to these goals? Were their goals changing or
shifting? How might examining the way you want to feel while you are singing change the
questions you ask yourself as you work through vocal pedagogy or performance? Can the
question itself shift the focus from perfection and “making it” to something more personal and
satisfying?
After examining each initial interview for its own patterns and themes, I conglomerated
the participants’ thoughts about their background and how they wanted to feel while singing into
a guiding thought or guiding - or research - questions (I consider this study’s research question
and sub-questions my own guiding sentiments for the classes). I used participants’ guiding
sentiments to examine the remainder of the study and classes, wondering if initial musings
morphed into new questions, if the participants moved toward their ideals throughout the study,
or if they concluded our time together not having moved in the direction they were hoping. I left
the sentiments to marinate in my own thinking as the study progressed. I did not want to check
my impressions with participants just yet, as I was concerned with my ideas of their thoughts
influencing the trajectory of the class: a sort of power of suggestion. Instead, I waited until our
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final interviews to review the sentiments. Were they accurate? If so, how did each person feel
about these sentiments and goals now? Were they still working toward these goals or do they
now seem unimportant? As you will see in Chapters 5 and 6, each participant agreed the initial
guiding sentiments were accurate and then reflected on how those same thoughts manifested at
the end of the 12 weeks.
This chapter concludes with a basic overview of our classes together. A table charts the
basic concepts we covered in each class followed by a written example of a single class, Class
7. The class description will not begin any type of analysis or go into detail about discussions or
participants’ (or my own) reactions to what we did. Rather, its purpose is to give you an
understanding of the flow of classes and how they progressed. Aligning with the action research
portion of this study, you will also see that I’ve interspersed Class 7’s outline with notes about
how and why basic changes to the plan were made. You can also find a finalized copy of each
class plan in Appendix C.
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Table 1
Table of participants’ demographics and voice training and familiarity with MAPS
______________________________________________________________________________
Kat

Olivia

Emily

Rebecca

Age

22

22

27

29

Gender

Female

Female

Female

Female

Race/Ethnicity

Caucasian

White

Korean

African American

Professional
Aspirations

Future
Aspirations

Future
Aspirations

Wants to support Already a
herself 100%
professional
through singing

Previous Voice
Training

Some lessons,
speech and voice
at acting
conservatory;
private voice in
high school

Voice lessons in
college (musical
theatre
emphasis),
choral music,
summer
programs,
private lessons
in high school

Six years of
private voice
lessons at a
music
conservatory,
private lessons
in high school

Master’s degree in
vocal performance,
voice lessons at a
pre-college
program in high
school, lessons
through college

Current Voice
Training

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study and
coachings
(working on
repertoire and style
but not technique)

Previous
Mindfulness
Experience

Limited with a
basic
understanding

Moderate
experience

Moderate
experience

Limited with a
basic
understanding

Breathing into Decreased Anxiety: REBECCA
My first interview was with Rebecca (29, African American, professional singer). We
began the Zoom call, and I noticed pretty quickly that she had left her camera off. Immediately,
I wondered if I should say something about this. Did it matter? Was she self-conscious? Was it
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something innocuous like a dirty bedroom she didn’t want me to see? Would I need to establish
having the camera on as a norm? Is that an invasive request? However, as the interview got
started, Rebecca fell into an easy, melodic speech pattern, laughing at the challenges of learning
to teach private lessons on Zoom and discussing her growing up while singing with mother, the
“catalyst” of Rebecca’s musical background. Her camera stayed off for the remainder of the
interview, but it didn’t affect her openness (perhaps it helped decrease any vulnerability she
might have been feeling. Incidentally, her camera was always on during our subsequent classes
and I never needed to address the issue.) As a church musician, pianist, and organist, Rebecca’s
mother directed choirs in their congregation, and Rebecca was singing in them all, even those
filled with “seniors.” She laughed and marveled at how she had been singing solos and engaged
in every type of church singing until she moved at age fifteen so her family could help care for
her grandmother who was battling cancer. Rebecca put down solid roots in her new
hometown. In fact, she returned during the pandemic after realizing she was struggling to
actualize her many passions in New York City and feeling ungrounded and without a solid
foundation. Despite wanting to return to NYC eventually, it felt supportive to be back in her
hometown again.
Rebecca’s childhood move allowed her to start taking voice lessons, and she mused about
life’s cyclical nature, noting that she was now teaching at the same music studio where she took
voice lessons as a young person. In the interim, Rebecca went to an elite pre-college music
program on scholarship and a performing arts high school before enrolling in community college
where she studied jazz, classical singing, and music recording technology. When she enrolled in
a four-year prestigious music state school, she already had so many credits that she ended up
creating her own major in order to finish on time. Although her initial intention had been to
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study music education, she ended up majoring in music business and general business while
running sound for the school’s theatre and continuing her private voice lessons. Rebecca “just
wanted to do everything” and views her eclectic training as making her a better singer; she
never seemed to question her identity as a singer of many passions. Following her undergraduate
studies, she shifted her focus to singing performance and voice pedagogy while enrolled in her
master’s degree. Toward the end of our time together, you will see Rebecca continue to own her
identity as a person of many strengths and passions even more completely.
Rebecca’s graduate work allowed her to observe many hours of voice lessons focused on
acoustics and physiology but found them devoid of a body-mind connection, with one notable
exception: Rebecca’s Alexander Technique teacher, who was also trained as a therapist. In their
sessions together, Rebecca describes her teacher’s ability to notice minor changes in Rebecca’s
body and moods, which led to discussion about what she was feeling, what might trigger her
body’s reactions. Rebecca would “notice in certain topics [she] would just shut down.” These
discoveries were significant and perhaps enforced for Rebecca that she notices herself shutting
down when she is overwhelmed by certain emotions. She deals with those emotions by shutting
down, physically and emotionally - and, subsequently, vocally.
Perhaps these experiences studying Alexander Technique have helped Rebecca notice the
connection between her emotions and her body’s physical reactions in her singing. She got
anxious by the mere idea of certain songs or repertoire she feels she’s being pushed to sing, like
“The Countess” from Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro. Rebecca acknowledged that she’d had
trouble with breath control and when she began to work on this repertoire, she became “super
anxious.” When she practiced, she got “nowhere, because I talked myself into thinking, like, ‘I
can’t sing this because I have no breath.’ So, I run out of breath every time. And then I get
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frustrated [...] and I go through this cycle.” Contrastingly, she knew that when she felt fully
released, from a physical standpoint, it also affected the way she perceived, and felt about, her
singing: “When I am free, and I am fully released [...] I have this very satisfying feeling,” she
was laughing, seemingly at how we might love feeling this type of satisfaction, but still have
unintentional psychological impulses that lead us to feel so dissatisfied. “It’s like my body
intuition,” Rebecca continued in a flurry of clear, fast-paced words. “Just because that’s what
I’ve trained myself to do is to close down, but I actually feel more satisfied when I’m
released.” I wondered if it felt frightening or more vulnerable to be so open; maybe this was
why she was protecting herself by closing off her body. But no, Rebecca assures me, “You
would think so, but no. It doesn’t feel more vulnerable.” However, there seems to still be
something subconscious going on: “It’s like I’ve tricked myself. Or my brain has tricked myself
into thinking that it is a scary place to be in, and so my body reacts in a very opposite way.”
Rebecca’s Guiding Sentiments
Rebecca seeks to combine mindfulness and body awareness into her singing, calming her
anxiety, and allowing her body's innate knowledge to guide her practice.
My anxiety
Calming, inner body knows
Breathing, resting, full
-Lindsey’s haiku for Rebecca, in the spirit of Palmer’s (2004) third thing
Honesty and Allowing Expression of Her Whole Self: OLIVIA
Olivia’s bright yellow bedroom served as a backdrop as she talked about her life in
music. Olivia (22, White, aspiring professional) sat straight and tall; her speech was precise as
she discussed her singing and musicianship, beginning with her experiences as a young person in
musical theatre. In high school, she began taking private voice lessons and pursued a fairly
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typical resume of theatre productions, choir, and All-State choir, beginning to “take things more
seriously” in college with four years of private voice lessons and a major in theatre. Feeling her
voice was her strength, Olivia supplemented her college experience with liberal arts, summer
internships, training programs abroad, and vocal coachings, one with a major summer music
festival where she interned in artistic administration. Her liberal arts education included a major
in both theatre and psychology, but she sees herself pursuing a career as a performer. This past
summer, she worked with high school students as a music director, and this piqued her interest in
teaching.
Olivia’s succinct and clear answers about her background sounded almost like a
recitation of a resume, one from an interviewee who knows what she wants and has prepared
carefully, worked hard, and presented herself well. Interestingly, this first impression developed
into a theme for Olivia’s work, and her need to prepare precisely sometimes hindered her ability
to experiment and “take up space” with her voice and physical expression, as we will see
throughout our class time together. But in this interview, her answers prompted me to move
swiftly to the next question. This was the shortest of my initial interviews; it felt almost as
though Olivia’s responses closed the case. There was nothing more to say and so it was time to
move on.
However, Olivia should not be mistaken for closed off or non-reflective. On the
contrary, she was clear that this study felt like two sides of her academic interests colliding, as
she studied anxiety and personality within mindfulness as an undergraduate in her psychology
degree. Olivia acknowledged that while she had an academic understanding of these two fields singing and mindfulness - she felt unable to integrate them. Up until now, she only felt
successful at occasionally implementing a pre-performance ritual to help with anxiety, usually
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listening to the same instrumental music track and breathing. Her curiosity and enthusiasm shone
through her eyes as she talked about deepening her practices.
Olivia, at 22 years old, expressed that her voice was just now settling as her own. She
was beginning to experience a deepening in her technique - as though the years of teachers and
training were starting to become part of her, and it felt “incredible.” In fact, her gestures became
more animated, she sat up straighter, and she beamed saying, “singing has always been, honestly,
the number one thing in my life that I just - wow - I haven’t articulated this, but it’s the most me, I guess. It feels like the act of singing comes from so deep within who I am that I don’t have
access to in the other parts of my life. [...] And now, in this whole new way I think I’m really
finding my voice.” Along with finding her voice, Olivia was looking to her future: how to
sustain a professional career and maintain her own singing voice with eight shows a week, how
to iron out the bit of vocal fry she’d noticed every now and then at the ends of her sentences
when she was speaking. Conscientious and carefully planning, Olivia asked me specifics about
the class - when we are meeting, how many people there will be, and what to prepare.
Olivia’s guiding sentiments
Olivia searches for honesty, for harnessing the feelings of authenticity and knowing your
voice. She searches for strategies in personal and professional sustainability and implementing
MAPS into daily life with regularity.
Authenticity
Integrated for myself
Honest, sustaining
-Lindsey’s haiku for Olivia, in the spirit of Palmer’s (2004) third thing
Just Do the Thing: KAT
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Kat’s interview began with her in front of a wall that housed a few pencil sketches; I
could just make out a giraffe and what appeared to be perhaps ticket stubs, appearing to be from
shows or concerts. Kat (22, Caucasian, aspiring professional) was the only participant whose
interview background looked decidedly different from where we took classes. During our class
periods, she typically sat on the floor in front of an open clothes closet, standing and removing
her headphones before singing. But on this day, snippets of her personality were seen in those
few wall hangings and in the orange hoodie and beige headband she wore. Like Rebecca, she
had lived in New York City, but was currently back in California due to the pandemic-induced
lack of theatre work. “It’s really weird,” she said of being in California. Her family was back in
their home after evacuating during the sweeping wildfires. But “right now it’s 3:00 in the
afternoon and it is dark.” I can’t help but think about the amount of trauma we were all
experiencing and how disorienting it must have been to leave the city where you have lived, not
be able to continue working in your profession, and now be surrounded by wildfires and literal
darkness. I thought about the studies I read about mindfulness helping us through trauma (KabatZinn, 2018; Lantieri, 2001). And I wondered how using Hansen’s (2017) philosophy of bearing
witness might play out over the course of these next 12 weeks.
Nevertheless, Kat spoke confidently as she described her singing background. Her first
statement was, “So musically, I have no talent whatsoever. I can’t even read music.” I shuddered
a little and refrained from jumping in with my objections to how I feel about both talent and the
idea that the skill of reading music determines anything about musical ability. Kat continued,
saying she tried to pick up the guitar once, but it didn’t stick, but did give herself credit for
having a really good ear and being excellent at picking up and mimicking patterns. Although she
had started taking private lessons, Kat had never really been told she was good at singing or was
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“naturally gifted with a kind of voice that can perform.” In fact, Kat mused, “I internalized that
as, ‘Oh, well, I’m not good enough to do this. I’m not good enough to sing professionally or in
front of people.’ [...] and I think that got me stuck in this idea of trying to sing perfectly trying to
make it sound right.” Similarly, one voice teacher she worked with went so far as to tell her, “I
don’t think a lead singer lives in you.” And while Kat still didn’t even really understand what
that feedback means (“is that criticism or is it advice?”), she knew it didn’t feel good to hear.
Kat attributed much of her struggle with singing to her attempts to “make it right” and
thinking about “18,000 things” that have to get done, rather than simply doing them. “I'm not
good at just doing the thing; I'm really good at thinking about the thing. [...] I know I can sing,
I’m just not very good at getting out of my own way,” she said at one point. Yet in the next
moment, Kat assured me she knows her career is not that of a musical theatre singer; she simply
doesn’t fit anywhere. She stressed musical theatre is a “bit behind the times,” and besides, she
isn’t feminine enough to be a lead or funny enough for a character role. “And I’m fine with that,”
she said, “But I want to perform, you know, I want to be a singer, independent of my theatre
career.” As a Shakespearean actor, for instance, she loved exploring the various iterations of
songs in his work.
It was this contradiction between her perceived ability and her passion that struck me
most about Kat, even in our first meeting. She earnestly described wanting to sing with “that
open-hearted, larger than life feeling, that kind of soaring emotion, that kind of freedom. I've
experienced it once or twice, but I want to lean into that, I want to not feel stuck: [I want to feel]
more [of] that open-hearted feeling when it comes to performing a song because I love music so
much. I can't play it at all. But I love it so much. And that's the like leaning into that openness of
it.” The desire to sing with abandon sat directly, quickly, easily in opposition to how Kat felt able
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to express, be open, and perform. It seemed as though her self-doubt might have started with
external voices, but they were internalized into Kat’s thoughts and fear.
Despite having experience with mindfulness, particularly with Alexander Technique,
singing and mindfulness occupied separate spaces for Kat. She thought it might be because, “I'm
one of those people [for whom], on the other side of breathing too deeply, is emotion. That’s
where I hold all of my feelings, kind of at the bottom of my lungs.” This experience of breathing
made it feel very “charged” when she tried to put mindfulness together with singing (Scherer,
1995; Parada-Cabaleiro, 2017), which led her back to her thinking about the technical aspects of
her singing or her body rather than doing or integrating her mind and her body. It felt exactly like
“hitting a barrier,” rather than “living it or letting it exist in my body. I'm very much trying to
control it with my brain, which are two very different things.”
For Kat, integrating her brain and her body also involved quieting her fear and voices of
doubt. She wanted to be able to “have that awareness, rather than the fear or the tightness” that
accompanied her fear; she wanted to move past the idea of “I’m not good enough” and “that
emotional component.” In a rush of words and clarity of ideas, Kat talked about her desire to put
together mindfulness, body awareness, and her singing.
I don’t feel like I can perform. Not that it feels impossible to me, but it feels like
something I can’t access, like that thing is locked. I would like to move past that and feel
like I would be able to perform, rather than freeze and get locked inside all of my own
thoughts about what I’m doing and where it’s going, what’s happening. You know, it
bogs you down, and you can’t make it all work. Like, how do you use your body as an
instrument when you don’t have access to your breath and you don’t have access to
yourself in a grounded state?
Kat described what it was like for her to practice a particular song that she loves,
“Journey to the Past,” from Anastasia. There was one particular moment in which, many times
when she sang the song, she felt like she didn’t know what she was doing or where her voice was
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going. Kat expressed that her singing would be going well and she would think she had the
“strength,” but then a split second of doubt crept in. Kat found herself thinking, “What are you
doing? Are you sure?! And then I all of a sudden, I'm like out of breath, and I don't have - I have
to go back and try it again because it's that split second of, like, ‘Nope, nope, nope - bail.
Everybody, bail.’” Her thoughts affected her breath and her body, and she was thrown back into
her barrier.
Kat’s guiding sentiments
Kat is searching for freedom from internal barriers and freedom of open heartedness that
she suspects may come from doing rather than thinking, particularly she moves away from
negative self-talk, doubt, and internal cognitive monitoring of technique.
Freedom from my doubt
Break internal barriers
Do, don’t merely think
-Lindsey’s haiku for Kat, in the spirit of Palmer’s (2004) third thing
Balancing Intuition and External Guidance: EMILY
Emily (27, Korean, aspiring full-time professional) spoke to me from a room with plain
white walls and a few, organized office supplies in the background. Wearing a casual black and
white sweatshirt, she began discussing her musical journey as it was perceived by other people,
particularly her mother. Emily began playing the piano as a child and then started singing KPop, which she really loved. To her mother (whose opinion continues to color Emily’s
perspective throughout our classes), however, it was a “low grade” and “disappointing” genre,
and so Emily moved into classical singing. At first, transitioning genres was easy, perhaps, she
mused, because Emily came from a background in classical piano or perhaps because, as a very
emotional singer, the “words and text mean everything” to her.
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Classical singing led Emily to her first voice teacher, and she continued studying voice in
college and beyond. However, she never felt “at home” with any of her teachers. Emily felt
insecurities in her voice began after a particular, “bad” incident in her life (she never told me
what that incident was. As a first interview, I also didn’t want to push Emily to be more
vulnerable than she was comfortable being). After the incident, Emily felt “lost.” In fact, at the
time of our interview, Emily expressed still feeling as though she was “in a lost land.” Feeling
lost might have been amplified by contradictions between her teachers’ instructions and how
Emily instinctively felt she wanted to use her voice. Being small in stature and build, she felt
teachers and coaches, particularly male coaches, were guiding her to specific, soubrette
repertoire, using a small, shimmery sound throughout her range. She said, “it sounds pretty, and
I think it's beautiful. It’s nice, but to me, being a singer means more than just little pretty sounds
to satisfy this person's ear or that person's ear. So, I had to sacrifice a lot of my bottom ‘cause I'm
not supposed to sound like that. I'm not supposed to sound supported.” As a result, Emily was
now trying to be her own teacher, tuning in to her instincts and her body sensations, “tapping
into what I've always done, but I've always been told not to do.”
Additionally, as Emily worked to integrate her own knowledge with the information her
teachers, coaches, and parents imparted to her, she noticed the tendency that singers have one
teacher and listen to that person as though they were a guru. Emily wondered if this
unquestioning loyalty might be endemic in the world of classical singing. She admitted to
having developed a bit of a “codependency” on her teachers, believing everything they said must
be right. If she could not implement what they asked of her, she would be “disappointed” in
herself. Now, she was taking what she believed to be the core of what her teachers - whom she
thinks truly have her best interest at heart - were asking of her and combining their input with
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something that was “more me.” For instance, she thought having a “shimmer” in her singing
was not a bad thing in any voice; she was working to incorporate a “shimmering” sound with one
that felt richer and more authentic throughout her range. Even so, Emily said she was, “afraid
maybe they [teachers and coaches] are all right. And I'm wrong. So, I'm trying to put things
together and I'm trying to kind of get the answer by tuning into how my body feels about it. And
also, just more how my heart feels about it.”
Emily’s experiences with her singing continued to be colored by a contrast between
external advice and “rules” and internal understanding and knowing, including her approach to
repertoire. Emily considered herself a classical singer, had devoted her whole life to classical
music and was very satisfied with that decision. She said it was the only profession she wanted
and felt classical singing was what gave her life meaning. And yet when she returned to pop
music “just for fun,” she was able to sing without the “rules.” There was a “specific feeling
which is - not that I don't care about my technique, but there's something that's more of a priority
than just the technique itself. And I don't have any rules placed on myself. I just sing it. So, I'm
trying to take that same concept, that same kind of feeling into the classical [genre].”
Physical feelings and emotions used to dominate Emily’s singing life. Yet the ease she
had with classical singing changed suddenly for her in college. As mentioned earlier, the day
after a terrible, heart-breaking incident, she noticed all her insecurities manifesting in her voice,
even those of which she wasn’t aware. Emily said the change was so obvious that her teacher
also noticed, though she couldn’t pinpoint the source of the vocal issues (Scherer et al., 2017). It
was as though one day Emily could sing, and the next she couldn’t. But then, about two years
ago, Emily “confessed her undying love to someone” and her “voice began focusing again.” The
contrast was “stark:” it wasn’t as though she was having a few minor issues one day and they
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began to shift slightly the next. For Emily it was more as if, “I could not sing yesterday, but
today I have a voice to sing with.” That was when she realized that, for her anyway, singing felt
intimately and inextricably connected to her psychology (Chapman, 2006; Friedlander, 2018).
Parallel to her singing journey, Emily was on a meditative, mindfulness, and spiritual
path. She pointed to how much her life had improved with mindfulness and meditative, spiritual
tools and wanted to incorporate many of the things she was learning about herself with her
spiritual community into her singing. However, Emily found a lack of guidance regarding
practical strategies and even, at times, a lack of understanding for what she was trying to
accomplish within her singing. She wanted to take a more secular approach to the spiritual tools
she was learning and integrate mindfulness into her singing, rather than existing two separate
worlds. Despite her enthusiasm for combining her singing and her spirituality, she entered our
class nervously. “There is something so scary just about standing in front of people singing in a
class environment. There is something a little vulnerable and, yeah, it’s nervous-making, about
being like, ‘Okay, I'm going to do that and open myself up in both places’ - and in an area that
I'm apparently supposed to be a professional in [classical singing].”
Emily’s Guiding Sentiments
Emily seeks to find the balance between using her intuition and innate understanding of
her singing with the advice of others as well as to meld her mindfulness practice to her singing.
My intuition
Balanced with their voices
Spiritual singing
-Lindsey’s haiku for Emily, in the spirit of Palmer’s (2004) third thing
Class Structure
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Though our classes each followed the same structure, they were each unique in content
and, of course, what each person brought into the Zoom room for the day. The water moving
through our environment both nourished and affected our beings as seagrass - as both singers and
people. Kat struggled with her breathing in one class because the smoke from the California
fires was so thick that she was having trouble taking a full inhalation. We spent check-in time
talking about the election and our fears and concerns about it. Rebecca recounted going to a
baby shower and seeing people outside her family and house for the first time since the start of
the pandemic and how nervous that made her. Some of us were in different physical spaces
throughout the course of the twelve weeks. For instance, I was between four different
apartments and six different possible places from which I might have been facilitating. Rebecca
seemed to take class from the same room each day, a portable green screen (or maybe light
reflector) set up behind her. Kat, until our last couple of classes when she moved to a large
armchair at a desk, was on the floor, an open clothes closet behind her. Emily’s space varied a
bit, but she always seemed to be in a room (or had the camera facing in such a way) that was
fairly stark white, and we could hear the acoustic live-ness of a room with few
furnishings. Olivia sat and stood, always, at a desk in a pale-yellow room, a full-length oval
mirror framed in white at her back.
Still, the routine of our classes stayed the same. Every day followed the same structure.
1. A Centering Activity
2. Third Thing
3. Singing/Concepts and Mindful Reflection
4. Optimistic Closure
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Class 7
I am offering you an in-depth look at Class 7, which I chose because by this point in the
course, we had worked through the technological glitches of our first classes and were wellsettled into the routines of the class. Additionally, this was the first class into which I
incorporated devoted time to vocal technique. As you will see in Chapters 6 and 7, adding
technique came directly from participants’ input into the structure of the class and resulted in
surprising and interesting outcomes for both participants and for me. In this excerpt, you will see
both the structure of the class and an example of my own reflection throughout the class.
1. Check in & Centering (8 min) - Listening and awareness of sounds
Centering in each class was either preceded or succeeded by a group check-in - check-ins
were initially formal but gradually became informal, occurring naturally, as we became more
comfortable with one another. I planned for approximately 8-10 minutes of centering in every
class, in addition to a flexible five minutes of check-in time.
Our centering activity for Class 7 was inspired by a John Kabat-Zinn mindfulness activity
(Kabat-Zinn, 2013) involving listening, which I included in this class particularly because of our
later focus on open-honest questions. For eight minutes, I led participants in noticing sounds in
their environments, gently asking them to simply hear them as they arose and receded; I asked
participants to simply notice the sounds in their entirety. When they noticed their thoughts
drifting to something other than the sounds they were hearing, they were to simply note the
divergence - without clinging to or pushing away the thoughts - and return to the sounds around
them.
After our centering activity, we engaged in an informal check in with one another, after
which I wrote:
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This [check-in period] has become a regular part of our time together, and it
seems to be a great way to continue building this community and gaining
inspiration. Today people talked about successes in both singing and in
mindfulness in their lives and in their singing. I’m so inspired by this group!
2. Third Thing (15 min):
I chose poetry that, for me, connected both to contemplation, a particular MAP or a
concept we were exploring that week. The process for engaging with the third thing was the
same every week. First, we read the text aloud (each person taking a turn without a prescribed
order or amount to read). Secondly, each person commented on something interesting or
meaningful they discovered within the text. Participants spoke if they wanted to, but were never
required to do so. Everyone chose to engage with the texts each week. While I hope everyone
engaged because they were moved to do so - and no one ever seemed reluctant - we were a small
group, and it is possible participants felt an obligation to share. Nevertheless, our conversations
were easy, though filled with silences as we pondered and sat with our own thoughts.
Two Kinds of Intelligence
By Rumi, 13th century
There are two kinds of intelligence: One acquired,
as a child in school memorizes facts and concepts
from books and from what the teacher says,
collecting information from the traditional sciences
as well as from the new sciences.
With such intelligence you rise in the world.
You get ranked ahead or behind others
in regard to your competence in retaining
information. You stroll with this intelligence
in and out of fields of knowledge, getting always more
marks on your preserving tablets.
There is another kind of tablet, one
already completed and preserved inside you.
A spring overflowing its springbox. A freshness
in the center of the chest. This other intelligence
does not turn yellow or stagnate. It's fluid,
and it doesn't move from outside to inside
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through the conduits of plumbing-learning.
This second knowing is a fountainhead
from within you, moving out.
I chose this poem because it seemed we were all struggling with the discovery of how
much our own thoughts and feelings about our singing derived from external voices, such as
parents, teachers, and coaches. I was wondering about Palmer’s (2004) work with circles of trust
and learning to listen to our inner teachers. I was thinking about contemplative education’s goal
to help us find and make our own meaning (Barbezat & Bush, 2014). I wondered how the group
might understand having “another kind of tablet,” inside themselves.
The conversation did more than pique our curiosity and interest. For me, it was a turning
point for my own teaching in this class, particularly as it related to my thoughts on teaching
technique, which you will see in greater detail in Chapters 6 and. It also appeared meaningful
for the others in the group, as we talked about how we felt about these two types of learning and
teaching. Was one better than the other? Or might the types of learning be balanced? Was there
one kind of learning that each person related to more? Struggled with? How did that relate to the
kinds of validation we seek and how we feel about ourselves? You will see how we wrestled
with these ideas throughout the upcoming chapters.
3.

Singing/Concepts
In this section of class, we addressed singing and vocal concepts using MAPS and

contemplative education strategies. Through every concept, we worked on non-judgmental
noticing of ourselves and one another as well as fostering curiosity about what happened and
why it might have happened. Sometimes, we discussed our thoughts and sometimes we journaled
about things we noticed in ourselves or our reactions to other people’s performances.
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Today was the first day I decided to address vocal technique directly by using
vocalises. Up to this point, the singing portion of the class involved performing for one another,
usually as a whole group but sometimes in pairs. After singing, we would address what arose
during the performance or talk about what participants wanted to explore in their singing. I
might have asked participants to bring a portion of a song according to a large topic, such as “a
place you want to work on your breath.” But in Class 7, I began to devote a section of class
specifically to vocal technique and exercises. In Chapters 6 and 7, I will delve into the tension I
felt about moving to incorporate vocalises into the class, a justification for using these particular
techniques, and some of the effects of their implementation. For now, note that I decided to
implement technique directly based on our Class 6 discussion and the mid-point reflection
participants filled out (Appendix E).
While working on technique, I introduced the particular exercises derived from Steven
Smith’s (2007) writing and briefly demonstrated and explained the purpose and goal of the first
exercise. For example, Smith (2007) says of the first exercise (he calls it an invention) “we
[learn] to speak with a clean, clear sound, free from entanglements but with full engagement on
the vocal folds” (p. 67). The initial goal of this invention is “learning to speak,” and, as singers
become more adept at achieving this goal, they then begin to focus on executing a legato line and
defining their vowels. However, as this was the first time any of these participants had attempted
this exercise, I emphasized process and mindfulness by expressing that the “goal” was simply to
“speak freely.”
After a brief introduction, participants naturally began working on implementing the
invention. With very little direction from me, they began experimenting on their own. Being on
Zoom, I was able to watch them work and explore, but not to hear them, which, as you will see,
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constantly concerned me. I had to trust both the participants and myself. I had to believe that I
would be able to communicate clearly enough and that participants had the tools they needed to
get what they needed out of the activity and exercise. Occasionally, I unmuted and asked, again,
if anyone wanted feedback or had questions. But typically, I experienced this portion of our class
as almost silent.
My notes for this section of class read:
As we worked through the technical part of the class, most people were
experimenting on their own after I demonstrated quickly. A couple people tried
and got a bit of feedback, but it was mostly independent experimentation. I asked
everyone to work a bit on these throughout the week. Next week, I think it will be
important to revisit these 2 exercises and see if we can have at least one person
go through a bit of them. It’s tricky to teach technique in this scenario; allowing
for individual feedback if people want it but not force it. Perhaps it will help me to
focus on process.
3A. Part I (30-40 min)
Technique through contemplation
Introduce Smith’s (2004) Inventions, 1-3
•

Introduce 1st 2 inventions (Both because they are fundamental and also to address
particular issues that I had been hearing in participants’ singing and their personal
reflections: #1 mostly for Kat and #2 mostly for Rebecca and Emily – 2 also for letting go
and expansion – Olivia: think about your goal of letting go and taking up space – loose
and also “taking up space” with your communication – it’s free and meaningful at every
moment)

•

We did not get to #3 as well, for the balancing

•

1: speaking on pitch with as much communicative direction and as little involvement
“with your throat” as possible (keep it “flabby”)
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•

2: Letting go, releasing breath consistently, keeping it spontaneous (although the sound
goes into a “small place” the release is open and vulnerable)

3B. Part II (30-40 min)
Open Honest Questions and Performance
Introduce the concept (5-7) – about the other person and not your own curiosity; asking
questions to help the other person gain clarity about themselves
•

Give a couple of examples

Using the guiding idea of what each person wants to work on for the next several weeks/classes
Pair people to sing for each other and ask questions – 15 minutes per person 45 minutes total
NOTES from this section of class:
• I popped into one session and I’m not sure they’re asking questions – it seemed like some
advice-giving? But perhaps I just popped into the room at the wrong time…. There was a
question after that?
• It seems like it’s going pretty well, but I think we might need to continue doing a bit of
work with the questioning. I think I was not perhaps as clear as I could have been about
this strategy and perhaps, I could do a bit more research about this and come back with
more concrete examples for everyone.
• I’m trying to keep this mostly confidential (and am struggling a bit with popping in or
not). If we were live, I would be surveying, but likely not watching specifically. And I
think there is something important about the participants having their own space to work
together and get feedback/questions from one another. I will ask for their feedback on
this.
• I think I’d like to continue doing a bit more reading on some additional CE / Mindful
strategies to use throughout the next 5 sessions.
• Giving warnings about switching partners and keeping an eye on the time.
4.

Closure (reminder of time)

Come back together - Is there anything you’d like to share with the large group? AND (or, if you
don’t want to share) what you will take with you from tonight’s class through your practice for
the week
Mindfulness worksheet +
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Below is a table of all 12 classes, summarized the contemplative and mindful strategies
used as well as what singing and vocal technique concepts were covered.
Table 2
Table of Class Summaries
Discrete Contemplative and
Mindful Facilitation Strategies

Singing / Vocal Techniques

Class 1

Noticing (physical sensations,
thoughts)
Non-judgement
Discussion in pairs
Silence in waiting and before
beginning to sing

Class 2

Noticing
Non-judgement
Curiosity
Thoughts
Questioning: participant-led for
where and what strategies to try

Breath and breathing strategies: a variety of
approaches as it applies in rep and based on
what students notice and want to work on

Class 3

Curiosity
Trusting your inner teacher
Journaling
• Noticing and having fun
• What thoughts came up?
• Noticing your thoughts
and observations when
others sing

Breath and breathing strategies

Class 4

Noticing
Trusting your inner teacher
Journaling
Self-talk (negative or critical)
Reframing
Practicing mindful tools

Some belting; TA vs. CT muscles and vowel
adjustments

Class 5

Play
Curiosity
Non-judgment
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To engage or not to engage abdominal
muscles? Here is one strategy; or the way LB
thinks of these issues
With breath: Noticing what sensations you
are feeling

Class 6

Self-reflection, writing
Reframing
Being explicit about an issue you
would like to work (bringing that
to the group)
• Curiosity
• Noticing
• Non-judgment

Belting: what IS it? What do we know about
it
Signing high notes in every style
Breath and vocal technique - it’s all
connected!
Wondering: how might we work on the skills
that help us access higher notes without just
going into a practice room and pounding
relentless to hit the high notes

Class 6
Reflection

Where have we been? Where are
you now? Where would you like
to go?

Participants want more direct feedback (with
the tension of enjoying being more selfdirected and working to be more
independent)

Written reflection (see Appendix
H)
Class 7

Open-honest questions
Process through technique

Smith’s inventions 1 (balanced speaking), 2
(breath)
-Letting go, registration shifts
-Technique through self-investigation

Class 8

Open-honest questions
Pair sharing
Noticing

Smith’s inventions 1, 2

Class 9

Cultivating Wonder
Journaling/Self-reflection
Process and technique

Smith’s inventions 1, 2, 3 (balance of speech
and breath)
Using technique to address repertoire and
goal setting

Class 10

Process and singular focus
Journaling: Identity

-Smith’s inventions 1-4 (4: balanced onsets)
-Using a repeated phrase (similar to a
mantra) while approaching technique

Class 11

Singular focus; process
Smith’s inventions 1-5 (5: flexibility)
Identity and singing: how do you
see yourself?

Class 12

Noticing
Curiosity
Non-judgement
Self-reflection

Smith’s inventions 1-6 (6: moving through
registers)
Reflecting on progress and process
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Progress
Singular focus; process
Facilitation Strategies used in every class:
•

Noticing - always asking the singer first what she noticed/thought about/experience
o

This is not something I realized I was doing deliberately; Olivia pointed it out in
the final group interview as a strategy that helped her not feel judged

•

Non-judgement

•

You never have to sing; trust yourself that you will know when it’s right (only twice did
someone decide not to sing, once due to illness)

•

Curiosity

•

Focus on process

•

Allowing silence and stillness; not rushing people to speak or sing

Conclusion
Each participant began this study with different life experiences and goals. Similarly, our
classes, while structured and planned, allowed for space for participants - and, certainly, me - to
adjust and grow. The rhizomes that broke and reconnected, the lines of flight we experienced
were different for each of us and will be explored in more detail throughout the remainder of this
dissertation. Though the content of the classes was the same for everyone, the meaning we
individually constructed varied based on where we started (contributing to guiding sentiments),
what was happening in our own lives, and the way each of these components interacted. You
will see in the coming pages deepening self-awareness for each participant, and I will be
surprised by the importance of technique, feedback, and community for our individual growth.
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CHAPTER 5: SELF-AWARENESS
Each singer in this study reported experiencing growth with respect to their guiding
sentiments. At our final interviews, I asked each person if they thought I had identified their
goals accurately, what might have changed for them, and where they are now in relationship to
those goals. Aligning with the precepts of this study, each individual defined her own growth
uniquely. However, upon reflection and analysis, it appears that participants’ growth can also be
understood through the social and emotional competency of self-awareness. “Self-Awareness”
is one of five competencies fostered by social and emotional learning: self-awareness, selfmanagement, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision making (Lawlor,
2016). While the categories are interconnected, The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and
Emotional Learning (CASEL) describes self-awareness as “the abilities to understand one’s own
emotions, thoughts, and values and how they influence behavior across contexts. This includes
capacities to recognize one’s strengths and limitations with a well-grounded sense of confidence
and purpose,” (CASEL). Individual’s guiding sentiments, in the end, illustrated participants’
personal goals. While working toward those goals, different rhizomes of self-awareness and
understanding formed. Ideas of self-perception broke ranks with external opinions and then reformed to create new understandings of self. Participants examined the way they felt about their
abilities and re-combined their emotions with expanded vocal technique or a reframing of a vocal
challenge. By incorporating contemplative education and MAPS strategies, participants fostered
their singing and their inner lives - perhaps because we addressed both the singer and the
technique simultaneously and deliberately.
As you will see, these tales are certainly not linear. What follows is a conglomeration of
class conversations, class self-reflections after singing, practice journal entries, and interviews.
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Each took twists and turns throughout the process, at one moment perhaps touching on a
particular vocal technique strategy that knocked something loose in our thinking, and in another
moment, a meaningful conversation with the group suddenly allowed us to take a chance and risk
experimenting with our singing and internal - thinking and feeling - voices. While the written
form can help us to understand an argument or a statement, or to glean new points of view, its
particular difficulty here is that the structure of this dissertation cannot adequately express the
variant combinations, the sudden shifts and quick turns we take, the thoughts colliding with
emotions colliding with physical experience that occurred - the rhythm of growth. It would be
inaccurate and disingenuous for me to attempt a re-creation of any particular linear path or direct
cause and effect in these singers’ narratives.
Here I run into another issue. Disconnecting the what happened from the why it
happened is a faulty dichotomy. The two are intricately intertwined: like rhizomes, they affect
one another and then begin again. Participants were constantly noticing habits, states of mind,
emotion, moments of inspiration, and realigning or reexamining how they ideas of perceptions of
themselves and their singing. A small shift in a physicality might have resulted in a new
understanding of an old emotion. A new sensation through shifting a piece of vocal technique
helped someone see themselves as able to grow and change. Examining a poem or hearing
another participant’s experiences suddenly allowed participants to feel seen and heard in a way
they hadn’t before.
Regardless, the stories and snapshots presented in this chapter represent moments in
time. They are presented somewhat linearly, with a beginning and an ending, and musing on
possible links between the two along the way. However, I remind myself that growth and
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progress, like this study, are not actually linear. Progress always meanders, disconnects old ideas
and notions, splices information together differently. And progress never really ends.
Participants grew and changed according to who they are, what their life experiences
taught them, and the new information they gained during our twelve weeks together. However,
the area in which every participant changed the most was the social and emotional category of
self-awareness. I found participants in this study grew in an amalgamation of CASEL’s
(CASEL) subcategories, with varying degrees of emphasis in one or more aspects. Primarily, I
saw gains in:
•

Integrating personal and social identities

•

Identifying personal, cultural, and linguistic assets

•

Linking feelings, values, and thoughts

•

Experiencing self-efficacy

•

Having a growth mindset (CASEL)

In fact, the last two of these - experiencing self-efficacy and having a growth mindset - were
prominent areas of growth for each person. Through their growing self-awareness, you will also
see how participants’ identified change in their vocal growth. However, the upcoming pages will
illustrate how vocal change and personal change were linked for each participant. These singers
fostered both their singing and their inner lives through an integration of contemplative
education and mindfulness awareness practices into their vocal development.
You may also notice participants struggling in their own ways with the notion of “bigness.” Olivia longs to “take up more space” while she’s performing and to feel physical and
dramatic freedom of expression without always having to be perfect. Rebecca and Kat think
about how having a loud or large singing or speaking voice might affect how they feel about
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themselves or how they are perceived in the world. And Emily touches on having a loud or big
voice and big emotions as they relate to her sense of self and artistry. While I will not address
“big-ness” or taking up space separately in this chapter, I will return to question what it might
mean to be women who are loud in a contemplative space – and in society - in Chapter 7.
I have decided to open a window into our participants’ experiences using mostly their
own words. I have occasionally sprinkled their words with my own thoughts, questions, or
connections. However, due to the nature of contemplative education and the self-reflection it
requires and engenders (Barbezat & Bush, 2014), it seemed more genuine to let participants
speak for themselves. Though I might have noticed a change in vocal production or a gesture
that seemed frustrated, I have been careful to include those thoughts only as they could then be
verified by the participants’ own words or as my reflections related directly to my own growth or
change.
As you are reading, you may, as I did, encounter stories and reflections in these women’s
experiences that are difficult to hear and process. When these moments occurred, I referred back
to Hansen’s (2017) philosophy of bearing witness. As I am not a mental health practitioner, I
believed it was my responsibility to hear and validate these women’s experiences but not to offer
advice. Instead, I sought to follow Parker’s (2004) advice to try to listen deeply without advising
or seeking to fix. Remember, too, while you are reading, to look for the moments in the stories
where ideas and self-perception dislodge and re-emerge looking different and the places where
seemingly unconnected elements bind together, creating something new.
Screaming: EMILY
Her own voice
The search for perfect
Screechy, screaming,
They say.
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Her head lower:
“I know.”
Breath becomes breath becomes
Acceptance
Trying something new.
Walking in heaven.
(Lindsey’s poetic exploration)
Guiding Sentiments:
Emily seeks to find the balance between using her intuition and innate understanding of
her singing with the advice of others as well as to meld her mindfulness practice to her singing.
As Emily (classical singer, 27, Korean) developed her self-awareness, she integrated
more completely - or at least navigated more easily - her personal and social identities. She
struggled: listening to the voices of her parents and teachers and searching to find her own literal
and figurative voice. Particularly, Emily’s mother was a prominent character throughout our
classes, almost occupying a space of her own within our Zoom squares. In our first interview,
Emily talked about her mother’s perception of K-Pop as being a “low-grade” and
“disappointing” genre. Classical voice was worthy, however, and Emily took to it easily and has
since “devoted [her] life” to it, feeling satisfied with this choice. Emily wrestled with
understanding which opinions to listen to; and, as noted in her initial guiding sentiments,
wondered how to find the balance between using her intuition and innate understanding of her
singing with the advice of others. She sought to meld her mindfulness practice to her singing.
In Emily’s September 17th practice journal entry, she mused, “I think it’s funny that all
my life I was criticized by my parents for sucking during practice and being surprisingly good
during live performances. Now the tables have turned, and I feel confident during practice but
my live performance is a complete failure compared to my practices.” And though Emily
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continues on to discuss technical aspects of her singing with which she was dissatisfied (“the last
3 times my support shook uncontrollably”), it is notable that this entry began with her parent’s
criticism.
Another example of Emily's grappling with balancing the opinions and advice others
have given her and doing what she needs for her own artistry came in Class 5. During this class,
we explored “play,” and Emily chose to perform a piece with exaggerated and bratty movements
and vocal qualities. Emily stated that she chose this song and particular exercise to help with her
high notes, yet it is her mother’s opinion to which Emily pointed first. Emily said her high notes,
“which my mom was pointing out that [they were] too, like, sharp, too pingy. That's why I was
frustrated [at the beginning of class], ‘cause she was criticizing me before our class today.”
However, after singing the song in this exercise, Emily reflected that she might be able to please
her mother. “If I [sing it like I did during the exercise], I can make her happy [by warming her
sound]. Obviously, I'm not going to go "Whoa" [mimicking the sound she made while
exaggerating] while I'm singing in performance, but just that act of exaggerating added like a
warm to the top notes” (Class 5). It seemed as though Emily was also pleased with her sound, but
the focus remained on how singing with more space and exaggeration could make her mom
happy.
Emily had a major breakthrough in our sixth class surrounding her thoughts and attitudes
toward her parents’ opinions and her own singing. Emily arrived frustrated and expressed being
preoccupied by not being able to execute the higher notes in her range in a way that felt good to
her. Emily opened up about this frustration. “I feel like it sounds like I'm screaming. My parents
always tell me, like, ‘Oh my gosh. Can you please stop screaming?’ and I feel like [“screaming”]
is the only way I can [sing high notes].”
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It sounded so harsh to me and I could hear what sounded like anger in Emily’s tone. I
saw how stuck she was feeling. I countered, as gently as I could, “So Emily, is there a way to
reframe what it is that might be happening? Something that sounds a little less self-judgmental
but without discounting what it is that you're feeling? What it sounds like to me is that,” I
enumerated with my fingers, “[1] You're experiencing a sound you don't like, [2] it feels way too
hard to accomplish what it is that you want to accomplish, [3] you feel like you have to go
through a lot of machinations to get it [the high notes] to work, [4] and then it's not the product
you want.”
Emily nods. “Uh-huh. No matter what machinations I go through.”
“Yeah,” I agreed and empathized with her. “So, I am curious what might happen if we
start playing around with doing some different things [for your high notes]. But you're not
screaming. You're doing the best that you can to get a sound to come out that you like. Right. It's
not like you're … I don't know. That just sounds so harsh. Any other ideas. Or, I guess, ideas
from you, Emily?” Emily’s tone of voice shifts, she sits up a bit straighter as she says, “I don't
have an idea, but in a nicer term, the screaming does feel like - because there's tightness in here
[points to her throat]. I'm using more force to get them to pop open. That's what the feeling feels
like.”
I wanted her to notice the difference in the way she’s just framed that thought, and so I
said, “Yeah, so that's a really good observation. And that's good information that can be used to
see what else could be different, right? It's a little less self-battering.” Emily agreed: “It feels
better to say it like that, actually.” And then other participants began to speak excitedly and also
to empathize with Emily’s plight. Kat told us that’s exactly what she had expressed earlier in the
class, but for a different style of music, and Emily smiled saying, “I had my suspicions!” And
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later Rebecca also admitted she has trouble with her higher notes, which feels “very stressful as a
soprano.” Emily continued, saying she felt hopeful to hear there might be “ways to try and
discover [how to access her high notes more easily].”
The next entry in Emily’s practice journal, from October 22, expressed a shift in thinking
around both her parents’ opinions and reframing her feelings around her high notes (emphasis
added):
During yesterday’s group class together, I expressed my frustration over my
screechy high notes. [...] I had to record Mein Herr Marquis, which featured a high D.
Firstly, I lightened up my sound, and secondly, I basically said “screw what my mother
and father think” and just sang the final high D during my recording like it was nobody’s
business! Low and behold, the sound was spinning, quite free, and belle-like. I was
amazed and it was so easy. It turns out I was subconsciously holding the note because I
have been told all my life while practicing that I was too loud or that my high notes suck
that every time I have to sing those high C’s or D’s I become very afraid of what my
parents would think and about disturbing them that I “hold” in my throat. I think I need to
just adopt this “I don’t give a f*ck” mentality more because it seems to be working.
After I listened to the recording, I compared it to two years ago [...] I did not even
realize how much I’ve improved because I was believing the illusion that my parents
continue to instill. I am very pleased. I don’t think I have been this pleased in a long time.
I don’t even cringe at my recordings these days, but rather, I enjoy the fruits of my labour.
I am also grateful for the opportunity in class last night to express my frustration. My
high notes are nowhere close to where I want them to be still but I can see the
improvement and my progress. I am looking forward to a more gentle and compassionate
expansion.
Emily was beginning to notice her own self-talk, which I will discuss more completely in
Chapter 6, and become aware of her ability to reframe her thinking around external (her parents)
critical voices. She was becoming more self-aware.
Although the voices of Emily’s parents might scream loudest in her head, she also has
contended with sometimes contradictory messages from external sources such as teachers and
coaches. It was hard to decipher her own thoughts and feelings through that cacophony. In our
ninth class, Emily discussed how she related to Rebecca’s decision to stop taking voice lessons
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for a year. Emily resonated with that. As much as she wanted to listen to her teachers, she
didn’t feel like she knew her own voice - not just her singing voice, but also her own opinions
and who she was. “But finally,” Emily recounted, “after choosing to hear my own self - where
my thoughts are, who I am - I finally feel like now that I know myself a little bit, I can actually
go have singing lessons again because now it's about me doing singing lessons, not all these
people telling me what to do.”
Emily continued to examine her own voice, her sense of self, and how she felt about
external and parental input in her singing in our eleventh class. Here, participants brought in a
song they felt intersected with their identity or their perception of themselves in any way. Emily
brought “Signore, ascolta” from the opera Turandot because, she said, “I’m not allowed to sing
it.” It’s not her voice type and so “no one lets me sing it.” She went on to explain, “At the same
time, I have the most critical parents in the world and they hate my singing.” And yet Emily’s
parents have declared they don’t want to hear anyone sing this aria except for their daughter. It
seemed to me these are rather confusing contradictions, especially given how much Emily has
struggled with her parents’ critical voices. Intriguingly, Emily hadn’t yet mentioned how she felt
about singing “Signore, ascolta.” Instead, she went on to say, “There's a little bit of me in that
[aria] that impresses my parents. And nothing impresses them.” Understandably, Emily found
this contradiction gives her “the most confusion as an artist.” But then Emily went on to express
something new, some small shift in her own understanding of herself. “And now [when] I sing it
I feel a little less confused because I recognize technically it doesn't feel as good as [arias] more
suited towards me, but emotionally I still love this piece. A relief and a confusion at the same
time.” While the confusion built from years of contradiction lingers, Emily also senses a
glimmer of relief.
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It was a glimmer that perhaps sharpened in our twelfth class: Emily reflected on the
contradictory messages she received from voice teachers and coaches over the years. Like with
her parents, Emily found truth in what they were saying. She “realized almost every coach or
teacher, even though it seemed like they're saying different things or wrong, contradicting things,
every single thing they said was real. It was accurate.” Contradictory, perhaps, and there was
truth in each comment. But it wasn’t simply what these teachers and coaches were saying, but
how they said it. Sometimes the “tone of voice, [is] a little bit abusive or, like, harsh and
sharp.” And Emily equated her teachers’ voices with her parents’ opinions. And yet in this
moment of class, Emily found a way to allow herself into the conversation, to change the way
she spoke to herself. She reflected, “[The way teachers and coaches gave me feedback] seems
like a critical voice, but I kind of imagine this is like - imagine singing or practicing as like selfparenting. So, you can be really loving, non-judgmental parents to yourself and be intimate with
the learning process or I could be really, like, traumatic and abusive to myself during the
process.” In the next chapter, I will explore just how important it was that Emily discovered how
to be less harsh with herself in a discussion about self-talk and feedback. However, for now,
make a note that Emily has found a way to reconcile the feedback she had been getting from
others with her own singing and metaphorical, personal voice. She recognized how she might
reframe a harsh, critical parenting voice to one that helped her move forward rather than be
abusive to herself.
Emily had begun the process of understanding how to be kinder, more accepting, and
gentler with herself and her singing. In our final interview, Emily related just how profound a
shift this was for her, particularly in relationship to how she viewed often critical feedback from
her parents. Because Emily had agreed with her parents’ assessment of her high notes, she felt
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the only thing she could do was listen to and internalize their feedback. It left her feeling as
though she didn’t have any agency or control. She had tried changing her “screechy” high notes,
nothing had worked, and so she was stuck. And then she began to use a gentler approach
through acceptance and noticing.
What I did was I accepted my singing for what it was right now and I kind of just
said, “Okay, it does sound like screaming. But okay, that's where I'm at right now.” And
then one of the days, instead of framing it with the word screaming you [Lindsey] helped
me frame it in a different way, like - my high notes are there and they're good, but they're
just wrapped in a little bit of control. I can't remember the exact wording you used but it
was a kind way to say it, and I used that expression in front of my parents, as well, to
teach them. Yeah. And then, and it just, like, my life changed like in the snap of a finger.
(Final Interview)
I’m not sure it was “the snap of a finger,” as Emily had been working on issues surrounding both
her parents and her high notes for quite some time - spiritually, emotionally, and musically. But
there was something about this moment that clicked into place for her. Emily recounted, “There
was always a build up to this moment of change, but it was that specific class when you told me
to reframe the way I looked at my singing and to use kinder words that it came together. It's so
nice.” Similar to the way in which we tend to experience change in our vocal technique, there
were many small steps and tiny cracks in thinking, and then it felt like everything clicked, at
least for the moment. Emily may have to revisit this change of perspective and how she got
there many times before the reframing becomes habitual. Nevertheless, Emily’s thinking and
singing shifted drastically and gave her a touchstone to which she returned throughout the
remainder of our 12 weeks together.
Emily’s self-awareness around her how her parents’ opinions and words affected the
ways in which Emily spoke to herself also affected her ability to practice freely. She was able to
reframe her thoughts and experience a freer experience while singing. She said that while her
parents may still think - and express - that she is “screaming,” Emily no longer holds herself
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back. I admit that hearing Emily use this word “screaming” to describe her sound reminded me
not only of a harsh inner voice but also evoked a metaphor. Was Emily screaming to be
recognized or appreciated by her family? What other meanings might be buried in the word
“scream?” Before reframing how she felt about her high notes, the more often she felt like she
was screaming the more she would try to contain her sound (her scream?) which only created
“more tension.” But in her final interview, she said, “I'm just looking at it like, ‘if it sounds like
screaming, it's gonna sound like screaming, whether they like it or not. I can't do something
better right now. I just can't - I'm not there yet.’ And that actually helped alleviate some of the
tension because I'm just...singing. So, my life - literally, my life changed.” Here was another
example of the convergence of work Emily was doing in both her personal life and in reframing
the way she was thinking about her singing: with acceptance, non-judgmental noticing, and
optimism that there could be a different path for her. In Emily’s words, this perspective changed
her life - and certainly changed her self-talk.
In our final group interview, Emily continued the thread of how her life had shifted. She
expressed an awareness that the shifts she was making in her thinking “helped me change my
way of life a lot. I mean my way of life has been life changing a lot recently. But this class did
something for me specifically in my way of life.” The morning of our final class she did some
Alexander Technique, a class for which she was inspired to sign up during our 12 weeks
together, and then “went through a technical warm up where I didn't judge and I did enjoy. It's
like walking in heaven. You know, so yeah, I'm very grateful to have learned this [and]
experience this kind of shift in perspective, so I could live a more peaceful life.”
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Beyond Your Dreams: REBECCA
Is it too
Cliché to say
that I am a phoenix?
(Lindsey's poetic exploration)
Rebecca’s Guiding Sentiments
Throughout this study, Rebecca seeks to combine mindfulness and body awareness into
her singing, calming her anxiety, and allowing her body's innate knowledge to guide her
practice.

Similar to Emily, Rebecca’s (classical, musical theatre, jazz, and gospel singer; 29,
African American) growth in self-awareness manifested through an integration of personal and
social identities. She also made strides in identifying her personal assets and developing a sense
of purpose. As our classes began, Rebecca was just coming back from taking a year off from
formal voice lessons. She expressed in our first interview that she wanted to combine
mindfulness and body awareness into her singing, calm her anxiety, and allow her body's innate
knowledge to guide her practice. Throughout our classes, these goals manifested in working on
her high notes and breathing, as she experienced anxiety in both. As our class progressed, I
learned more about the origins of some of Rebecca’s anxieties, both personally and how they
manifested in her singing.
Rebecca - like many of us - had a complicated and intricate relationship with her voice:
one that swirled through trauma, how she understood herself as a singer and learner, and how
teachers have reacted to her and her voice. At first, I didn’t know much of Rebecca’s story. Our
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classes were filled with her apt self-reflection and quick laughter. Rebecca’s focus often
centered around her breathing and trying to feel grounded. Until I examined the transcripts of
our classes more closely, I didn’t realize how often she talked about having just come back from
taking a year off from singing. I didn’t notice how she was becoming much kinder with herself
and focusing on positive affirmations. In our last classes and interviews, the pieces began to fit
together for me; and the picture of how far Rebecca had come in her lifetime snapped into focus.
Our time together was, of course, a snapshot of the insights Rebecca has gained: many
through ideas, concepts, conversations, and self-reflection prompted by our class, but also by her
own reading and curiosity that began before we worked together. In a squiggly, messy, nonlinear spiral, I started to see Rebecca’s growth in self-awareness as one in which trauma and
learning touched each other and formed seemingly strong (or, at the least, very thick) walls; they
manifested for Rebecca in her singing voice as well as her anxiety, which was often amplified by
her critical inner voice. The more she recognized and accepted the sound of her own voice singing and her internal guide - and the more she could start to differentiate between advice she
was giving herself and how she felt about her singing from what external voices were telling her,
the more Rebecca experienced self-acceptance. Her breath became freer, she started to feel more
grounded, and she recognized previously unspoken dreams for her future. This winding path
touching trauma and self-acceptance reminded me more of a mobius spiral than a path. The
edges touched and mingled, without a clear beginning or ending. And yet Rebecca did finish our
twelve weeks in a personally different space than when we began working together.
During Class 2, Rebecca reflected on her performance of a song saying, “I think I was
trying to control [the sound].” But after focusing on using a gesture to help free her breath
(which was what she identified wanting to work on for this particular passage), I asked Rebecca,
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“What were the thoughts in your head each time? And did that change from time to time, and
what felt easier to sustain?”
“Usually,” Rebecca reflected, “I'm thinking about my breath and singing on my tone technical stuff. I'm thinking about ‘Are you too heavy here? Uh-oh!’ But as it went on I was
thinking more about the movement and the shape.” The notes in the passage Rebecca was
singing became subsequently higher and higher and she talked about usually being really worried
about “the climb” up to the highest pitches.
Being too “heavy” on higher notes - using more TA muscles and less CT than is an ideal
balance (or relying too heavily on mode 2) - is not uncommon (see Chapter 2, pages 44 and
48). But what I didn’t know yet was Rebecca’s complicated relationship with her high notes. In
Class 6, Rebecca described herself as “a soprano who can’t soprano,” meaning she had
significant difficulty with her high notes. This perception of herself (and her struggle with her
upper range) “really messes with me.” She talked about how everyone who hears her voice
comments that “the pretty part [of my voice] is my high notes, but when I cannot sing high, then
I just feel like the worst singer ever.” Rebecca elaborated that her struggles with high notes
might have started when she was young and singing at church under her mother’s
tutelage. Though her mother was primarily a pianist, she was also a church musician and
Rebecca learned how to sing informally in church groups for years before beginning voice
lessons.
Rebecca described the style of church singing she first learned as “[fusing] the gritty and
raw singing style of traditional Baptist with text from hymns, spirituals and words inspired by the
Bible,” which employed a heavier (more TA-dominant sound than Western Classical music),
particularly in the higher range of a soprano. Her informal training continued in her pre-teen
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years when she went to an African Methodist Episcopal (A.M.E.). She described the musical
and vocal styles in these churches as “a mix of traditional gospel and contemporary gospel. The
singing style is more bold and consists of improvised vocal runs with jazz elements” with full
harmonies and high notes for the sopranos. Some of the churches in which she had sung used
heavy accompaniments with piano, organ, guitar, bass, and drums/synths “going at the same
time, making the soloist and choir project louder, even with [a] mic.” Vocally mixed with R&B
and Hip Hop, “the songs sit in a very chesty place overall while also frequently moving between
low and really high […] Even my solo songs sat lower with a high ending and due to this, the
higher part of my voice was isolated.” And now, having focused on using a more CT-dominant
sound in her upper register through college and graduate school, Rebecca “[finds] that it’s really
hard now to go back to singing some of my old church rep because my voice sits higher.
Looking back, my singing included a lot of low and high belts supported by pushing and
grabbing instead of air flow (sometimes I was only one of two sopranos, so you have to be loud).
I just adapted and it became instinctual.”
Throughout our 12 weeks, Rebecca wrestled with these elements of herself as a person
and as a singer. In our seventh class, Rebecca reflected that she’s trying to “figure out what [she
thinks of her] own voice.” She’s been examining how all the advice people give her was also
being filtered through their own lenses and their own opinions. Similarly, in Class 9, Rebecca
thought about Mary Oliver’s poetic exploration of external and internal knowing. The poem,
“The Journey,” “resonated a lot” with her and the reasons why she took a year off from voice
lessons.
The Journey
By Mary Oliver
One day you finally knew
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what you had to do, and began,
though the voices around you
kept shouting
their bad advicethough the whole house
began to tremble
and you felt the old tug
at your ankles.
"Mend my life!"
each voice cried.
But you didn't stop.
You knew what you had to do,
though the wind pried
with its stiff fingers
at the very foundations,
though their melancholy
was terrible.
It was already late
enough, and a wild night,
and the road full of fallen branches and stones.
But little by little,
as you left their voices behind,
the stars began to burn through the sheets of clouds,
and there was a new voice
which you slowly
recognized as your own,
that kept you company
as you strode deeper and deeper
into the world,
determined to do
the only thing you could dodetermined to save
the only life you could save.
Rebecca reflected, “It's hard when you have a lot of voices telling you about your voice, but you
don't know anything about your voice.” You don’t know anything about your voice. Your
singing voice, of course. But also, I wonder, what don’t we know about our inner voices? Our
figurative voices? Rebecca explained a realization about the correlation between self-judgment
and hearing conflicting voices about herself in another poem, during Class 12 by Dana Faulds.
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Self-Observation Without Judgment
By Danna Faulds
Release the harsh and pointed inner
voice. it's just a throwback to the past,
and holds no truth about this moment.
Let go of self-judgment, the old,
learned ways of beating yourself up
for each imagined inadequacy.
Allow the dialogue within the mind
to grow friendlier, and quiet. Shift
out of inner criticism and life
suddenly looks very different.
i can say this only because I make
the choice a hundred times a day to release the voice that refuses to
acknowledge the real me.
What's needed here isn't more prodding toward perfection, but
intimacy - seeing clearly, and
embracing what I see.
Love, not judgment, sows the
seeds of tranquility and change.
“The second stanza really stood out to me like, ‘self-judgment, The old learned ways of beating
yourself up for each imagined inadequacy.’” She laughed before continuing. “Yes. I feel like
[all of my reflections during] the exercise we did a few weeks ago about how you see yourself
and how other people” see you and how it relates to her “inner criticism of myself.” I can relate
to years of listening to others tell me what my voice is good at and how to categorize its
strengths and weaknesses without considering how I felt about my own voice. For Rebecca,
wondering about how other people saw her contributed to her inner critic.
Though I am certain I do not have all the pieces to the puzzle, more elements of
Rebecca’s self-awareness surfaced after our final interview. Here, Rebecca talked to me about
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something she found surprising during the class. I was intrigued to know it was a technical
exercise involving releasing breath and transitioning from her chest voice into her upper range
using breath as the impetus (2nd Invention, Smith, 2007). In hindsight, it makes sense, how
influential this invention was for Rebecca, as the invention addresses two technical elements
Rebecca expressed wanting to work on: breath and high notes. What was more interesting to me
was how many pieces of Rebecca’s self-awareness aligned in this one activity: her perception of
herself as a singer (soprano), her identification with her singing life in church, her struggles in
traditional educational settings, and her growth mindset (which will be explored more fully later
in this chapter). She expressed that this invention was particularly meaningful to her because, “I
really thought that I was the worst soprano on earth.”
“That’s so upsetting!” I replied.
“And I really thought that because I grew up in the church. And so in the church, it is
more belty. It's more belty and it is more chesty, especially up high. You know when, like
teachers hear that, they're just like, ‘So you don't feel any pain?’” Rebecca laughs at the notion,
“Like, you know, like, No. Right? No. ‘Cause I'm trained to do that. But that is not the classical
way.”
“Sure, yeah,” I said, “It's a different style.”
“It's a different style. And so, I felt really freakish. Like I had a really, what they call a
“Frankenstein” voice because [of] my approach to high notes and stuff. And then it was a little
too top heavy; it was a little chest heavy.” A “Frankenstein” voice? I understood, I think, this
means it was pieced together from several different …. People? Parts? As though her voice was
not her own, but rather made up from others’? Rebecca continued, “So I thought, [singing with a
different CT/TA balance was] something I couldn't do. Like I'm never going to have - like “How
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do I float?!” You know, especially up there. Like, I don't have a floaty voice. So, I think that was
one of the things when I started to do [the invention]. I was like, “Oh, I can float.”
After her revelation, Rebecca and I left the conversation thread and moved onto another
topic. But after our interview, I kept returning to this moment. I was wondering if her teachers
ever tried to teach Rebecca how to move between the various styles she was singing. I wondered
if they ever talked about styles of singing together or addressed her frustrations directly. I
wondered, in a vein similar to Emily’s mother, if Rebecca’s teachers thought the style of singing
that she did in church was “low-grade”? I wondered if her teachers were all white (Sealey-Ruiz,
2017; Shaw, 2012).
In follow-up questions, Rebecca revealed even more about her history with learning both in a general classroom environment and also learning to sing. I don’t know how much of
what she shared were things she was aware of before our class began, but hearing this story
helped my own self-awareness, both as a teacher and as a singer. I’ll explore my own growth
more completely in Chapter 7; however, it is worthwhile to expand on Rebecca’s story here,
particularly as it relates to how she understood herself as a singer and how her history intersected
with her guiding sentiments for this class.
Rebecca doesn’t remember having specific conversations with her teachers about the
differences in vocal technique and style that she grew up doing naturally (Gospel and other
traditional genres) and the one she was being trained to do in school (Western Classical). Simply
put, Rebecca didn’t bring it up because she didn’t see it as an issue. In fact, she said, “If they
thought my singing was too ‘church’ or ‘urban’ then that was what it was.” Her statement
sounded confident and as though she owned her sound completely. Yet, I remembered from
discussions throughout our classes that there was a disconnect between what teachers were
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telling her and what Rebecca was experiencing. The next few sentences she wrote illustrated this
conflict: “I just went with it because they were the experts. There was a phase that I went
through where I stopped singing my jazz and negro spiritual repertoire because I didn’t want to
be placed in a box where that was all [I] could sing.” And although this inner struggle made her
“relationship with classical style singing kinda toxic,” Rebecca continued to pursue it to “become
a more technical singer. But I found it boring because I couldn’t relate to the music. I removed
my personality and essence from my classical singing due to thinking that the way that I
instinctually sung was bad. For that reason, classical singing wasn’t fun, and I had no personal
connection to it.” I find it inherently upsetting that Rebecca felt parts of the way she sang
instinctively “wrong.” No wonder her relationship with classical music felt toxic.
Rebecca continued, discussing how she often felt like she was being pushed out of
classical singing and toward jazz “since it seemed to come more naturally;” she was also told to
“sing less churchy.” Again, I wondered if this comment was only about training Rebecca to sing
more classically or if there was a more insidious, unconscious racial element at play. To be fair,
Rebecca never mentioned race, and I can only speculate about what forces might or might not
have been playing out in these interactions with teachers and herself. I never mentioned race to
her directly, and perhaps I should have addressed the subject head-on. I don’t know why
Rebecca didn’t mention it: maybe because I didn’t; maybe because of the power dynamics in the
room or that the group was being facilitated by a white woman; maybe because she didn’t want
to be defined by her race as a singer. I only know that to ignore that singing - and certainly
classical singing - has not escaped the racial dynamics of a white supremacist system. I don’t
know exactly how these dynamics affect Rebecca any more than what she told me. But I wonder
about all that was not said. Rebecca did remark, however, that she continued to study classical
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voice because her teachers and coaches “suggested that I probably shouldn't. I owe my
continuation to being supremely stubborn and strong willed.”
In class nine, Rebecca talked about always feeling like she “didn’t belong'' in graduate
school, always looking to other people who “maybe know more than you.” But, she said, maybe
“This whole year has been about - and the whole point of mindfulness - is that when it comes to
your journey, no one knows more about yourself than you; [You learn] to listen to your voice
more than others’ [voices]. [Other people] can add to your story, but they shouldn't be the
loudest voice[s]. It is so hard though. It's so hard. 'Specially when you're paying people 90,000 a
semester!” She added, laughing.
Not only did these teachers and coaches “know more” than Rebecca, but also, they gave
Rebecca a lot of contradictory feedback, which she found “confusing.” Those who didn’t steer
her away from classical singing told her they think she’s a spinto (a large voice with a dark and
steely timbre) or maybe a high, light coloratura. Or maybe a “mezzo or lower.” She said,
“Literally every teacher I’ve had has labeled me a different voice type. I’m not even lying”
(Class 9). She also talked about the disconnect between what teachers heard and what she saw
when they looked at her physically. Rebecca explained this saying, “I don’t sound the way I
look. I’m a heavy-set girl, so they’re expecting a very heavy voice. And I have a bright voice
[...] if you’re doing coloratura, like I don’t have the build of a petite coloratura, so that comes
into it [all the time].” And though she is “now rebuilding my rep on what feels good,” I wonder
why the voice community tends to be so quick to put voices - people - into categories so quickly.
Is it simply for ease of auditions? Is there a reason we couldn’t foster our students’ voices to
“feel good” and explore what repertoire aids their vocal and personal freedom?
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As Rebecca wrestled with the conflicting messages she had heard, she said, notably, “it’s
hard when you have a lot of voices [giving you advice and direction], but you don’t know
anything about your voice” (Class 10). Here was an accomplished singer who attended
prominent undergraduate and graduate universities and had to take a year off of formal training
because she didn’t feel like she “knew anything” about her own voice. I found the sentiment
upsetting - and too familiar. Though Rebecca felt that now, “I’m in that phase of figuring out
what I think of my own voice; [I’m] hearing everyone else’s opinion of my life” (Class 7). Note:
Rebecca is figuring what she thinks about her own voice. And other people’s opinions seem not
just like thoughts about her instrument, but about her whole life. No wonder she has felt
confused.
And yet, when Rebecca brought an aria to our eleventh class (Offenbach’s “Elle a fui”
from The Tales of Hoffman) based on the prompt “something that relates to your identity, in
whatever way that means to you,” she brought a song that she was considering putting into her
audition package (typically a group of five or so arias of various styles and languages that can be
used at any audition). Rebecca was making this decision based on how she felt about the aria. Of
the aria she chose, she said, “I’m not sure if it’s my rep or not [...] I’m not sure whether it’s right;
maybe my voice is too big for it, maybe it’s too small.” What Rebecca did know is that she
wanted to create an audition package with “arias that spell out who Rebecca is as a person. And I
think that this aria shows off a piece of my voice, a pretty piece of my voice - like a
shimmer.” She not only recognized a pleasing quality in her voice (recognizing her assets (SEL)
(CASEL) but also chose to select arias that are about who she is and what she likes, rather than
whether or not people have told her to sing a particular song.
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Rebecca not only received messages about her voice her vocal teachers. She also heard
implicit and explicit messages about both her speaking and singing voice from people and events
in her life. In our twelfth class, we were having a discussion about speaking voice quality and
what the relative high or low pitch of a voice might indicate societally about being strong or
weak, particularly as a woman. Rebecca shared an experience from high school when “there was
an incident with a gentleman.” Rebecca did not elaborate on the incident. But I understood, from
her inflection and from the school’s response, that she had been violated in some way - perhaps a
sexual assault or worse. The school’s response was to put Rebecca into “counseling to learn how
to speak more authoritative, because my voice was ‘light and not intentional.’ That’s what they
said. So, I know even with my voice, it’s got to be lower, so they can hear you when you say
‘stop.’ And that bothered me, like, I’m just now comfortable with my voice because I’m like,
‘there’s something wrong with my voice; why does it sound like a mouse?’” Rebecca laughed at
the end of her self-deprecating description. Even through Zoom, I felt like the air sat thickly on
us all as we sat in silence to take in the horror of what she had just shared with us.
After a breath-filled pause, I hesitated to ask my next question out of worry it was posed
merely to satisfy my own curiosity (a technique of open-honest questioning, which will be
explored in more detail in Chapter 6). But it felt right to ask it, so I trusted my intuition and said,
“How do you think that’s affected your singing?”
“Oh, I hate it.” She said, convicted. “I’m just now learning to like my singing voice,
because I thought it was just too bright.”
After this revelation, I understood so much more about Rebecca’s struggle to find
appreciation and kindness toward her own voice, how significant it was that she began to do this
more frequently as the class went on.
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Rebecca’s tone began to change consistently in her practice journals beginning as early as
October, and she started to write statements like, “I could improve on my use of positive
affirmation. I have grown a habit of berating myself in my head. I do it without thinking
sometimes but lately I have become aware that I do this to myself and would like to improve on
it by adding more positivity” (Practice Journal, 10/5), and “I took myself less seriously today! I
had a lot of things to do but I stayed calm; I was less judgmental towards myself today. I was
honest with myself and where I was mentally at the moment.” (Practice Journal, 10/14) She was
also beginning to “sink into my body more easily than before,” and wrote, “leading with
positivity is becoming my go-to. Most of all today’s practice was devoid of pressure and
expectations. I felt centered and relaxed. I’m proud of myself for allowing me to stand in how I
feel in the moment without judgment” (Practice Journal 10/15).
In our sixth class, we explored breath and breathing, which, along with working on
freeing her high notes (indeed, I believe they were intricately related issues) was one of the
primary technical skills Rebecca wanted to work through. She reflected that she, “associates [the
ends of phrases] with suffocation, ‘cause I usually run out of breath, so I haven’t gotten to really
experience the release. I usually hold the breath, which causes tension in my body. If there’s a
longer phrase, I’m just like, ‘oh my god - I can’t breathe.’” (Class 6). This struck me as such a
violent image. It conjured images of the Black Lives Matter movement, Eric Garner, and George
Floyd. I could viscerally imagine the anxiety and tension Rebecca felt in her body during these
moments.
Rebecca discussed her anxiety frequently. But it wasn’t until our final interview that she
disclosed a tragedy that perhaps instigated some of her anxiety. During her last semester at
community college before transferring, she was about to sing her final jury examination when
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she learned her younger brother had died. Understandably, she ran out crying. After that, for a
couple of years, she “really got anxiety, where I couldn't see. I would get up there and I would
forget everything. Everything. And so, I would, like, run out crying” (Final Interview). The next
semester in her new university, she struggled through many auditions, feeling “it wasn’t fair that
I was in school, you know, while my brother had died. You know, I was kind of like mad at
myself and then the next semester my other brother died. So I really [understood], at that point,
that I just was not supposed to be doing this. I was just like, you know, God doesn't want me to
do this. God doesn't want me to be singing” (Rebecca, Final Interview).
Rebecca forgot lyrics and froze while performing and eventually developed strategies to
try to combat the anxiety. She would go through a process to try and re-center herself, count to
ten, and “do a whole routine and stuff.” But as of our final interview, she doesn’t “have to do
those things anymore.” She felt more grounded and calm. “You know,” she told me, “I feel like
I've gotten to a place where I'm, like, more mindful. And I was going that way, but even now I
pay more attention to those things and I know what's happening and how to re-center myself
right there. And then I also know how to respond to myself. So, when I was singing, especially
the last few weeks, I don't think I had a thought [of needing to go through the process to calm
myself down]” (Rebecca, Final Interview).
I am amazed, shocked, and humbled that Rebecca was vulnerable with me and shared
these memories. And what about our contemplative singing class has unearthed these memories
as they related to Rebecca’s singing? How did we establish a space in which Rebecca felt safe to
explore and disclose such heartfelt and honest reflections of her inner life? It reminds me of
Parker’s (2004) words about how a “larger truth [emerges] in a circle of trust and how do we
grow toward it?” (p. 127) He answers his own question: “It happens as together we create a
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‘tapestry of truth,’ a complex fabric of experience and interpretation woven from the diverse
threads of insight that each of us brings” (p. 127).
It seems to me that there is a connection between Rebecca’s fear and anxiety and
releasing her breath and freeing her higher notes. In our eighth class, we were working on the
song “Joy” by Ricky Ian Gordon, which has a high B-flat - interestingly on the word “joy.” Not
only was this a difficult note in any context for Rebecca, but also the [dʒ] sound at the start of the
word “joy” required her to close her jaw and send air through the voiced consonant. This is a
difficult skill for any soprano, let alone one who is struggling for free notes in her upper
register. Rebecca’s tendency in this passage, as she identified earlier in the class, was to tighten
the muscles in her throat as she approached the high note. In order to override the additional
tension, she had been compensating by forcefully pushing the air through her vocal folds. The
resulting sound was an extra wide vibrato on the high B-flat. We were working up to it by
sliding easily through her range and thinking about releasing her breath. It was consistent and
working really easily for her. When I said, “Okay. So can you do exactly the same thing but up
to the B-flat this time?” she laughed and was hesitant. After a beat, I asked, “So what’s
happening in your brain? Is it like, ‘Excuse me? Definitely not!” She thought for a brief moment
and then answered, “Yeah. It’s like I can definitely hit [the notes] but it’s like I was saying last
week - it’s more recklessly and I’m trying to get out of that.” Interesting! It seemed Rebecca
was nervous and coming upon the tightrope singers frequently walk between “letting go” - or
“recklessly” allowing breath to release - and “controlling” (I prefer to think about “engaging”)
the muscles that need to be engaged in order to maximize efficiency and freedom. And of
course, this is without seeing or directly being able to access distinct muscles to engage. I
responded to Rebecca, “Can you just see what happens if it is reckless for a moment? Let’s see
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what [happens].” Courageously, Rebecca tried. We worked for several more minutes, after
which she said, “Well, that was very helpful. And I’m going to - I think exactly what you just
said needs to happen. I just need to be. I need to stop being afraid of parts.” After so much fear
and anxiety surrounding learning and singing, Rebecca’s bravery inspired me. And I think about
how true her statement has also been for me and my own life and singing: “I just need to be. I
need to stop being afraid.”
Similarly, in Class 10, Rebecca explored releasing her breath more specifically (not as
connected to singing in her upper range). She sang a passage with the goal to simply release her
breath. Afterwards, she reflected on her attempt and laughing, said, “I feel like the release was yes. I didn’t feel any tension or anything.” I followed up, asking, “How did that help your
sound?” “What I noticed,” Rebecca continued, “[was], like a couple weeks ago is that, especially
when a sound sits higher, I tend to shrink myself in, like I don’t wanna, you know, be loud. But
when I [am] just singing in my normal voice, I don’t run into those problems.” I tuned into
“shrinking in” and not wanting to “be too loud.” These ideas contrast with something Rebecca
talked about regarding singing in church, which was how loud she needed to be to carry the
melody over heavy orchestrations. And I think about my own experiences of equating “too big”
with “too loud” and how much the fear of “too big” - in body, voice, needs, wants - affected my
own ability to release. To Rebecca, I said, “Do you think that releasing your air gives you the
permission to take up more space with your sound?” “Yes! It does. And especially with this
song. I always know when I’m breathing right or releasing right, I get this like full feeling. I
feel reverent.” What an amazing feeling: to feel full and reverent while singing rather than
shrinking into yourself.
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The rest of the class participants noticed too. After singing in our 11th class, we had this
exchange after Rebecca sang. Rebecca began the conversation. “That was really good. Yeah. I
felt the flow.” I answered, “It sounded good. I’m seeing lots of nodding heads. What do you all
think?” Olivia spoke first, “Yeah, I mean, I could sense that you were feeling the flow along with
your performance and that there was so much more ease that I can sense.” Emily agreed:
“Actually, I noticed the oscillation of vibrato was different, as well. And, you know, I don’t
know what the ideal rate of vibration is, but it was very pleasant.” Kat continued by saying, “It
was like the expansiveness that last time you did it was so much greater than the first
time.” Rebecca smiled and simply noted, “I felt that too.”
Rebecca grappled with coming to a place of self-acceptance throughout our classes
together: acceptance of her voice as it is, of listening to her inner teacher, of allowing herself
freedom to explore her vocal technique and her dreams and goals. Though she was working with
affirmations and changing her mindset throughout the class, as we see in her practice journal, it’s
not until the last few classes when these concepts began to solidify for Rebecca. In our Class 10
poem, titled “Enough,” prompted, “The whole thing reminds me, it just makes me think of [...]
someone being accepting of their past self, maybe, and how we spend a lot of our time wanting
to become a different person or even wanting to become better. [I’m] constantly working on
myself. And [the poem] says, ‘the time will come when with elation you greet yourself
arriving.’ It just makes me think that maybe one day we’ll have appreciation for our core self.
We’ll come to accept who we are as a person.” Rebecca talked about the “years and years” or
journals and lists she has where she’s written down how to “fix” or “change” things about
herself. “Sometimes,” she mused, “we don’t focus enough on what we already have.”
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Trusting her own voice has been hard-won for Rebecca. She has begun to listen to her
voice - figurative and literal - more, which allowed her to develop her own interests and sense of
purpose. In our final interview, she reflected on the break she took from formal singing lessons
and where she is now. She talked about how she envisions her professional life, and it resonated
with when she felt successful in school and in singing - choosing her own path, merging her
seemingly disparate interests. She “took a break because I was trying to find my own individual
path. And I felt before there was no path. I see more of a path now.” When I asked her what
that looked like, she launched cheerfully into big plans for herself: a hybrid of teaching and
performing and “I haven’t really said this before, but I like to write and I’ve written musicals
before. So sometimes I get frustrated picking out other repertoire and I write repertoire for
me.” Rebecca has begun to listen more to herself, even down to what repertoire she wants to
sing. If it doesn’t exist, she can write it. If her path hasn’t been laid out for her by other people,
she can create one herself, even though it still scares her to rely on herself “100%. You’re like,
on the ledge. It’s frightening.”
But Rebecca is still learning to listen to and trust herself more. In our final group
interview, Rebecca mused on the nature of dreams and goals. She said she dreamed a lot about
her future and had “visions” of all kinds of things she wanted to do. Rebecca’s increased selfawareness had contributed to developing [her own] interests and having a sense of purpose
(CASEL). She continued, “And I was just thinking. Sometimes your dreams do not give your
possibilities justice. Sometimes where you end up is far past your dreams. You never thought
about it, but you went past it. You can outgrow your dreams.” It felt like such a beautiful and
poignant statement for Rebecca, who had - somehow, despite everything she had endured - come
to a place where she was dreaming beyond her dreams, allowing herself to wonder what a
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singing life meant to her and not to the dozens of people who seemed to pre-determine her life,
her repertoire, her voice. Rebecca’s statement sat heavily with me, too, when I thought about
how I thought my life might look, how different it actually looks, and how, perhaps, my life may
still go beyond my dreams.
I’d Rather Be Me: KAT
Loud?
Maybe.
Strong?
Yes.
Intimidated?
Not anymore.
(Lindsey's poetic exploration)
Kat’s guiding sentiments
Kat is searching for freedom from internal barriers and open heartedness that she
suspects may come from doing rather than thinking, particularly she moves away from negative
self-talk, doubt, and internal cognitive monitoring of technique.
Although incredibly insightful and reflective from the start of this process, Kat (actor,
musical theatre singer, 22, Caucasian) still made tremendous gains in her self-awareness
throughout the course of these twelve weeks. She began the class professing her love for singing
but was nevertheless nervous about beginning our work together and spoke about herself as “not
at all a musician” - simply because she didn’t read music. Not only did Kat see herself as a nonmusician, but she also saw herself as a non-singer, in some ways. She was an actor, yes, and an
actor who loves to sing and is preparing for auditions in both straight and musical theatre. But
Kat had been told she’d never be a lead singer, because she just didn’t have “that kind of voice.”
As her self-awareness developed, she - similarly to both Emily and Rebecca - began to integrate
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her personal and social identities, reckoning with the tension between her internal voice and the
external world and opinions about her. Kat also began to recognize her personal attributes as
assets. She encountered her “loudness,” her sense of herself as a woman, her strengths as an
actor and a singer. Not only did Kat’s vocal technique become easier for her to execute, but also
her belief in herself and her musical talents expanded and solidified. In our final group
interview, Kat expressed that she did “not know how to quantify the change that has taken place
between 12 weeks ago and now in the way that I feel about myself, which is unbelievable.” Kat
went on to explain her thinking at the start of the class and how she felt at its conclusion. She
said, “because I can honestly tell you guys that when I started this, I was like, ‘I can't sing. I don't
know what I'm doing here. I have no idea what's happening. I'm just doing this because - I don't
know. Maybe I'll feel better about myself someday.’ And the way that I feel about myself now is
so completely different.” By the end of our class, Kat felt herself a capable singer, not just
someone who might feel better about herself someday.
Like all change, Kat’s shift in self-perception can certainly be attributed to many factors,
both what occurred during our class time and the personal work she was doing outside of our
class. Kat briefly noted in our final interview that this has been a time of great change for her,
speaking about the last many months of the pandemic. She has had space to devote herself to
therapy and other types of introspection as the world turned on its head. What I found fascinating
about Kat’s self-awareness was how her growth mirrored lyrics from the primary songs worked
on throughout the class, “I’d Rather Be Me” from the musical Mean Girls. The song’s lyrics that
support Kat’s process, personally and vocally. Additionally, it presents similar vocal challenges
of high belting and fast, chatty passages that open up into long notes of emphatic
belting. Looking at Kat’s progress through the combination of this songs’ interpretation and her
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approach to vocal challenges gave me a new perspective: an unexpected connection creating a
different rhizome, perhaps a line of flight, for us both.
I’d Rather Be Me (from the musical Mean Girls by Jeff Richmond and Nell Benjamin)
So your best friend screwed you over
Acted nice when she not nice
Well, I have some advice
'Cause it's happened to me twice
Here's my secret strategy
It always works because
The world doesn't end
It just feels like it does
So raise your right finger
And solemnly swear
Whatever they say about me
I don't care
I won't twist in knots to join your game
I will say, "You make me mad"
And if you treat me bad
I'll say, "You're bad"
And if I eat alone from this moment on
That's just what I'll do
'Cause I'd rather be me, I'd rather be me
I'd rather be me than be with you
We're supposed to all be ladies
And be nurturing and care
Is that really fair?
Boys get to fight, we have to share
Here's the way that that turns out
We always understand
How to slap someone down
With our underhand
So here's my right finger
To how girls should behave
'Cause sometimes what's meant to break you
Makes you brave
So I will not act all innocent
I won't fake apologize
Let's just fight and then make up
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Not tell these lies
Let's call our damage even
Clean the slate 'til it's like new
It's a new life for me
Where I'd rather be me
I'd rather be me
Than be with you
I'll say, "No"
I'll say, "Knock it off with your notes and your rules and your games"
And those sycophants who follow you
I'll remember all their names
And when they drag you down
Like they inevitably do
I will not laugh along with them and
Approve their palace coup, 'cause that's not me
I don't need their good opinions
I have plenty of opinions
Everybody has opinions but it doesn't make them true
What's true is being me
And I'd rather be me
I'd rather be me than be with you
So raise them high 'cause playing nice and shy is insulting my IQ
I'd rather be me
I'd rather be me
I'd rather be me than be with you
I'd rather be me
I'd rather be me
I'd rather be me than be with you
It was our second class together, and from the standpoint of both vocal technique and
Mindfulness Awareness Practices (MAPS), we were focusing primarily on breath and nonjudgmental noticing. Before Kat sang, she expressed being nervous about singing this particular
song, pushing the sound. She said: “I'm also terrified that this is going to be way too loud
because it's a very loud song. So that's just, that's just the disclaimer for this one,” (Class
2). Being loud came up again in our seventh class as Kat said, “Because I'm very loud. That's
the thing I've been told my whole life.” While in Class 2, Kat worried about being “loud,” in
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Class 7, Kat talked about the correlation between being “loud” and being “strong” and her need
to be strong. Kat equated loudness with strength; later you will see Olivia wrestle with allowing
herself to take up more space.
Back in our second class, Kat gave us a preview of what we would hear. She told us she
would do most of the song, but not the whole thing to “the end, because I’m not completely
confident” of the ending. In fact, Kat would not sing the conclusion of the song until our final
class together. The conclusion of “I’d Rather Be Me” from the musical Mean Girls would
continue to hover above us in the class each time Kat worked on this song. In Class 2, she
completed about two-thirds of the song and then stopped. Still, there was plenty to notice and to
work on together. When we focused on breath, Kat noticed a strong connection between her
nerves and her breathing. “Oh boy. What did I notice? Many things. I noticed that my tendency
to kind of not breathe all the way gets doubled when I'm nervous about something because I'm
like, ‘Oh god, I can't get the full amount of air into my body.’” Kat also noticed she had a habit
of addressing her lack of breath with the thought, “Okay, I'm gonna try a little harder to breathe
and then keep going.” After working on speaking the phrases (particularly because the notes in
this song were all in her spoken range, an easy mode 2) she was surprised to not run out of air
most of the time; the only time she encountered this issue was in the phrase, "Let's fight and then
make up not tell these lies” and attributes it to how fast the phrase moves.
Therefore, we began exploring the rapid text of the passage. As the speed of the words
pick up, Kat’s anxiety builds, leading to tension and ineffectual breaths. We worked on
beginning to rebuild the muscle memory of a relaxed breath with out-of-time pauses to breathe
as long as she needed. After we worked on this passage for a while, Kat reflected on slowing
down and allowing herself to take full breaths, out of time, whenever she felt like she needed
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them. She said, “allowing that time, allowing that space just be like ‘No, we're going to do the
whole movement [of breath] and then [sing].’ It was difficult. Because my muscle memory said
‘No, this is how the song goes. You got to keep [singing].’” Checking in with herself and how
she was feeling, Kat then took time for herself, for a full breath. Eventually, the hope is the
process will become habit, and Kat will execute relaxed breaths in tempo. But even in this outof-time run through, Kat noticed a difference in both her physical breath and also her self-talk as
she was singing. She said, “I didn't run out of air and I didn't feel nervous about where I was
going, or like ‘this is the high note!’ I wasn't thinking about that because I kind of took a moment
to reset. And it felt a lot smoother to go forward from there” (Class 2). The change Kat made
was “simply” a breath she allowed herself to experience fully. The slower, full breathing did help
her technically, allowing herself to release and relax any muscular tension that might have built
up through a fast passage of words and notes and giving herself and her voice its necessary
fuel. But, as we learn from mindfulness practices, breath also can give us metaphorical space to
be, an anchor to come back to as we get nervous. Similarly, allowing ourselves the time to take
what we need in practice can be counterintuitive. I’m reminded of how many times in my own
singing and in my students’, I have neglected preparing as I needed to for fear of jumping back
in to quickly make corrections and not wanting to be too slow (or take too much - space, time,
breath). Taking space and time seemed to help Kat be less concerned about the high notes; it is
possible that the fear she felt also contributed to physical to muscular tension.
In Class 4, we addressed the higher, belted notes of “I’d Rather Be Me.” From the start
of class, during our check in, Kat used a social and emotional learning skill of identifying and
naming her emotions. She expressed that she was already feeling frustrated, though she didn’t
really have an understanding of why she was feeling frustrated. Kat then worried about how her
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emotions would derail her focus throughout the class. When I asked how we could support her,
Kat tapped into her understanding of herself (self-management, another SEL competency) and
identified how she wanted to receive feedback. “I would love it if, like - inevitably when I do
get frustrated about something, I hate being comforted. So, if there comes a thing where I'm like
I'm being unkind to myself or I come across as being frustrated - I respond significantly better to
this as, I recognize this is the thing, here's how we're going to go forward I much prefer the
constructive, ‘this is how we do the next thing.’”
Kat’s frustration did come up, as we worked on a belty and brassy sound for the high
notes of “Rather Be Me.” I asked her to try making a wider, horizontal shape for the [a] vowel in
“right finger,” and to try singing it with a [njæ] sound to encourage her CT muscles to stretch
(incorporating more of mode 3) while maintaining the pop musical theatre style of singing
(Flynn, Trudeau, & Johnson, 2019; Roll, 2015). I also noticed Kat did a physical movement
whenever she got to this part of the chorus that also interfered with her ability to execute the
higher notes easily (Friedlander, 2018). Her hand would rise to her chest and she would shrink
back onto her heels, her head going up. The backwards bend of her neck also interfered with
executing high notes, stretching the pharynx out of shape and inhibiting free movements of the
myriad muscles involved in singing, particularly the CT muscles so vital to higher notes
(Doscher, 1994; Friedlander, 2018). We worked on the vowel changes for a short time, and I
asked Kat to sing the beginning of the song again, to put everything into context. She took a
deep breath and got ready to begin before stopping herself. “Oh, boy,” she said. “Why do I feel
weird about it?” She shuffled her feet, looked at the ground. Then Kat took another deep breath
and began.
When she finished, I asked her, “How does it feel?
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Kat paused before saying, “The first time I practiced this song, I was fully convinced I'd
never be able to sing it. I was just fully convinced that I would never be able to reach notes that
high, be able to sing that loud. I was just a hundred percent convinced. So, when I started
working on it, I was always like, ‘and here comes the high note.’ And I know I do this [she
demonstrated the movement going backwards]; I know I put my shoulders up on my ears. So,
I've been trying to sing either with my hands behind my back or like with my hands on the front
of my shoulders, because that reminds me to not cringe myself away from a note because I think
I can't do it. But it's like the emotional backlash every time I do a note is like, ‘I don't know if he
did that right’. It's like [she exhaled, in seeming frustration] ‘Okay, cool.’” Similar to Rebecca’s
“shrinking away” from herself, this backwards motion was Kat’s attempt to not “cringe” away
from herself. And yet the movement was figuratively and literally moving Kat further from her
goal of easier high notes. Together, we were exploring two contributions to Kat’s difficulty with
these high notes. First, we addressed her vocal technique by shifting her vowel shape and
physicality. Nevertheless, Kat still felt inhibited. She recognized an emotional component to her
singing. The issues she faced could not be approached through technique alone.
Hearing Kat’s frustration, I countered, “Okay, I think this is the perfect song to work on
that [concern you are doing it wrong]. Because what is the song about?”
“F**k you,” Kat answered.
“Right. Right. The song is about ‘F**k you; I can do whatever I want to do.”
“Yeah.”
“And ‘I am awesome.’ So, I wonder if you can incorporate that idea, while also doing the
physical thing [moving forward toward the note and using her hands to indicate a wider
embouchure for the vowel] that I think you need to do to help to help the note come out right.”
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I thought for a moment and contemplated how amazing it was for Kat to be singing this
song. I realized that in some ways, just her working on “Rather Be Me” was expressing “I have
plenty of opinions / Everybody has opinions, but it doesn't make them true / What's true is being
me / And I'd rather be me.” And so, I said, “I should back up because, kudos to you for taking on
a song that you were like, ‘I can never do that.’ And you did it anyway. And frankly, it's evident
that you can do this; completely evident that you can do it.”
I continued, “So I wonder, can we try it one time, into that chorus section and every time
you sing ‘right finger’ or ‘I don't care,’ do something physically that moves towards us and keeps
your chin down. So, you can throw the finger, you can point, you can go like this,” I spread my
arms wide and moved forward, “I don't know, whatever.”
“Ah, that’s funny.”
Remembering her earlier self-consciousness, I said, “And if you want to, it doesn't matter
to me if you turn your back to us and do it facing away.”
“I might do that, honestly.” Kat turned her profile to us so she couldn’t see us and sang. I
told her I thought it was awesome and Kat replied, “I second guessed myself.”
“But how did it feel?”
“Um, easy. It felt easy. Which is - I'm going to cry, just so everyone's aware. I didn't
think I could sing the song. Genuinely, I didn't think I could sing the song, and, not to make this
therapy but welcome to this: I didn't think I could sing this song because I've been told I couldn't
sing, because I've been told I'm never going to be a lead singer, I don't have enough talent. I don't
have enough - whatever it is. So, I - I went into this thinking ‘this is something I love doing. I'm
never going to perform this song, but I should learn how to do it because I love doing it.’ The
fact that this song is now easy for me to do - like, not even sort of difficult, it's easy for me to
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do...is uncomfortable in the right way.” Similarly, in her practice journal on October 10th, Kat
wrote, “This sounds so stupid; but I just learned that I can sing. I know it in my body, I fully
understand like a switch has been flipped from ‘I can’t sing but it’s something I still love’ to ‘I
can sing.’” Kat had been told, or least received the message, she wouldn’t be able to sing any
song as a lead singer. Instead: I have plenty of opinions / Everybody has opinions, but it doesn't
make them true / What's true is being me / And I'd rather be me.
This class wasn’t therapy. But we were witnessing Kat’s story (Hansen, 2017) and her
reflections about not feeling like she was good enough. I hoped, as a class, we were embodying
the idea that “when you speak to me about your deepest questions, you do not want to be fixed or
saved: you want to be seen and be heard, to have your truth acknowledged and honored”
(Palmer, 2004, p. 117). Kat was beginning to recognize a correlation between her thought
process and her physical habits. In working to address both, she was starting to shift a habit that
might have previously been subconscious.
Another example of how Kat’s increasing self-awareness about her singing and voice
interacted with her technique came in Class 5. Kat began to link associations with strength and
weakness - perhaps a correlation with gender, as I will explore later in Chapter 6 - to how she
approaches belting. In our fifth class, Kat brought the song “I Say No” from the musical
Heathers. Inspired by a class in which the poem we read together sparked longing for the joy
and freedom of childhood, this class centered around play. At the conclusion of the class, each
participant sang their songs while employing one of the “play” activities we did during the
class. Kat chose “exaggerating and mocking the style of the song.” Kat reflected that she had
been feeling stuck with this song. In addition to being “an incredibly personal story,” this song
is difficult to sing. Like “Rather Be Me,” it’s mostly a belting tune that flips up into a higher
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register. Stylistically, a singer can choose to belt this or to use a lighter, more CT-dominant
(more of mode 3) sound. Kat again said that with her naturally low speaking voice, she doesn’t
“need to be insecure about sounding authoritative. What I'm so insecure about is sounding weak,
especially when it comes to songs. Why would I associate a bright, you know, more delicate
sound or brighter, you know, more delicate sound versus like a darker heavier sound with a
weakness rather than a strength?”
In our twelfth class, Kat returned to the idea of being “loud” and what that meant to
her. There was a shift and change in her thinking; she realized she was relating loud and gentle
to concepts of strength and weakness. I thought about Rebecca’s worry about sounding “too
mousy.” Kat wondered what was “standing in her way” of executing a sweeter, gentler tone in
her singing. She realized, “I have been kind of operating under this idea that, like, if I don't feel
that my voice is powerful, then I'm doing it wrong.” After having sung “My Grand Plan” from
The Lightning Thief Musical earlier in the class, she said she’d practiced it with both a lighter
and a heavier sound (“powering through the high notes”). She continued, “The only reason that I
can't decide which one is better is because I'm judging myself for what I perceive as a
weakness.” Kat reiterated that she has “a naturally low speaking voice. And I have – like, I don't
need to be insecure about sounding authoritative. What I'm so insecure about is sounding weak,
especially when it comes to songs. Why would I associate a bright, more delicate sound or
brighter, you know, more delicate sound versus a darker, heavier sound with a weakness rather
than a strength?” Kat was becoming aware of her own (and surely societally condoned)
perceptions of strength and weakness. How might external perceptions be interacting with her
own expectations of what her voice “ought” to sound like in order to be a strong person? I'll say,
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"No" / I'll say, "Knock it off with your notes and your rules and your games" [...] / I’d rather be
me.
I also saw Kat’s sense of self-doubt morph throughout our classes together. In her initial
interview, Kat expressed not feeling even like a musician because she didn’t know how to read
music or play another instrument. In Class 3, I remembered seeing the cloud of uncertainty pass
over Kat’s face during our third class while I was looking for her sheet music. I wanted to see
what the exact notes were in the song Kat was working on so I could give her better
guidance. Kat commented that she was probably singing the whole thing wrong anyway; she
reminded me she doesn’t read music. “Oh, I wasn’t looking for that reason,” I told her. “I just
wanted to know what that high note actually is.” “Phew,” she sighed. She thought maybe she
was singing in the entirely “wrong octave or something!” Similarly, in our sixth class, she had
trouble expressing what she wanted to work on because she was feeling really “insecure”
because she wasn’t “confident in my own knowledge of what I'm talking about.”
However, the sixth class offered Kat solidarity and reassurance from the group. Kat
eventually was able to express what she wanted to work on: her high notes, particularly while
belting. - What does she do with them? What vowel should she use? Where does she “place”
them? First, Kat’s self-awareness allowed her to identify feeling self-doubt when approaching
belted higher pitches. She said, “There's that tiny voice that's like, ‘Are you sure you know where
you're going?’ and then my breath catches, and I don't know how to work through that; I don't
know how to carry on when I've kind of frozen myself.” And perhaps some of the self-doubt has
come from the second part of her statement: she had no idea what belting actually was let alone
how to do it. Kat was greeted by affirmations from the group. Emily, Rebecca, and Kat all
talked about their frustrations with trying to figure out their higher notes. Kat seemed reassured
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by the camaraderie (Palmer, 2004). Kat was also relieved to know that belting can be a bit of a
mysterious science. There are a few things we know for sure (e.g., the larynx is usually higher,
the vowel sounds are wider and “brassier” than in classical singing), but everyone seems to have
a different idea about how to produce a “belt” (Flynn, Trudeau, & Johnson, 2019). Rebecca
chimed in, saying she learned the same vague and confusing things about belting in her vocal
pedagogy degree. Kat’s ability to work through her insecurities and fears about “not knowing
enough” shifted when she discovered other people had similar struggles, concerns, and
confusions. She was gaining insight and self-awareness, examining “her feelings, thoughts, and
values” (CASEL) about her own abilities.
By the time we reached our twelfth class, Kat’s confidence in her own abilities and voice
have shifted dramatically. Kat reflected on a song she loved and brought to a voice teacher many
years ago. The following anecdote illustrates Kat’s emotional connection to a song that she was
discouraged from singing and how her confidence had altered. The song, “All Things” from
Spring Awakening is sung by a male character in the show. Kat told us why she brought the song
to sing and how it related to her identity. “I love that song. One [reason I brought it] is that it
captures this emotional response that I think is very, very relevant to the way that I view the
social politics of men and women, and also because the first time that I heard that song, I went,
‘Oh my god, I have to sing this.’” Despite how connected Kat felt about this song and how
much she loved it, when she brought it to a voice teacher, her teacher said, “don't ever, ever bring
a song sung by a man into the room. Do not ever audition with that.” Of course, I don’t know
what else was said to Kat in that voice lesson about this song. But this is the message Kat
remembers: choosing to sing - or at least audition with - “All Things” is professionally a terrible
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choice. It is wrong. Unfortunately, many casting directors might agree with her teacher’s
perspective.
However, Kat’s response was, “I have several questions, starting with ‘What?’ And
second of all, ‘F**k you.’ And like mostly, you know, even if it's not in my range, I can put it in
my range, and it's a beautiful song that I emotionally related to.” Kat connected this particular
experience with others she has had throughout her life. She mused about her own struggle to find
what is her among all the external voices she’d heard throughout the years. “I spend a lot of
time, you know, trying to differentiate the things that I think people see me as from the things
that I value about myself, because I don't want to be trying to be something people value. I want
to be something that I value. And I want to, you know, I want to contain all of the multitudes that
I contain and own them.” I’d rather be me.
And then, the conversation seemed to become, while both personal to Kat, also about
larger, societal structures, how we all relate to them, and how they affect our singing. We had
been talking about how women sometimes lower their voices unconsciously to seem more
powerful. Kat continued the dialogue, “One of the things that has gotten me in a lot of trouble
over the years is being too masculine or being too strong, or being too...bitchy, you name it,
whatever the term for, you know, women who aren't cute and feminine tends to be. And there's
something about being told that I can't sing a song that is emotional and, you know, very tender
and delicate because it's sung by a man in the show that just makes me go, ‘But I don't
understand that. I don't understand that rule. And therefore, I must break it.’” We're supposed to
all be ladies / And be nurturing and care / Is that really fair? / Boys get to fight, we have to share
[...] So here's my right finger / To how girls should behave
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Kat’s bravery inspired the continued conversation. Rebecca chimed in saying, “Yes, I'm
all for breaking rules,” and then talked about how gender-bending was becoming more
acceptable in the world of musical theatre. She advised Kat to keep “thinking that way because
you probably are the future of theater.” Kat has inspired me, as well, and I agreed with Rebecca,
wondering aloud if we weren’t in a moment in history when people were beginning to challenge
the rules and norms that define large institutions and industries. I think about contemplative
education and Social Emotional and Ethical Learning and how they encourage us to think about
our broader relationships to society (Barbezat & Bush, 2014; Zajonc, 2016). Olivia brought the
conversation back to Kat when she remarked on Kat’s “wonderfully articulated” thoughts and
continued, “Honestly, this entire time, that’s what I've seen you bring through your characters. I
mean you sang, ‘I'd Rather Be Me’ and you sang ‘I Say No.’ I mean right there you have it.
Emily continued, “Yeah, I was just thinking perhaps you're a leader in that sense. [...] I
don't know, correct me if I'm wrong, but I'm guessing that you have the courage to be the brick,
to do the breaking through.”
“I think I do now,” Kat said, “I think now I have the courage to bring a song like that into
the room. Now I think I have the confidence to do that with music and with singing. I don't think
I had that 11 weeks ago.” I'll say, "No" / I'll say, "Knock it off with your notes and your rules
and your games" / And those sycophants who follow you / I'll remember all their names [...] I
don't need their good opinions / I have plenty of opinions / Everybody has opinions, but it doesn't
make them true / What's true is being me / And I'd rather be me / I'd rather be me than be with
you
Kat brought “I’d Rather Be Me” back in our last class. She finished singing and noted, “I
was proud of how I was singing.” Kat reflected that the first time (and each subsequent time) she
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sang this song in class she “refused to do the final notes because I didn’t think I could do them.”
She went on to remember how she “didn’t feel like this song was ever going to be something I
would actually perform. [...] and now it’s not only easy, but it’s fun.” Kat’s joy in performing
this song was evident, and she contrasted this final class performance with earlier times she had
worked on the song. She used to avoid singing the last notes in the song “even when I was
practicing because I didn’t want anyone to hear me. And now I’m just like, ‘Cool.’ We’re gonna
do this now.’” And, as Rebecca remarked, it was the first time we heard the whole song. Clean
the slate 'til it's like new / It's a new life for me / Where I'd rather be me
The Springbox of Yourself: OLIVIA
Prepared. Diligent.
Holding. (it together,
Me together).
Balanced knowing
Affirming Trusting.
(Lindsey's poetic exploration)
Olivia’s guiding sentiments
Olivia searches for honesty, for harnessing the feelings of authenticity and knowing her
own voice. She looks for strategies in personal and professional sustainability and implementing
MAPS into daily life with regularity.
Olivia’s (22, musical theatre singer, professional aspirations, White) self-awareness grew
primarily in the category of self-efficacy, which allowed her to subtly move away from selfconsciousness toward more self-confidence. The term “self-consciousness” has a particular
connotation in performing and refers to being more aware of being watched than you are of
doing the action or activity you are completing. A self-conscious action often appears
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disingenuous or disconnected to an audience. You are watching someone be, perhaps, overly
performative in their sadness or excitement. Or maybe the performer fidgets nervously or
doesn’t know what to do with their hands or arms because they are less engaged with the
dramatic scene unfolding on stage than they are with the audience’s gaze on their actions.
Olivia was consistently prepared and deliberate about her performances, and she began to
explore what freedom might exist in releasing some of her need to be careful. Olivia worked on
“taking up space” in her work and also - similarly to the other three participants - navigating her
need for external validation with trusting her own knowledge and voice. In the meantime, she
worked to implement a consistent morning meditation routine (10 minutes of phone-free
stretching, meditating, and reflecting) and carefully recorded her practice time where she
documented vocal successes and challenges. Regarding her 10-minute morning routine, Olivia
reflected over several instances (Class 6, Mid-point Reflection, Class 12, Final Interview) that
she had been wanting to create routine for a long time. Having structure and a clear framework
(checking off her completed 10 minutes daily) helped her consistency. Olivia felt accomplished
and proud of herself, more confident.
Olivia also gained confidence and self-awareness as she began to trust her abilities more.
In our final group interview, Olivia talked about how it has felt for her to be in acting classes in
the past, saying, “I feel like I’m always thinking about how people are looking at me.” This selfconsciousness partly manifested in Olivia’s feeling controlled and restricted in her movements.
Being hyper-aware of how people perceived her didn’t allow for the freedom of expression she
wanted to achieve. Reflecting in our second class, Olivia said she wanted to be “more mindful of
the ways that I'm restricting myself in terms of taking up space physically.” She continued,
thinking about the musicality of the song she was singing and “the use of time itself.” She
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wondered if “just letting myself sit in what I think are uncomfortable silences and just really
work with being in silence with myself” before beginning to practice might help her. Maybe she
could “play with that feeling of peace” before beginning to sing.
Keeping with the above goals, Olivia wanted to find a strategy to help her feel less
constricted, particularly in the Zoom format of performance. In our fourth class, she stated how
felt like she was “in a box” and didn’t know what to do with her hands while performing. She
felt like she was “getting locked out of the intention and the storytelling by, you know, feeling
boxed in.” She had brought a binder clip to class to put directly next to her camera, so she
wasn’t looking directly at the computer screen. Particularly because Olivia worried about how
she was being perceived, having to look so intimately at the faces of the “audience” on her
computer screen must have amplified her self-consciousness. She reflected, “I didn't want to
actually look at any of your faces, but I really wanted to - just for a second - wanted to see: ‘are
they smiling, are they paying attention, do they look invested, do they care what I'm saying?’
And that was kind of running through my head the entire time. And I don't feel like I'm always
like that, per se, but on this medium because you're all there. And that was throwing me off.” She
said this wasn’t usually true for her “in the context of being on the stage,” but I wondered if
being on Zoom had exacerbated something already happening for Olivia, particularly when
considering the statements that she made in our final group interview in which she spoke about
being really aware of how people were viewing her type (ingenue, character actor, etc.).
Olivia returned to the idea of restriction after reading Linda Engwalls’ poem “Joy” in our
third class.
JOY
By Linda Engwall
Floats up
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Watch as
Little children all around us
Know this secret
No thoughts
Except
To be present
In this moment
Expectations
Are not there
To get in the way
For now it is only the joy
Of this moment
I want to feel
Olivia reflected about the line "little children all around us know the secret." “I saw this idea that
children have this present sense of play that I've been thinking about so much in terms of
creativity performance and thinking about the lack of restrictions.” Olivia told us that when she
was younger, she would create and play and “[let] all of this out.” But now she was preoccupied
by thinking that “whatever I produce has to be of this quality that is, you know, at this certain
level.” Yet Olivia “really [wants] to find some of this childhood play again.” Olivia was
beginning to identify a part of her creative process she wanted to incorporate into her current
practice. Olivia expressed feeling conflicted about her process - and incorporating more play and her perception of professional expectations. She wanted to try to find the balance of “What
do they [the professional world] want? Do they want to see me play like that? In my head, I'm
like, ‘yes, they do. They really do.’ But I'm like ‘no, I have to be this, you know, like businessmatters-ahead professional, composed, XYZ thing, which part of me really does disagree with,
but I can't shake it.” Olivia was wrestling with the parts of herself that wants to play more and
knows that casting directors and audiences also want to see performers being less
“composed.” Yet Olivia - like many of us (definitely like me) - had trouble allowing herself the
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freedom to explore that part of herself. Perhaps she feared that incorporating more play and
freedom would diminish her ability to be “professional,” despite her logical self-knowing that
she could be both free and professional. Olivia was, again, attempting to shed her selfconsciousness (being worried about her professional appearance) in favor of an artistry that felt
more connected to who she was. In fact, being a professional performer requires a kind of
vulnerability free from self-consciousness. Much like vocal technique and mindfulness, it’s a
delicate tightrope balance between control and release.
During our fifth class, centered around play, she made the goal for herself to “take up
space” and “be huge” - the opposite of feeling restricted. After performing her song, Olivia said
she “[thinks] I almost instinctively chose [to try to be huge] because I kind of have a tendency to
want to hold myself back.” However, this exercise “gave me the permission to release a little bit
more. And yeah, I feel like when I think of being huge, I think of making my body super big.
And that just feels - kind of like unnatural and fake when I'm performing to just be like,” She
stopped herself and referenced not knowing what to do with her arms again. However, “I think I
definitely started coming into that feeling [non-restricted, huge] more towards the end. And it
was so fun.”
Olivia recognized the tension between being grounded and releasing and being “huge.”
It’s not unlike the tension Emily and Rebecca expressed in their vocal technique: the tension
between release or “letting go” and still having (selective?) control over your instrument and
performance. I wonder if we need both, simultaneously - a grounded feeling coupled with
allowing yourself to physically communicate freely. Although Olivia knew that she needed to
“be magical,” particularly for the character “Elphaba” from Wicked,” and to be “exaggerated in
all senses of the word.” She also knew she needed to bring a “grounded sense of humanity” for
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the role. Olivia went on to express, I think, a conflict that was not unique to portraying
“Elphaba,” but also present in her other performances. She explained, “I think in the back of my
head, I'm like, ‘No, you can't go too big; reel it back in,’ even [in this] exercise.” However, when
she allowed herself more permission to let go and “be huge” she felt like the notes that were
often hard for her “actually came through pretty clearly, and I was like, ‘Oh my gosh, they're
happening.’ And I think maybe because I wasn't, I wasn't thinking about them. I was thinking of
just bringing excitement and life to it.” Allowing herself to be more fully immersed in the largess
of the “Elphaba” helped release Olivia, both theatrically and vocally. In fact, Olivia reiterated in
her Class 6 Reflection:
Taking up space and allowing myself to BE BIG - the childlike/play exercises
were extremely helpful for me - encouraging me to always find that new
angle/direction/curiosity to what I’m working on. And, to not be afraid to just
PLAY and release the self-consciousness that I often so firmly feel when
performing. [I want to work on] feeling like I can take up SPACE and EXPAND.
Expanding often requires us to relinquish a bit of hard-earned control and trust ourselves.
In our seventh class, we read Rumi’s poem “Two Kinds of Intelligence” and Olivia reflected on
the control she felt by the empirical measurement of memorizing facts and concrete versus
“letting the springbox of yourself go.” These measurements are how “you get ranked ahead or
behind others.” However, Olivia said, “No one will necessarily get ahead if they're not relying
on these hard facts and concepts and things that we have to know. So maybe there is less of an
emphasis when you're younger almost on ‘letting the springbox of yourself’ come through.”
Olivia had felt the need to have ranking and concrete knowledge, and I don’t disagree with
her. There are specific skills we must have before (while?) we “let the springbox” of ourselves
go. Olivia continued, relating facts and memorization to the difference between external and
internal validation. She said, “for so long, like during college, I just wanted someone to tell me
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like, ‘Yes, you're on the right track. This is what you should be doing.’ I really wanted someone
to say yes or no, just let me know. And I'm like, that's not the point. But it would make it
easier.”
Despite the very human desire to have others tell her she was on the right track, Olivia
mused in Class 9 that, “No one knows as much about you as you know about you. But then it's
like, how do you take that knowledge, and 1) truly believe it and then, 2) actually let it be the
shield, for lack of a better word, that stands between you and those other voices that you know
you might want to let in. It's like, how do you believe it and use it?” Olivia was exploring
trusting herself, gaining confidence in her ability to relinquish some control while still being
professional and prepared, being what the musical theatre industry required of her.
Olivia found comfort in the poem “I Wonder Did Each Flower Know,” by Annette
Wynne.
I Wonder Did Each Flower Know?
By Annette Wynne
I wonder did each flower know
As well as now just how to grow
In that far first early spring
When the world was made.
Or did they make mistakes as I
Make very often when I try
At first, and try again,—perhaps just so,
As you and I, they learned to grow.
She discussed feeling it as a “return back to nature, like a call for us to know that we
spread from the ground, but we do have roots in a world that's so much greater than we
are.” Then Olivia compared feeling rooted in nature to contemplating who she is in the
world. “People that are very much high achievers, it can kind of be seen from, like, you know, a
perspective of very automatic and structured. So just the idea of, like, ‘just be a flower,’ like you
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are you are rooted in nature. Find that within yourself, find where you came from, instead of
trying to maybe compete and compare yourself to everyone else.” By our final interview, Olivia
recognized the amount of confidence she gained in her own abilities (not comparing or
competing). She said, “Yeah, I think, just like a big thing is just confidence that I feel like I have
and believing that I actually have a good voice and have potential because I feel like it's just so
hard to really think that for yourself.” However, over the duration of this class, with
reinforcement and feedback from the group (as will be discussed in Chapter 7), Olivia felt
increased trust in herself and her abilities.
Conclusion: KNOWING YOURSELF
Having a growth mindset, increasing self-efficacy, gaining confidence, wrestling with
and understanding how external opinions and intuition blend, learning to trust yourself: these
four participants made new connections and inroads to their own self-understanding. They
experienced self-awareness in various combinations, such as bringing together past and present,
examining how others’ opinions melded with their own, working through elements of their vocal
technique, fusing ideas from their explorations outside of class with experiences in our two hours
together. Throughout the course of these 12 weeks, each formed different rhizomes, lines of
flight emerged, and maybe participants even started to draw new maps for themselves. They
grew and shifted, affected one another’s development, and found the landscape of themselves
looked a bit different than it did in early September.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION – WHY?
Figure 1
Conceptual Framework

Sorting through the data, stories of self-awareness inspired me. Trying to pinpoint why
these changes happened felt slippery and elusive. As soon as I thought I had an idea that was
concrete, I thought, “ah! But that connects to this other thought.” Or “what about this comment
that Emily (or Kat or Rebecca or Olivia) made?’ It was maddening. And appropriate. The whys
are always complicated and never linear. And truthfully, I imagine I’ll be discovering small
moments of why for as long as I continue to reflect on this experience. Yet, throughout the next
chapter, I attempt to discuss some of the factors, characteristics, and ideas that broke apart and
reformed as different rhizomes during our time together; rhizomes that will always be “in the
middle” and in motion. These rhizomatic qualities are “reducible neither to the One nor the
multiple” (Deleuze & Guattarti, 1987, p. 21) and they are “composed [...] of directions of
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motion” (Deleuze & Guattarti, 1987, p. 21). As the seagrass from my conceptual framework, the
participants and I have been changed and are changing one another and our environment. While
we worked on mindfulness and vocal technique, we changed. Ways of thinking and talking to
ourselves shifted and reconnected. Lines of flights emerged: of how participants practiced and
how they felt about themselves and their abilities. No two people experienced exactly the same
pattern, of course. But they each had their own ruptures, rhizomes being “broken, shattered at a
given spot” and starting “up again on one of its old lines or on new lines” (Deleuze & Guattarti,
1987, p. 9).
These different rhizomes seemed to occur most frequently for participants in how they
practiced, their self-efficacy, and in their growth mentality. Throughout chapter 6 (sub-chapters
6A, 6B and 6C), I present my perspective on some of the rhizomes and lines of flight that
ruptured and then re-forged as different or as lines of flight. Of course, although there are
similarities in categories, each person had a unique experience - the rhizomes are individual, the
particular ways in which they broke and were refused can only be attributed to a single person
and I must insist that I and you do not mistake similarities for generalities.
Returning to my research question (“In what ways might Mindfulness Awareness
Practices (MAPS) and contemplative teaching and learning practices affect singers’ experiences
of their own vocal and personal growth?”) and now, asking the question underneath the question
“why?” I have decided to divide this chapter into three sub-chapters. It is divided for the sake of
some clarity. The chapter should be understood as intertwined; all three sections are attempts to
make sense of why participants might have experienced such dramatic shifts in their selfawareness. In what I am calling 6A, I talk about the unexpected importance of mindfully
addressing vocal technique for these participants. While the trajectory for each person was
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slightly different, this approach to technique contributed to participants’ increased feelings of
self-efficacy (particularly in their practice sessions) and of their knowledge that they can grow
and change. In 6B, I explore the importance of feedback and our community and class structure
in participants’ personal and vocal growth. 6C, “An Interlude,” includes those factors the
participants and I saw as vital to our process, those elements that contributed - either directly or
indirectly - to both 6A and 6B. The interlude concludes with visual representations of potential
rhizomatic connections for each participant. These interpretations are based on observation and
analysis of Chapters 4-6 and are only one possible visual representation of our experiences
within this class. Infused into everything we did was the primary emphasis on the mindfulness
awareness practice of non-judgmental noticing.
Throughout Chapters 6 and 7 you will see how witnessing this class, my own struggles,
and my participants’ words about their own lives led to lines of flight and rhizomatic
connections. In the following chapters, you will see and hear changes, growth, and connections
for my participants. You will notice doubt, struggle, successes, and my attempts to reform my
own approaches to teaching within this action research study. You will see me grow to
understand the importance of - perhaps the vital need for - community for personal growth and
change, for well-being and self-confidence. And perhaps, in reading about the new rhizomes
connections I have made, in how the environment of this community changed me, in how the
participants in this class formed new connections and lines of flight, you, too, might discover
uncharted territory and create your own rhizomatic maps.
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6A - Technique: Self-Talk, Self-Efficacy, and Growth Mentality
Technique
When I began this class, I expected to stay, mostly, out of the way of vocal technique. I
intended to incorporate talking about technique into performances, to address participants'
technical concerns as they came up, only as directed by individuals and only in the ways they
wanted to work on them. Despite my experience as a private voice teacher, I was nervous about
teaching technique or vocal exercises directly in a group performance class. This study was not
designed to serve as individual voice lessons. And besides, I thought, wasn’t this class and study
designed to be about including and adapting MAPS and contemplative education elements into
what singers were already doing with their technique? It wasn’t as though we would never
discuss technique, I reasoned. Indeed, we absolutely talked about breath and vowel shapes and
CT and TA muscles (Doscher, 1994) - how to help participants get to the ends of phrases by
changing intention (Olivia), releasing air freely (Emily), or using kinesthetic tools of gesture
(Rebecca and Kat) (Chapman, 2006; Doscher, 1994; Smith, 2007). Additionally, I wasn’t sure
how to give vocal exercises that would be applicable to each participant (Doscher, 1994). I
decided it would be inappropriate to address technique through vocalises in a group setting
where our focus was supposed to be on contemplative education practices, MAPS, and singing.
Therefore, I chose to begin our classes by addressing what I thought was the most logical
and ostensible overlap between singing and mindfulness practice: the breath. Fundamental to
producing sound, singers and vocal pedagogues spend a tremendous amount of time thinking
about, practicing, and worrying over breath. In both singing and in mindfulness, we work to
ensure our abdomen is expanding on the inhalation and contracting on the exhalation (Doscher,
1994, Kabat-Zinn, 2018). One typical mindfulness practice is to use our breath as an anchor, a
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sensation on which you focus and to which you return again and again when your mind
inevitably wanders (Kabat-Zinn 2017, Young, 2016). In this mindfulness awareness practice,
you work on noticing your thoughts and then simply returning to the breath, without needing to
cling to or push away the extraneous ideas running through your mind.
For these reasons, I thought breath would be an easy in-road to working on the
mindfulness awareness practice of “noticing without judgment” (Young, 2016). While our first
class focused on simply introducing “noticing,” the second and third classes addressed breath
and breathing particularly through the lens of “notice what your breath is doing” and “what do
you notice happening when you feel like you don’t have enough breath?” While participants
wanted to hear more about engaging abdominal muscles (do you do it or not? how?), appoggio
(the Italian term meaning “to lean” and often used to talk about “breath support” in singing
[Doscher, 1994]), and how not to run out of breath, I was doing my best to address these
concepts only as they arose for individuals and not by using particular vocalises or exercises.
Consistent with the rest of the class and Young’s (2016) descriptions of mindfulness, I
tried to keep the focus on noticing rather than judging (What sensations did you feel? What did
you notice happening? What do you notice happening with your breath/your mouth shape/your
posture?), how we talk to ourselves (working toward non-judgment and positive self-talk), and,
often, reframing how we think about our technique. When we worked on vocal technique, the
process always began with my asking participants to notice what was happening and create a
clear goal for themselves. In these initial classes, I asked the singers to identify a goal that was
particular to their breath in a phrase, section, or song. Rebecca frequently brought up feeling like
she was “stacking” her breath rather than releasing it; Kat, Olivia, and Emily felt like they were
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frequently running out of breath. We talked about breath in context of our repertoire and
noticing what was going on.
For instance, in Class 2, Rebecca identified that in a particular song she was singing,
when the notes of the song got higher on the repeated word “love,” her breath was “stacking”
(not releasing). This was what she wanted to work on. After isolating the feeling of release using
a sigh and a physical gesture, Rebecca sang through the section of the song again. She focused
on using the circular gesture and releasing her breath. When she finished, I asked Rebecca for
any observations she had. Rebecca replied, “I felt like I wasn't thinking about the notes. I'm
always listening when I'm climbing [when the notes get higher in pitch]. I'm always worried
about being under the pitch. [Focusing on the gesture and breath], it just naturally was okay. I
felt like I wasn't thinking about the climb, and that's the part that really freaks me out
sometimes. And I wasn't really thinking about that. And I guess it could be kind of like Olivia
said. I thought about it after it was done, instead of being worried about the climb.” I replied,
“Yeah. I also noticed that especially after this [last time singing through the song], when you
finished singing, you had a giant smile on your face, which I did not see the other two times.” I
don’t know for sure what caused Rebecca to smile, but I hope something felt kinesthetically
better for her, that she wasn’t so worried about the “climb.”
However, by our sixth class, it was clear that participants wanted technique to be
addressed more specifically and directly. In their written midpoint reflections (questions can be
found in Appendix F), Emily stated she wanted more “definitive guidance” and Olivia said, “I
would love more feedback from you on technical vocal/performance elements.” Even more
bluntly, Kat said she wanted “techniques/exercises to work on in practice.” Participants clearly
wanted more direct instruction from me. I struggled with offering too much or not enough
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teacher-directed instruction but took heart and advice from CASEL’s SEL suggestion to balance
all types of instruction (Yoder, 2014). While I had been attempting to foster participants’ trust in
their own inner teacher, as Parker Palmer (2004) suggests, perhaps I needed to insert a different
type of instruction.
Incidentally, I wondered if, culturally and musically, we might not know how to learn by
simply trusting ourselves. Perhaps we are waiting to be deemed by an unknown power
(Kingsbury, 2010) as “good enough.” Based on a class discussion as well as the outcomes of
this study, I believe that Kingsbury (2010) was right to question where we get our sense of worth
about our knowledge and talent. Even so, it seems voice instruction does require a balance of
instructional modes - both the inner knowledge we gain by tuning into and trusting ourselves as
well as that which we can gain from outside ears and guidance. But it might still be important to
continue to question why we learn the way we do: is it scientific? Or do we feel like we need the
kind of instruction we are used to?
Regardless, I had to find a way to provide more of what my participants were asking for
without compromising learning how to trust in all of our own inner teachers’ wisdom. The
struggle of internal versus external learning prompted me to use Rumi’s poem, “Two Kinds of
Intelligence,” as our third thing in Class 7 (which we saw in Chapter 4).
Two Kinds of Intelligence (Rumi)
There are two kinds of intelligence: One acquired,
as a child in school memorizes facts and concepts
from books and from what the teacher says,
collecting information from the traditional sciences
as well as from the new sciences.
With such intelligence you rise in the world.
You get ranked ahead or behind others
in regard to your competence in retaining
information. You stroll with this intelligence
in and out of fields of knowledge, getting always more
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marks on your preserving tablets.
There is another kind of tablet, one
already completed and preserved inside you.
A spring overflowing its springbox. A freshness
in the center of the chest. This other intelligence
does not turn yellow or stagnate. It's fluid,
and it doesn't move from outside to inside
through the conduits of plumbing-learning.
This second knowing is a fountainhead
from within you, moving out.
The conversation surrounding this third thing helped me tremendously. Rebecca
immediately identified an idea that I also found significant: “the knowledge that you receive
from outside sources versus the knowledge that you have within yourself.” Olivia “resonated
with the whole memorizing things and getting marks to get ahead.” But she then turned in a
direction I didn’t expect. Olivia thought that “these hard facts and concepts are things that we
have to know. So maybe there is less of an emphasis when you’re younger on ‘letting the
springbox of yourself go.’” Maybe she was thinking, as I was, about the information we need to
know about how to use our voices freely and the skills we gain through practice and
repetition. Emily had similar ideas. But as Olivia continued, I realized she was taking her
thinking further than I had. She thought of the poem as a continuum of types of knowing, rather
than as a hierarchy (first we learn the basic, “hard facts” and then get to the more genuine,
“better” kind of internal knowing).
Similarly, when she was younger, Emily felt like she was working for “external
validation, working hard, and all that good stuff that’s admired” in the first half of the
poem. After realizing that such a rigid adherence to external knowledge was hindering her,
Emily then began developing the “second column of things to be extremely meditative and ‘go
into the cave’ to find [herself].” While great for a couple of years, Emily said, “I’m entering this
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third phase where I realized that the combination of the first and second column together - it's
like the perfect thing. And there's actually not a difference between the two [ways of knowing], it
just seems like it. So, yeah, how it can actually be a beautiful cohesive thing to have both [ways
of knowing] together?” I chided myself a little. Breaking down a hierarchy of knowing and being
was central to my exploration of contemplative education: I wanted to move from the concept of
a “tree” to one of rhizomes and unexpected discovery and interconnected knowledge. And yet,
with teaching and vocal technique I had been thinking about a duality - and hierarchy - between
direct instruction (“less than”) and inner (“better”) knowledge. How obvious it seemed now that
perhaps we could attempt to strike a balance and hold the tension of inner knowing and external
knowledge. I wondered aloud if maybe just thinking a hierarchy exists at all might be “the
problem. It’s this idea that maybe there’s one kind of knowledge that we think is superior to
another kind.” I thought again of the contemplative education tree (Barbezat & Bush, 2014) and
the rhizomes (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) I was hoping to foster.
Emily continued the train of thought. “[Rumi calls] them both ‘two kinds of
intelligence.’ He doesn’t dismiss one and be like, ‘the good intelligence and the bad
intelligence.’”
“I also think that the two completely inform each other. I love even just the word
‘combination,’ Emily, that you used. How do you marry the two [types of knowledge]?” Olivia
mused.
I would continue to struggle with the balance of giving direct feedback / technical
exercises with fostering our inner teacher’s knowledge, but I knew I had to fumble through my
unease. I had to offer a way of approaching vocal technique through exercises, vocalises, and
direct feedback. And I had to attempt to foster in myself and my participants the intelligence
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“already completed and preserved inside you. / A spring overflowing its springbox. A freshness /
in the center of the chest.” For me, it was knowledge that I could continue to struggle,
recognizing there might not ever be (likely, there is not) one correct answer, but a series of
answers that I could trust myself to find and re-find. I needed to trust my participants, too, to take
the information they needed and trust each to use it in a way that would uniquely benefit each
individual.
As I wondered about the practicalities of how to approach technique in a group class
focusing on mindfulness and contemplative education, I thought deeply about what all the
participants were asking for in terms of technique and direct feedback. I thought about the
limitations of Zoom and a group class. In my personal singing and private teaching practices, I
typically borrow from Stephen W. Smith’s book The Naked Voice (2007) delivered via my own
teacher, who was mentored by Smith and has been adapting it and guiding me in Smith’s
practices for over a decade. For myself and my students, I use Smith’s exercises (he calls them
“inventions”) as a base line of processes and then “riff” on them, amending or adding vocalises
as necessary and as applied individually to the specific, individual needs of my students. I
decided these exercises - “inventions,” as Smith (2007) describes them - would be a good place
to start. Not only am I quite familiar with them, both as a singer and as a teacher, but also they
are particularly good for mindfulness. Smith’s approach to and philosophy of teaching singing
derives from what he terms wholistic singing, saying “Holism refers only to the connection of
body, mind, and spirit, whereas wholism encompasses all aspects of human experience” (Smith,
2007, p. 18), which was exactly what I was attempting to implement in this study.
I wanted to incorporate other philosophies of Smith’s, as well. For instance, Smith
addresses non-judgmental noticing by saying that we cannot judge (he uses the kinder word,
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“evaluate”) while we are singing. Instead, we “evaluate” - or notice - after we sing. For Smith
(2017), it is vital to focus on what we are doing while singing rather than what is going to
happen, or the result. Singing, he says, must be “constantly created in the moment” (p. 22). If
you are focusing on a process, you are developing concentration power, a tenet of being present
minded as described by Shinzen Young (2016). Smith’s inventions are designed to help the
singer be process-oriented, riding the precarious balance of care and attention with letting go of
control. “The only way to find true stability and strength in singing is to let go of the illusion of
stability (which usually leads to stagnation and tension). True strength and stability come from
surrendering control, constantly moving forward, creating each moment” (p. 23).
To deliberately incorporate the above philosophies into this study, I asked participants to
assign a single word or phrase of process to each of the inventions, thinking it over and over, like
a mantra (though I am still looking for a better word to use than “mantra”). For instance, when
working with Smith’s (2007) first invention, designed to focus on simply speaking freely and
cleanly, with direction, line, and clear vowels, where do we put our focus? The invention
attempts to “isolate and fully exercise the intrinsic muscles” of the larynx” (p. 49). Doscher
(1994) describes these muscles, saying “the intrinsic muscles of the larynx move its parts with
relation to each other and have both attachments within the larynx” (p. 35). However, when it
comes to actually singing and attempting this intricate physical process, we do not have direct
control over either our intrinsic or extrinsic muscles. Maybe the only thing to initially think about
would be to “speak freely.” Then, as we get more adept at speaking freely, perhaps we replace
“speak freely,” (which had hopefully become habituated, but could always be revisited) with,
“consistent energy” to help us with achieving a sense of line. I hoped that we could focus on the
action - what we were doing - rather than the resulting sound.
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An example of this is how we approached Emily’s high notes. Often, she was heading
into a practicing session seeking to get the high notes right, to stop them from being like
screaming. What if, instead, she focused on learning a process or a skill that would, in turn, help
her high notes. I suspect this is what most voice teachers are already doing when they assign a
particular vocalise or exercise. But somehow this goal gets lost in translation and we think about
the resulting sound and easy upper extension and not a new skill that’s helped free her high
notes: perhaps a complete and easy release of breath, a vowel change, or a combination of other
factors. What if Emily could just think about the process needed to complete the skill, such as
“release your breath?”
But what I was noticing, in these participants, was that shifting away from even the
effects of our efforts and onto a simple, one word process they were trying to achieve was
proving helpful. It made me wonder about the motor learning studies and science and how
thinking about the biomechanical movements will usually lead to lower retention of skills and
possibly even “choking” while trying to execute a movement you’ve done hundreds of times
before. Instead, it helps us to shift our attention away from the biomechanics or our movement
or an internal locus of attention and onto the effects of our efforts. (Beilock, 2010; Yui,
Verdolini, & Chow, 2005). Although the phrase sometimes referenced a mechanical process,
such as “release your breath,” this was not the kind of biomechanical processes I had seen
discussed in motor learning studies such as Yui, Verdolini, and Chow’s (2005) where
participants were focusing on the small, step-by-step movements necessary to complete a
task. In the singing world, I thought of the difference as “release your breath” versus “use an
abdominal breath, expand your ribcage, engage your breath as a release, keep your ribs
expanded, allow the breath the pass through the vocal folds while maintaining your posture,
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don’t grab in the throat, don’t grab in your obliques, don’t collapse your chest, make sure your
tongue is forward and your soft palate lifted so that your breath can inhale so you can release
your breath.” Phew. While we may want all those processes to occur, there is no way we can
focus on all of that all the time while also communicating, using our language and diction
properly, moving around the stage, etc. But maybe we can start each phrase, when necessary
(and certainly while habituating a skill), to release our breath.
Focusing on process seemed to help. For instance, in our eighth class, Emily was working
on breath through a passage of “Quel guardo il cavaliere” from Donizetti’s Don Pasquale. We
first worked on Smith’s (2007) 2nd invention, which seeks to allow consistent and full breath
release. Afterwards, Emily isolated a passage in the aria, applying the “mantra” of releasing her
breath consistently throughout the phrases, including all the high double consonants. Emily then
reflected. She said, “Right now, I’m mind-blown, because I went into this being like, ‘Oh my
gosh, Lindsey, I can only create the sound in my throat (rather than using breath to help), so I
can’t [do what you’re asking]. And now [I’m doing it] and it feels fine.” Emily continued,
saying that while focusing only on releasing her breath, she also learned some things about her
own process of singing coloratura (fast moving notes). “Since it’s coloratura and there’s so
many notes, I would think of those notes, like, it’s freaking me out. But I took the focus off of
that and just focused on my breath. And just making that [thought] my center foundation, I
[could] trust the [coloratura] notes are there; I don’t actually have to think [about them].” Emily
was applying Young’s (2016) ideas of sensory clarity and concentration, part of being presentcentered. In doing so, she found a freedom from her nerves that helped execute the coloratura
passages in her aria.
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And while this was not a study on motor learning, the participants’ experience with
focusing on process seemed to align with Yui, Verdolini & Chow’s (2005) statement: “data from
this study are consistent with numerous reports in the motor learning literature suggesting that
attention to biomechanics for target sites in training degrades motor learning. Moreover, the
results may be consistent with the general clinical observation that although the intention to
achieve a goal may be important for motor learning, trying too hard is contraindicated for
learning” (p. 1266). Perhaps we’ve been trying too hard and over-working (Goffi-Fynn &
Carroll, 2013), and focusing on a process would help keep the locus of attention outside
ourselves without extra work or pressure.
It turned out that addressing technique - or, perhaps more accurately, how we approached
vocal technique in classes - translated to participants’ practice time and individual mindsets: how
they talked to themselves, how much self-efficacy they experienced, and how most participants
shifted from a belief in a fixed vocal ability to a growth mentality (Dweck, 2007; CASEL). In
addition to noticing and non-judgment, we focused on process over product (or really, process
eventually leading to product, but not focusing attention on the resulting sound), setting clear
intentions, and using only one process or intention at a time. While we rarely talked directly
about incorporating these shifts into singers’ practice routines, every singer experienced large
changes in how they worked independently. Implementing mindfulness strategies in whatever
assemblage individuals chose or intuited they needed (e.g., noticing, non-judgment, self-talk,
focusing on one thing at a time, play) promoted unique rhizomes and lines of flight (Deleuze and
Guattari, 1987) for each participant, as you will see in the upcoming sections of 6A.
Kinder Language: SELF-TALK
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From our first class, we focused on the mindfulness awareness practice of noticing with a
non-judgmental perspective (Young, 2016): the mindfulness awareness practice of noticing
helped shift participants’ self-talk toward kinder, less-judgment language seemed to facilitate
change in vocal skills and in the way they experienced working on technical challenges. This
meant looking at objective things we noticed about our singing and our experiences of our
singing. Noticing physical sensations mirrored SEL and Social Emotional and Ethical (SEE)
exercises in body tracking (Lantieri & Goleman, 2008). Did your abdomen feel tight? Did you
feel something catch in your throat? Or even, How did you feel? - all without a judgment (it
was great or a not-so-great performance). Decreasing self-judgment contributed to and
intertwined with kinder self-talk. The more participants became comfortable with not
immediately judging themselves, their technique, and their performances, the more they began to
speak kindly to themselves. Throughout this section, I will first address examples of nonjudgment throughout the class and then to the change in self-talk participants experienced,
discussing how the concepts are connected.
When Emily commented about judgment in our first class, it reminded me how tied up in
judgment we all are - in life and in our singing. Reflecting at the conclusion of that class, Emily
said, “the main takeaway for me was that when you said, ‘mindfulness and being mindful when
you're singing,’ I was kind of like ‘Oh crap, I'm going to judge myself so hard, and I'm going to
be like judging this technique; I'm going to feel this tension here and that tension here.’ And that
was my association with mindfulness.” But, in fact, Emily found she wasn’t judging herself as
much as she thought she would. “So,” she continued, “it gives me a very positive perspective on
the act of mindfulness when I'm singing. [It’s] one of the first experiences for me for
[mindfulness and singing] to be a positive thing.” Emily was afraid ‘“mindfulness” would equate
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to all the things she wasn’t doing, that she would begin to be “mindful” and then become
engulfed by judging herself technically - or for her distraction or “lack of mindfulness” (like the
first and second arrow of mindfulness, as presented by Young, 2016). Instead, she realized that
mindfulness was actually about attempting to remove the judgment from her self-talk and this
new approach felt positive, and perhaps like a relief. Kat echoed this shift in understanding
mindfulness and translated it directly to singing. Kat said, “I'm feeling kind of a similar thing. I
assumed that mindfulness was going to equal judgment. But I found that trying to implement
mindfulness was actually just being like, ‘Oh, that's a thing that's happening.’ And you know it's
happening.” Instead of judging ourselves when we weren’t singing as we hoped or our singing
wasn’t going “well,” we were trying to simply recognize what was happening and address it
(Kabat-Zinn, 2018).
In her practice journal on December 9, Emily noted how shifting her mindset to focus on
non-judgmental noticing was aiding her technical work. She said, “I am more willing to try
technical exercises and be in the mindset of discovery rather than ‘fixing something that is
broken.’” It seems to me that much of the “broken” mentality comes from the way we often talk
to ourselves when approaching challenges in our practicing. Do we discover something is not
working for us - technically or dramatically - and then say, “Ugh. That was terrible; I have to fix
that.” Or do we say, for instance, “Interesting. I’m noticing that my throat is tight on that high
note. I wonder what might be going on.” For Emily, one significant illustration of how her selftalk changed came in reframing how she thought of the challenges she was experiencing singing
high notes. Emily altered her self-talk by reframing the judgmental thought of “I’m just
screaming” to noticing what was actually going on for her (“my throat is tight”) and seeing how
she might use a process to loosen the unwanted tension. In our final interview she said, “I now
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use kinder words. It’s so nice. [...] I was holding myself back, so [my high notes] sounded more
like screaming because there’s more tension. But if I look at it like, ‘If it sounds like screaming,
it’s gonna sound like screaming. I can’t do something better right now. I’m just not there
yet.’ And that helped alleviate some of the tension because I’m just…. singing.” Emily was able
to accept where she was, technically, and to allow herself to keep working for more free high
notes without judging them as “screaming.” Even the act of saying, “this is where I am, and it’s
okay for now” released her sound. When she was bracing for “screaming,” she created extra
tension that perpetuated the cycle (Goffi-Fynn & Carroll, 2013). Now, she could just sing and
that alone helped free her high notes.
In our ninth class, Kat’s reflection of her performance illustrated a shift in selfjudgment. After she sang her song for us - a beautiful song composed for the text of a song from
Shakespeare’s Cymbeline - said reflected, “I found myself judging myself because I wasn’t
performing the song. I was just singing it; I wasn't doing anything with it.” While singing, Kat
had quickly identified that she was judging herself. She was then able to remind herself that she
hadn’t been trying to perform the song as a great storyteller. “When I found that judgment, I did
make a choice of - I don't want to perform it wholeheartedly. Like, that's not what I'm doing this
particular time. I'm singing it. I have performed this song before. So that was a brief moment of
judging myself.” After noticing herself judging, Kat was able to immediately attend to the goals
she had made for herself in singing this song. Kat was also exhibiting Young’s (2016) definition
of discrimination within sensory clarity and mindfulness: she was able to think about her
reaction with objectivity.
She then talked about her observations neutrally, noticing, but not judging (Young,
2016). She said, “But the thing that I was thinking about is like the highest notes in there - I feel
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like, what did Rebecca say? They feel a little crunchy. I don't feel as free with them as I do [other
notes] like I feel like I'm reaching a little bit.” Kat was able to let the judgment flow through her
and notice how her high notes felt: crunchy and like she was reaching for them. She did not say
she couldn’t get them, they were awful, or attach any kind of negativity to the objective
statement. We then worked on the approach to her high notes, incorporating Smith’s (2007)
second invention of releasing air and also working on the notes from the top down, engaging
more of her CT than TA muscles (Doscher, 1994); the high notes did become easier. But I
wonder if Kat was able to apply the technical strategies in part because she could approach the
notes without judgment of herself. She said these were similar strategies to what she’d used in
past approaches to this (and other) song. So, what was the difference this time? It could have
been where she was vocally. And perhaps it was the lack of self-judgment. We were simply
working through what Kat had identified neutrally - with detection - (Young, 2016): a crunchy
feeling and a kind of reaching for the high notes.
Kat also noticed a distinct change in the way she talked to herself, particularly when she
was practicing. “The way that I speak to myself about doing stuff has changed.” Kat says she
swears a lot - in life and practicing - but noticed that “the places that swear words exist in
sentences [while practicing] have changed because it's no longer this thing of frustration, it's this
thing of, like, “I see it, and I almost had it. Now we’ve got to do it again.” It's a different take on
the same idea.” Her swear words have moved from expletives of frustration (and almost
certainly of self-judgment) to ones of celebration or excitement: “I’ve almost got it!”
Similarly, Rebecca began speaking to herself more kindly throughout the course of the
study. In our optimistic closure of Class 2, Rebecca noted she wanted to work on “not going into
practice already defeated” and that she wanted to take “being kinder to myself” forward. In a
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practice journal entry from September 30, Rebecca wrote, “Of course I wish I felt better but I’m
choosing to be kinder to myself and note how I’m persevering through the pain.” For Rebecca,
noticing without judgment translated to having more positive self-talk and not feeling already
defeated before she began (similar to Emily’s feeling that she was ‘broken’). In our fourth class,
Rebecca told us she wanted to put more positive affirmations into her practices because she
“could be very analytic and slice and dice everything. I’m just trying not to do that because it’s
not helpful. I don’t know why I keep doing it.” It seemed Rebecca’s analytic mind was not just
helping her identify skills she wanted to improve. It was negative and judgmental, tearing her
apart. I asked Rebecca something I noticed in myself: “Do you discover, as a teacher, that
you’re telling your students to be more positive and then you’re like -” I scream it, “‘Ahh!!!!’ in
your own practice?” We both started laughing at my over-dramatization, and Rebecca replied, “I
can be so nice to my students and so horrible to myself. It’s…” She gave up the thought to a
heavy sigh. Rebecca continued to shift her self-talk from judgment to more curious, friendly
noticing throughout our classes and her practice sessions. In our final interview, Rebecca
reflected, “I think the whole idea of being kinder to yourself is really what I needed to
hear. Being mean to myself wasn’t getting me anywhere. So: try something else.”
Olivia also experienced a shift in her self-talk, particularly as it relates to selfconsciousness and self-critique. In the case of performing, I am using the term “selfconsciousness” to reflect a state of being more aware of being watched and what others are
thinking of you than you are of being engaged in whatever activity you are doing. In our fourth
class, Olivia talked about the need to practice self-talk. She said, “I think for me, when I'm on
my own rehearsing, I'm pretty good at stifling those negative voices and being optimistic about
my progress. But then it is kind of when the other people around or when there's an audience,
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you know, it's, like, when all of that...I guess more negative self-talk arises. And given [that] now
(during the pandemic) there aren't that many opportunities [to perform], where all of my
rehearsing is just fully on my own...How in individual practice can you almost anticipate the
negative noises or is it just constantly conditioning the positive thoughts and hoping that those
will what those will be what remain?” We talked about strategies to practice positive self-talk
and non-judgment through performing, perhaps recording ourselves singing or inviting friends
and colleagues to watch a zoom performance. However, what struck me most about Olivia’s
statement was her recognition that we don’t decide to be more positive and then suddenly we
are. These mental shifts take practice and time and habituation (Kabat-Zinn, 2018), much like
learning a new vocal skill or implementing a change in how we sing (Doscher, 1994;
Friedlander, 2018).
In our twelfth class, Olivia instigated a conversation about self-talk and selfconsciousness that all the participants related to. She had just finished singing her song, and in
response to what she noticed, Olivia said, “Yeah, something I noticed was the second I finished I
made like a noise that was like, ‘I'm annoyed at myself.’ And it was like I needed to make that
[noise] just so you all knew I wasn't proud of [my singing]. Like, what's the point of that noise? I
don't need to make that noise. Or like, yeah, I don't know, I just feel like I needed to excuse
myself for me - you know, self-judgment. It was like, ‘Just so you all know. I wasn't that proud
of that.”
Having a need to project to others the way we feel about a performance, especially if
we’ve been judging the way we think we’ve done, is a familiar feeling for me and something
I’ve noticed many singers do. And we are told not to “telegraph” our displeasure to an audience:
never let the audience know how you feel about a performance; they might not have noticed you
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made a mistake until your facial expression tells them. But sometimes it seems like I have to
telegraph my feelings about my performance. After all, if I am judging myself for how it went,
won’t you, the listener, also be judging me? And I don’t want you to judge me for not judging
myself. “I’m not unaware of my mistakes!” While the feeling and the adage of not telegraphing
mistakes are familiar, I don't remember ever talking about why we make those faces or
noises. What’s going on for us, as performers? We were using Young’s (2016) definition of
discrimination again, thinking about our reactions with objectivity. I asked, “How many of the
rest of you have done that at some point or another in your singing lives because I definitely…”
Everyone nods or raises a hand. “All of you. Yeah.”
Emily took it a step further and said, “Sometimes I'm actually really proud of my singing,
but it doesn't feel right to be [proud] because we see so many people being self-critical that
sometimes it seems like they're very full themselves when they're confident or aware of
something good. So I find myself purposely pretending that [my singing] wasn't that good, but it
was actually decent. I'm just so used to making myself small all the time.” Are we teaching our
singers (ourselves?) to be small through self-judgment? Why isn’t it okay to be proud of our
accomplishments?
“Non-judgment” should not be confused with complacency (Young, 2016). Rather, the
hope is that removing judgment allows us mental space to notice, get curious, and experiment
with possible solutions, just as after removing the judgment that Emily was “screaming” through
her high notes, we were able to address what was happening physically. It felt like her throat
was tight and she wasn’t using any air. Ah! Then, we could get curious about why those things
might be happening and use a variety of strategies to mitigate the tightness and stagnant
breath. But as long as Emily was caught up in “my high notes always sound like screaming,” she
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felt stuck and unable to access any of the strategies she already knew - or discover new ones that she could apply to her singing.
Justified Independence: SELF-EFFICACY
Working on technique from a position of non-judgmental noticing gave participants a
greater sense of self-efficacy, particularly as it applied to their practice strategies. I found it
particularly interesting that increasing self-awareness affected participants’ practice sessions as
much as it did. It seemed that noticing, allowing for experimentation and using multiple
strategies to address an issue helped participants develop an increased sense of confidence and
deliberate tools to use for their own practice sessions.
I think it’s worth noting that practice strategies were only addressed directly in one class,
when Olivia asked for guidance in honing her practice time. It was early, in our third class.
Somehow, through the remaining nine classes, each participant experienced a shift in their ability
to feel successful while practicing. In our final interviews, I discovered that practicing had been a
source of deep frustration for Kat, Rebecca, and Emily. With an increased sense in their own
capability to address and make progress during independent practice, their confidence also grew.
In our final interview, Olivia spoke of becoming “more independent” and was continuing
to find more balance in her practice sessions, “taking the pressure off” and “finding times to just
enjoy” what she was singing. In fact, she realized that adding a lot of pressure to herself is not
always helpful. While she notes the pressure usually does give her some of the results she’s
looking for, “it doesn't always have to be, like, this rigorous, intense experience of nailing a note
or nailing a phrase.” Sometimes, “you just want to do it for fun” (Final Interview). Olivia
mentioned her practice strategies with us throughout our third class, talking about using her
practice journals to organize her time and asking the group for suggestions about practice
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order. By the end of the classes, Olivia wondered about finding a balance between strict
rehearsal for measured improvement and singing for the joy of discovery. Olivia’s independence
coincided with being able to make conscious decisions about how she spent her practice time;
and she recognized her ability to shift that focus with deliberate attention.
For Kat, the procedure she used to practice did not change much, but the way in which
she approached her practice sessions did. Kat started speaking to herself more kindly, saw her
frustration dissipate and felt more equipped to make progress when she practiced. Kat illustrated
this shift toward self-compassion by noticing the swear words she used in practice sessions, as
mentioned in the previous section. By the conclusion of our classes, Kat was using strategies
and skills we had worked on together, and she pointed particularly to using the inventions,
though I suspect any integration of how to use a particular vocalise to address repertoire might
have yielded similar results. In the past, Kat noted that when she came up against “something
that I was frustrated with, I would just do it again and again expecting it to be a different
result.” At the end of our class, however, she felt able to face challenges differently, trying one
approach and then another until she found a strategy that was helpful. Kat discovered she has
tools and resources available to her to make adjustments to her singing the way she wants to
make adjustments; and it has brought her more joy and confidence in her ability to practice - and
sing - effectively.
Kat concluded our final group interview by discussing her feelings of “justified
independence.” She recounted how much it has meant to her to be “able to change in a way that
I felt really stuck for many years. In a matter of weeks, I feel like I’ve been given the autonomy
to be in charge of myself.” While I would argue that Kat found her autonomy rather than anyone
“giving” it to her, the power of her statement has stayed with me. Kat continued reflecting with
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an appreciation for being “allowed to feel supported by this group of people in a way that I've
never experienced anywhere else.” Connection to one another (Palmer, 2004) was a vital piece of
Kat’s “justified independence.” Interesting how other people aid our own sense of efficacy.
Emily similarly grew in her feelings of self-efficacy throughout our classes. Emily’s early
practice journals talked about contemplating her need for “the perfect teacher” for her vocal
technique (followed directly by mentioning she’d had too much opposing feedback from teachers
to trust one). Emily felt she needed someone - a “perfect teacher” - to tell her exactly what to do
and how to sing. Emily did not yet have the self-trust to explore practicing on her own. In fact,
Emily worked diligently to be “present” while practicing. Emily’s practice journal indicated a
process filled with twists, turns, and frustrations. She was searching for solutions: (note Emily’s
internalizing of her mother’s harsh criticism) “My mother comments that [my sound] is piercing
and unpleasant to the ear and as much as I hate to agree with her, I know it is true. But now as I
am writing, I am realizing that I haven’t truly tried to figure out a solution. Rather, I keep trying
the high notes over and over again hoping it’ll work better.” Like Kat, one of Emily’s standard
strategies was to simply try it again. And maybe “try harder.” But she was beginning to be more
discriminating, objectively consider her reaction and solution (Young, 2016). Later Emily wrote
about a short practice session in which she was “quite discouraged.” Emily continued, “As a
result of being mindful, I felt more confusion because I wasn’t sure if the things I was observing
were correct or incorrect (other than the obvious feelings). It made me feel more lost and I felt
that I hated mindfulness.” While Emily began to attune herself to her own feelings through
practicing mindfulness, she discovered she didn’t have the answers, and it was incredibly
frustrating for her.
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Slowly, Emily’s perspective of her practicing began to shift. In our final interview,
Emily expressed that in practicing she had often felt like she hit a wall and she became
discouraged because she didn’t know how to approach the challenge in front of her. However,
after 12 classes, Emily felt she had some tools to trouble-shoot her own challenges. More
interesting to me was that Emily had moved away from looking for a “perfect teacher.” “I can
see that there's not really, like, a right answer, per se,” she reflected, “But [it’s for you] to explore
what works for you. I learned to explore what works for me, rather than that idea that someone
else even [knows what’s right]” (Final Interview). Of course, there was tension in this new-found
exploration. Emily explained her fear: she had more “freedom” but it also scared her and said,
“Yeah, it’s free, but at the same time, a little intimidating.” It was intimidating to Emily because
with this freedom came a responsibility to find the option that would work best for her. She now
had a responsibility to become “a self-teacher when I’m practicing.” Previously, Emily had been
focused on trying to repeat what happened in each lesson. “But now, if I hit a problem area, I
feel like I have responsibility, since I have the tools to actually guide myself through that
problem area.” Though Emily still decidedly hated to practice at the end of 12 classes, she had
gained a sense of self-efficacy, knowing she had tools to help herself over hurdles without
continually ramming herself against a wall or looking to an outside source to be her “perfect
teacher.”
Rebecca also disliked practicing, both before and after our classes. However, her
strategies toward practicing, as well as her belief in her ability to practice, shifted throughout the
course of our time together. Similar to both Emily and Kat, Rebecca discussed that she used to
sing through her songs straight through during practice sessions and when she hit a wall, she
would simply try again and then hit the same wall. But Rebecca discovered that being more
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deliberate with her practice time was actually “more fun. I thought it would be more depressive,
to be honest. But it's actually more fun and it does a lot of things at the same time: you get more
familiar with the music, you get more familiar with the intention of the song, and it just makes
for a better process” (Final Interview). Rebecca discovered helpful strategies (setting a single
intention, planning out her practice into “deliberate tasks”) that allowed her to work through
challenges in her repertoire while enjoying herself. “I’m not setting myself up to fail or get
frustrated, but instead to win and complete goals as well as have fun” (Practice Journal). In our
final interview, Rebecca said “That's the biggest thing that I want to take is just reshaping my
thinking around practice." Rebecca was able to transfer specific mindfulness strategies and apply
them to her thinking and her practicing. She had shifted her self-talk to be kinder and gained
different perspectives on how to structure and approach her practice time. She had developed a
deeper sense of self-efficacy.
Participants seemed to benefit greatly from experimenting and implementing a variety of
strategies when they were practicing, particularly for Emily. On September 30th, she wrote,
“After class, I experimented. Because the siren felt so good, I tried to remember the positioning
of the siren in order to make it to the high notes but unfortunately, trying to get that exact
placement without doing a siren is way too difficult as it is the siren that helps me get my space
up there. So, I had to come up with something else.” She then detailed trying a variety of
strategies: using a more legato line, choosing different ornamenting styles and using more
staccato later, bending her knees and adding more physicality to her singing. She ended the
entry with a triumphant, “hoorah!”, aware that she had worked through her struggle to an inprocess solution. Similarly, in her December 8th practice journal entry, Emily noted, “Despite
my feeling of overwhelm, I am feeling great gratitude toward our voice classes as they have been
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teaching me to not only be extremely mindful but to experiment for what works for me rather
than seeking a pre-decided answer. It really opens up the doors to creation and limitlessness.”
Participants’ confidence and skill in creating practice sessions that worked for themselves
was enhanced throughout the course of the class and study. Olivia found using the practice
journal “really, really helpful: kind of cataloging what's going on and things I need to kind of
focus on going forward” (Class 4). In Class 8, Rebecca and Emily had an exchange about
connecting mindfulness to their practice strategies. Rebecca said, “I think that does connect,
because I think that the work that we're doing here is also specific, taking one goal and working
with that and then applying it [to] the repertoire [we’re] working on. And that is
deliberate.” Emily responded, saying, “I recently started reading articles [by Noa Kagayama]
about deliberate practicing. But because he just gives us the general guidelines, but I feel like
[what we do in] this class gives me that filler of, like, okay, what process works? And then work
that process in my deliberate practice.” Emily is talking about using strategies such as nonjudgmental noticing and focusing on process over product, which I will look at in more depth in
the upcoming section of this chapter.
I wonder, now, if one of the reasons participants experienced such change in their selfefficacy was actually, ironically, due to the limitations and trepidation I felt introducing vocal
exercises and technique. In Class 7, when I started to introduce Smith’s (2007) inventions to my
participants, I gave a basic overview of the purpose of the first invention and the process I hoped
participants would focus on. I gave instructions in small bits (“first, we’re just going to speak
the five syllables, [ni ne na no nu] in a comfortable and easy rage”) and did a brief
demonstration. Then participants generally worked on their own, experimenting with the
invention until I gave additional instructions. I struggled mightily and consistently with this
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process. How would I know what was happening on the other end of the screen? What if
participants weren’t implementing the invention freely? How would I know? What if what they
were doing or how they were understanding my instructions was inaccurate? I asked, frequently,
if anyone had questions or wanted to unmute and get some feedback. Every now and then,
someone would take me up on my offer to listen. But it was rare. Occasionally, someone would
ask for a moment of feedback, as Olivia and Emily did while working on the 2nd invention.
They would unmute for a moment and we’d work together for two or three minutes as everyone
else continued to sing independently. In Class 8 Kat asked for help but didn’t want to
demonstrate the invention. Rather, she wanted to talk through her confusion and go back to
work on her own. I silently lamented all of it. How was this helpful? I was asking participants
to try new vocalises without giving them feedback about any of it. I was intrigued: why was
everyone so willing to share and be vulnerable when we were working on repertoire but now,
when focusing on technique, no one wanted to expose this process to the group. And I didn’t
even think to ask, frankly. I simply worried that it was happening and tried to gently pepper
these sessions with, “anyone want to share and get some feedback?” “Any questions?” Mostly, I
watched, looking for any non-aural clues I could get from mouth shape or looks of confusion I
might see.
In Class 7, I reflected in my notes, “It’s tricky to teach technique in this scenario; I am
allowing space for individual feedback if people want it but not force it. I want to keep focusing

on process.” Again, in Class 9, I wrote that incorporating vocal exercises was “interesting and
difficult in a class structure, as participants don’t particularly want to do this in front of one
another.” It was also in Class 9 that I wondered if we needed to spend some devoted time
applying these inventions - and the skills they teach - within our repertoire, in part to see how
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people were approaching them and also to explore how they might help within a context, which
would also prove to be vital. But I continued to struggle with my decision to use particular vocal
exercises in this structure. I wrote in Class 10, “I’m watching everyone - it’s very weird to see
them work on these but not have any sound. Everyone is still sitting, and I wonder about posture
affecting freedom and release. I am so unsure that these inventions are helping without a voice
teacher to hear what’s going on. But I also know the participants have asked and want these.”
And finally, in Class 11, I realized I should offer time outside of our group classes to work
through the inventions. Only Olivia took me up on that offer, and we spent about an hour going
through each of the inventions, which I thought was quite helpful. But maybe it was most
helpful for me to know that she wasn’t actually approaching any of the inventions in an
unhealthy way. In general, they were quite good. It wasn’t that my feedback didn’t help her
gain insight or some clarity. But maybe I didn’t need to be so worried. Maybe the ability to
practice and experiment on their own actually aided participants in finding a balance between
looking for external feedback (when they did ask for help or another set of ears to work through
confusion or a skill that didn’t work as smoothly as they would have liked). Perhaps it helped
participants know they had the ability to trust their own inner teacher to guide them. I think I
needed, similarly, to trust myself that I was making a sound decision to incorporate Smith’s
inventions within this class structure.
I’m Just Not That Singer: GROWTH MINDSET
Being able to solve problems independently with a greater sense of self-efficacy also contributed
to participant’s sense of growth, and, indeed, their ability to grow as singers. Having a growth mindset

has been getting a lot of attention, particularly by author Carol Dweck (2007). In social and
emotional learning, growth mindset is nested in the category of self-awareness. In SEL and for
Dweck, having a growth mindset refers to our knowledge that skills are not a fixed
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commodity. Rather, we have the innate ability to change, grow, and use our inherent assets to
make changes to our skills (Greenberg, Domitrovich, Weissberg, & Durlak, 2017). Like selfefficacy, each participant grew in her own understanding of her, well, ability to grow and
change. Within the context of this study, the ability to learn correlates with trusting a process and
knowing that change is not a quick fix. If you trust that you can shift a skill or have freer high
notes, you can trust what might be a long and arduous process to attain your goals.
Perhaps it helped that we spent so much time focusing on being engaged in the process of
singing rather than worrying about the final product or resulting sound. Centering our attention
on process which seemed directly related to mindfulness meditation techniques such as thinking
only about following your breath or finding an “anchor” to return to after your mind wanders
(Kabat-Zinn, 2018; Young, 2016). I wondered if this singular focus could help us return to our
singing instead of getting trapped in thoughts of self-doubt or “I’m terrible at that!” Similarly, I
remembered moments in earlier classes, such as the one where Rebecca identified focusing on
her gesture and releasing her breath helped her not be worried about “the climb” of her high
notes. I wondered if we could approach vocal technique - using the inventions - by repeating a
repeated phrase or “mantra” to ourselves while singing. For instance, we could choose a goal
related to the invention (“release your breath”) and think about only that as we do the second
invention. How would this change our understanding of technical work? Could we learn to
focus on one thing at a time instead of the hundred things that happen simultaneously - much
over which we have no direct control - while we are singing?
In Class 2, Kat and I talked about applying this strategy before I had thought about it as
being a conscious strategy. She said, “I have different options of things I want to do. And rather
than picking one of them, I'm like, ‘No, I gotta push through’ [and] I just push all of them
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together. And it's like half-assing things rather than committing to one thing. And I feel like I
can commit to one thing when I don't outpace myself.” I wondered aloud, “So what would
happen if you practiced it like that? And each time you tried one of the four things? Kat replied,
“I've never done that because I [when] practice it, I always get frustrated with myself because I'm
like, ‘Why can’t I breathe enough to get through the song?’ and then I'm practicing it from a
place of frustration, not from this place of like, ‘Oh, well, I'm focusing on this thing or this
thing.’ Like, I'm coming from a foundation of choosing what I'm doing.”
Kat revisited the strategy of focusing on one thing at a time in our ninth class after
exploring a particular mindfulness technique when she said, “The principle of focusing on one
thing and like allowing it to - I don't know if anyone else experienced this, but I kind of had this
like, ‘Oh, my mind is like wandering now’ but also I started playing with [the object I was
exploring] and letting it kind of go places you didn't expect. I think that principle makes sense to
me: focusing on the thing and then, again, just like focusing on one thing at a time. That makes
sense.” Kat was also practicing discrimination and detection, part of Young’s (2016) definition
of sensory clarity. She recognized what was happening and was able to think about it
objectively.
In Emily’s practice journal on October 28th, she said, “Breaking down my practice into
fundamentals has been really so important for me. I didn’t realize how tangled up I felt during
my singing with the numerous amount of things I had to technically think about. To just think of
the inhalation or keeping the sternum up or having a quiet inspiration gives me a sense of hope
that I can in fact do this and that I am not just some messed up confused singer.” Not only might
thinking about one thing at a time help to disentangle Emily in her technical process, but I
wonder and hope, it could contribute to her not feeling like a “confused, messed up singer.” She
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does, indeed, have the ability to change her technique, to work on and through the issues that
challenge her. This central tenet to mindfulness - focusing on one thing at a time, even while
your awareness might be wider, such as in Young’s (2016) definition of detection - was allowing
Emily to focus herself while practicing. She was able to feel not like “some messed up singer”
but to proceed, knowing she could grow and change.
In our tenth class, after executing a song while trying to think about only one thing at a
time - releasing her air, I asked Emily, “What was that experience like for you and how did you,
how did it go feeling like you were just trying to release air?”
In Class 10, I wanted to know if participants were finding focusing about one goal at a
time as a single word or physical sensation helpful. When I asked, every head nodded, and
Rebecca answered, “I like it because for me in particular, I cannot focus on one thing on more
than one thing. It's like I have to pick one like, trigger word that's going to get me through the
entire song because if I start thinking of other things then my air will probably stop.” Rebecca
elaborated in her final interview, assigning a dramatic or interpretive phrase while
practicing. She would ask herself, "What do you want? Do you want joyfulness? How do you
want to feel in that moment, just like a single word?" as a practice strategy. Rebecca continued,
“This [strategy] is also fun, and I never noticed that. I thought it would be more depressive, to be
honest. But it's actually more fun and it does a lot of things. At the same time you get more
familiar with the music. You get more familiar with the intention of the song and it just makes
for a better process. That's the biggest thing that I want to take is just reshaping my thinking
around practice.” Assigning one word and process to how she wanted to feel as she sang through
her music was both more satisfying for Rebecca and also helped her to learn she could make
changes in herself as a singer.
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Concentrating on process over product, for Olivia, manifested in her goal to incorporate a
mindfulness practice consistently into her life. But she realized that “mindfulness [is] about the
journey and not the result because honestly before this class, I thought a lot about mindfulness
was like can you sit through a meditation and make it through and not have thoughts distract you.
This class has made me realize not the end result of mindfulness. Now I'm like, ‘How did you
even think that that could be like a final product or an only a final product?’” (Final Group
Interview). As Olivia has established her 10-minute mindfulness morning routine, she’s realized
the inherent contradiction of mindfulness: it is both a practice and a skill. While Olivia seemed to
possess a fairly strong growth mindset from the beginning of our classes, establishing a routine
for herself and proved to her that change was possible.
Rebecca similarly realized there’s not a “final product” she was trying to reach, and she
eloquently expressed the connection between process and growth mentality. She reflected, “You
don't have an end, there's no end to your growth as well” (Final Group Interview). In her final
interview, Rebecca told me that she used to think, “Okay, my voice is the way it is.” Sometimes
she would
get frustrated with [her] voice. It's bright and high and I would get frustrated
because I'm just like, “Okay, I'm just never going to get this; I'm not that singer.”
That's what I used to say to myself, like I'm just not that girl; I'm not that singer. I
think I've shifted, and it is possible for me to grow.
Rebecca continued similarly in our final group interview, discussing how she had always
believed of herself that, “I'm never gonna have that type of voice. [...] I just felt like, Oh, you just
you're born with what you got. I know different now. [That] makes your possibilities infinite and
it actually makes it exciting” (Final Group Interview). It reminds me of Rebecca’s statement
about dreams and how sometimes we outgrow our dreams and goals. Thinking about process
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and her ability to grow and change, rather than having her voice be a fixed and immutable force
opened Rebecca to pursue dreams beyond her dreams.
Kat’s mindset in her own abilities dramatically changed throughout our classes: her
confidence blossomed. Kat would not have been able to recognize her own abilities if her
mindset had not shifted to incorporate her ability to grow and change. Several times, Kat
expressed “realizing that doing the practice makes a difference in how you in what happens next
time. You know, if you're building something you have to put layers down” (Final Interview).
Kat began doing the work and practicing regularly to try to improve skills she wanted to
improve. She added that she had noticed a shift in her thinking: from “I'm never going to be
good at this” to “How do I get good at this.” Kat was able to reflect on songs she was singing
several years ago and “remembered being like, ‘God, I feel like I can’t do this’” (Final
Interview). The words Kat used next to describe how she felt about singing these early songs
illustrates a fixed mentality. She thought, “I feel like this is too high for me or I feel like this too
long of a phrase for me. Like I feel like I can't get it.” Kat didn’t think this is too high for me
right now, or I am having trouble getting this long phrase. Instead, she framed her challenges as
inherently too high for me and the phrase is too long for me. And while this old repertoire used
to be so difficult, “now it’s easy. And it's that's that's kind of the, the change that is taking place
that you don't see happening when it's happening. You only see it after you've come to the other
side of it.” Kat may not see the changes as they are occurring, but she has learned to trust that
change can happen. She has learned she can grow.
In our mind-point reflection, Kat wrote a reflection that eloquently described the mindset
she was learning and the growth she recognized in herself. Kat discussed the importance of
process over product, changing her idea of “best” and “good,” and, interestingly, admitted not
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knowing where the process was taking her. She equated how she felt about herself as a singer to
how she viewed her talents in the visual art. Although she didn’t think she is particularly good at
fine art, recently she began to “lean into” watercolor and acrylic paint simply because she felt the
need to create. She wrote:
In the past couple of months I’m starting to feel similarly about singing.
Underneath all of the insecurity I feel is this burning competitive streak, I
ultimately have this mindset of ‘if I can’t be the best at this then I’m not good at it
at all’. But the thing that’s changed for me is this idea of what ‘best’ is. Or even
what ‘good’ is. I am not a grounded person, I like to skip ahead and get caught up
in the end result rather than the process; but practicing mindfulness, especially
with the area I consider to be my biggest weakness as an artist, has opened this
door to process over product. So as absolutely cliche as it is, it made me think of
flowers and how you have no clue what they’re going to look like until they
bloom. I haven’t bloomed yet but I’m growing. Hence the attached picture below:
Figure 4
Visual Representation of Emily’s Concluding Rhizomatic Connections

Although she wrote this with another six classes left in the study, Kat carried the
sentiments through the remainder of our time together. In her final interview, Kat reflected on
the seismic shift in her perception of herself as a singer. While practicing a difficult and high
passage from “I Say No,” she says, “it’s not that I can’t physically do it.” Rather, Kat feels
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frustrated that she is having a hard time putting all the pieces together. But she reflected on how
that feeling of frustration was shift. She said:
I have that moment of doubting myself. My breath catches and it's like stumbling
when you're running and I fully faceplant and I can't keep going through the song.
But the way that I feel about that now is ‘Oh, this is something that I can work
through and something that like eventually I'll put the pieces together through as
opposed to this like absolute frustration and anger that I can't do this thing. And
I'm very much on the other side of that thinking. Like, okay, I see you, Note Of
Self-Doubt, whatever you are, I see you. We’re going to work on it. And that's a
very different feeling than I than I had originally.
Emily’s relationship with her ability to grow manifested, like Rebecca, within her
practice sessions. You can see how self-efficacy and growth mindset are connected for
Emily. For example, in our twelfth class, she said, “Through this [class] and being mindful, I
feel more capable and I feel like I have the tools to just sit with whatever is not working and step
by step, try and experiment new things rather than seeking an answer. Which feels nice because
that way. I'm not just stuck at this, like, ‘Okay, I'm a decent singer, but I suck at this [element].’ I
feel like I can progress now.” Not only did learning she could experiment with her technique and
trust a process help Emily with particular skills, but also, she learned that she is not stuck in
being “a decent singer” but that she can make progress and grow to become a more skilled
singer. “But I also learned even though I'm appreciating technique more,” Emily continued, “I'm
just learning that there is like so many different approaches to technique, and I'm really relieved
that I'm not searching for this answer anymore.” Instead of spending time searching for “the
perfect teacher,” Emily has begun to trust herself more, to appreciate the various approaches to
technique. Emily’s increased sense of self-efficacy seemed to directly affect (and be effected by)
her growth mentality. The more she was able to trust herself, the more she saw her ability to
grow, which allowed her to feel more confident in her abilities and strategies. Perhaps it was, at
least in part, believing in her own capabilities that allowed Emily to write, I’m also noticing a
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groundedness and a centered-nes in me that I’ve never felt before while singing. I feel safe to
sing and I feel as if it is perfectly okay to be just where I am right now” (Practice Journal,
December 29).
Conclusion
Despite my hesitation to include vocalises or direct technical instruction, I think, in the
end, that addressing vocal technique was a lynch pin of sorts. By incorporating non-judgmental
noticing and a process-oriented point of view to how we think about and use vocal technique,
participants shifted their self-talk, which spilled over to an increased self-efficacy and growth
mentality. There can be a divide in the way we think about performing and the way we think
about the technique needed to perform particular skills and presenting a song dramatically. It
seems that working on technique can feel more vulnerable than working on interpretation:
participants in this study chose to focus on technique mostly out of the ears (muted) and view of
other participants. And yet when participants discussed the changes they experienced in their
own practicing, what I heard over and over again addressed breaking through frustration of not
knowing how to address a block or challenge they felt technically. They were able to think of
themselves as singers who could grow instead of “just not that singer” or a “soprano who can’t
soprano.” Participants did gain technical skills: Emily began to experiment with breathing
strategies, Rebecca found a new way to access her upper register that gave her the option of a
lighter sound, Kat was able to find a different TA and CT balance for her higher belt, and Olivia
worked to even out her registration shifts. But I wonder if it was less because we addressed these
technical challenges and more how we addressed them that allowed for change to happen. As we
will see in the next chapter, the way in which we gave and received feedback within the class
community also contributed to the change each person experienced. We affected one another;
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our rhizomes were breaking and being reassembled through this assemblage of noticing, notjudging, being kinder, giving and receiving feedback, working through technique, and our class
community.
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6B: Community Discussion and Feedback
When I first began thinking about implementing this study, I thought about doing it
through private voice lessons. How, for instance, might teachers deliberately incorporate MAPS
into our individual lessons? Despite having had helpful people in my life as a singer (a voice
teacher who looked at technique and process through a more mindful lens, a coach who believed
in and encouraged me wholistically, a good therapist) my journey felt solitary. It was always just
me, engaging with myself and with other individuals. However, as I thought about the study’s
design, however, I began to think it might be logistically difficult to track what I was looking for:
would I be teaching the participants? Would I be looking at other teachers who are already
implementing MAPS in their lessons? After much deliberation and consideration, I decided it
would be best to work as a group, to make the study a class structure. Thank goodness I
did. What a great surprise to know how vital community and group structure were to the
participants’ experiences. While music is a collaborative art, learning to sing and training as
singers usually occurs as a mostly solo state. We go to voice lessons with one teacher and
perhaps a pianist then retire to a practice room to work independently. We see a vocal coach for
style or diction then head back to our studies, analyzing a score, recording IPA, and then return
to the practice room alone. Even when we go into rehearsals with a company, we are often
siloed until the very end when we stage a production quickly and then perform. The theatre and
musical theatre world are a bit different in their collaborative process of mounting a production,
usually with more time working as a production ensemble. But even so, when trying to better
our singing, both classical and musical theatre singers do the bulk of their technical work alone.
Yet in this study, we were all changed individually because we were together: listening,
bearing witness one another’s stories and struggles, finding solidarity. How fascinating that this
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inner journey of learning to listen to and trust ourselves required community (Palmer,
2004). There were elements of the class’s structure that enhanced this community, such as using
the third thing and a centering activity (Lantieri, personal communication). Additionally, the
way we engaged with one another - particularly how we gave and received feedback - allowed
us, as individuals, to feel supported in our searching, in our striving for progress of our own
definitions: to draw new rhizomatic maps “entirely oriented toward an experimentation in
contact with the real” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 8). As Palmer (2004) calls it, we were
learning to be alone together, forming a “community of solitudes.”
Third Things and Discussion
You may have noticed in the preceding passages how much we communicated with one
another, how one person’s thoughts were picked up by another person, how we commiserated
with one another’s struggles. In our sixth class, Kat, Emily, and Rebecca all talked about their
struggles with high notes; Rebecca cried with recognition of Emily’s challenges, “Yes! I feel like
a soprano who can’t soprano!” Kat expressed relief to know that her frustration to understand the
mechanics and pure definition of belting was more universal than she knew, particularly because
her confidence had been so affected by feeling like she didn’t know as much as other people.
Throughout our classes, I noticed how much we all started to learn from and relate to one
another. Discussions weaved between technique, how we felt about our voices or performing,
and how we existed in the world and were fostered particularly by using a third thing. Exploring
third things allowed us to open up to one another, to be in community with ourselves. Parker’s
(2004) statements about the value of how third things can help us address deep and real issues in
our lives indirectly and intentionally, mediated by metaphor, were borne out in this class as
well. “Mediated by a third thing,” Palmer (2004) states, truth can emerge from and return to, our
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awareness at whatever pace and depth we are able to handle - sometimes inwardly in silence,
sometimes aloud in community” (p. 93). I witnessed us all grappling with our own truths in
discussions every week.
One particular example was in our sixth class when we explored the poem “Breath of
Life,” by Dana Faulds. Try to stick with this lengthy recounting; you’ll see twists and turns and
how participants connected their life experiences, their singing, and one another’s comments.
Breath of Life
by Dana Faulds
I breathe in All That IsAwareness expanding
to take everything in,
as if my heart beats
the world into being.
From the unnamed vastness beneath the
mind, I breathe my way to wholeness and healing.
Inhalation. Exhalation.
Each Breath a "yes,"
and a letting go, a journey, and a coming home.
Olivia responded, “At first glance, I was rather skeptical of the line ‘I breathe my way to
wholeness and healing.’ I was kind of like, ‘Wait, really? Now you can just breathe, and you'll
feel whole, you'll feel healed?’ That felt like a broader statement I couldn't really wrap my head
around. But then the lines following each breath being a letting go; letting go feels like a much
more tangible thing that the breath can do.” Olivia doesn’t feel like she can “breathe and become
whole” but, maybe, she can simply breathe and let go. I was reminded of Olivia’s statement
about her working on being bigger, taking up space with her singing and how that might feel
insurmountable, but maybe she could do one simple task, like breathe, and be one step closer to
allowing herself to take up more space.
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But Emily countered, “Okay, I thought the opposite of Olivia. That was my favorite line ‘I breathed my way to wholeness and healing.’” Emily was looking for wholeness, wanting to
incorporate mindfulness and her spirituality into her singing; reading this line felt “so good” to
her. However, Emily stumbled over the line about letting go. “How the hell am I supposed to let
go?” she wondered. Similar to Olivia, Emily’s statements reminded me of the times she’d talked
about letting go of control in her singing and releasing her breath freely. Reading this poem
allowed Emily to discuss these two personal insights: both what she wanted for her singing and
her life (wholeness and healing) and what might be a potential roadblock (letting go).
“I want to add on to that,” said Rebecca “‘a letting go, a journey in the coming home’
was my favorite line ‘cause I felt it a couple ways. I feel like ‘letting go’ could be seen as a
release. And also, exhaling can be seen as the easiest part [of singing] but sometimes, especially
when it comes to me, that is the hardest part - I overthink it. And sometimes exhalation, releasing
the body and my mind, is the hardest part. So, I completely get [that] it is a journey, but it feels
great when you do fully let go.” I thought of Becker and Goffi-Fynn’s (2017) words, “How we
speak and sing are not only vehicles for our self-expression, they are an embodiment of it” (p.
10). I wondered: does exhaling fully not only help Rebeca vocally but also feel like a release of
who she is, of her life, of “coming home” to integrating all the parts of her vocal identity?
Emily followed up, saying, “I wouldn’t mind if someone would explain the process of
how to connect the breath exhalation and letting go - that feeling - because I'm still stuck on it. I
make that process [exhaling] harder than it is, I think, like, ‘just let go,’ so…” After identifying
earlier that Emily was frustrated by not knowing how to “let go,” she now posed a direct
question to the group. She was advocating for herself and knowing that she wanted new
strategies of techniques with which she could experiment (CASEL).
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I asked, “Are you talking about an exhalation as ‘a letting go in life,’ or are you talking
about in singing, or both?”
Emily thought for a moment and then answered, “I guess in anything because an
exhalation feels very stuffy for me. So, like, it kind of...stops.”
“And I was talking about both, too,” Rebecca interjected.
After several moments of silence, I answered, “I think for me, an exhalation feels like a
sigh. So it feels like a release, like I'm releasing my breath; I'm releasing whatever it is that's
going on; I'm expunging all of the things that might be built up inside of me. But it's not a push.
It's a release. Like when I push it feels uncomfortable and difficult, right. When I'm letting go, it
just feels like, ‘Wow, that's great. Just get it out.’” For me, while exhaling freely and releasing
my breath does feel better vocally, it also feels like a release and a relief in my life. It feels as
though, after a sigh or a breath release, I’m not holding as tightly to the expectations of others
that I have often internalized as my own expectations.
Rebecca verbalized a version of my own experiences. She said, “I feel like this whole
idea of the exhalation actually ties in a lot to what I wanted to talk about, [the thing I want to
work on in the next few classes]. Breathing has been one of the hardest struggles in the past. I
think a lot about it: my exhaling - has it been enjoyable? I associate [the end of the phrase] with
suffocation ‘cause I usually run out of breath, so I haven't gotten to really experience the release
because I usually hold breath, which causes tension in my body.”
I posed to the group, “Does anyone experience a similar thing, like, a holding of breath,
almost as - I want to say, like a coping strategy of some sort? Not just emotional coping strategy,
but also like, ‘I am freaked out by whatever phrase is about to happen. And so I'm going to hold
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everything?’ I think it happens also in life and with emotions, but I don't know if that's
something that other people experience.”
Rebecca replied, “I definitely experience that, especially if there's like a longer phrase or
a song that is exaggerated or stretched out. I am just like ‘Oh my god - can't breathe.’ I
automatically think that.”
“Definitely,” Kat added. “Lindsey, as you were talking, I was like, ‘Oh, nope, I'm totally
in on that. I definitely do that.’ And I definitely don't have that thought of, ‘Oh, I can't breathe,’
but I think I try and conserve my resources. I'm like, ‘Oh, I don't, you know, I'm not sure about
how to get to the end of this phrase or get to this note or whatever. So I'm trying to put more air
inside without letting it out, which eventually you'll pass out if you do that long enough; like,
that's just simply not how breathing works.” Kat connected the feeling of breathing and release
while she was singing to both the poem and to other group comments. It echoed, a bit, her selfdoubt (“I’m not sure how I’ll get to the end of this phrase”). She continued, “And I was
thinking, as Emily was saying, the kind of exhalation being a stuffy feeling and - I'm totally
going to tell on myself for being such a West Coast Kid here - so my favorite place in the world
to be is standing on the cliffs looking out at the ocean. And I have never breathed better than
when I'm doing that because I have this complete release and ability to inhale, because I'm a part
of this thing that is very big. And I definitely don't achieve that [feeling] when I'm trying to. You
know, it's kind of more of an accident thing. It's a thing that I don't feel that way about exhalation
in other circumstances. And I realized I do feel what Rebecca was talking about with the holding
your breath kind of feeling.” As I understood it, the latter half of Kat’s comment spoke to who
she is as a person and who she’d like to be as a singer; standing on the cliffs looking out at the
ocean, she felt free, and her exhalations were a complete release and a full
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inhalation. Sometimes, when singing a difficult passage, Kat’s body would become tight and
held. Only after finishing a phrase would she exhale the remainder of her air. However, as her
guiding sentiments at the start of this study indicated, Kat was searching for freedom from
internal barriers and freedom of open heartedness in her singing (and in her life?).
Every class was filled with interchanges such as the one above. Our conversations and
insights were spurred on and enhanced by the conversation we had with one another, circling
both singing and life. Generally, they were in discussions surrounding the third thing for the
day, but sometimes we had them at other points in the class, as well. I was pleasantly surprised
by the depth of conversation we had and the sheer number of insights we gathered and pondered
throughout each class. I was humbled by the perspectives of the group and always ended feeling
more open-hearted, more full of wonder than when the class started. I will offer one additional
example of a discussion that re-assembled my own thinking around “being enough.” This
example, though interlaced with dialogue between participants and me, illustrates more
specifically how we engaged regularly with the third thing.
Conversations within our classes and surrounding the third things also helped me gain
clarity around my own path as a facilitator in this study, as seen in my reaction to teaching
technical exercises and discussing Rumi’s “Two Kinds of Intelligence” in section 6A. I learned
about my own journey as a teacher and a singer. I, too, felt solidarity and understanding with
these four women.
I wasn’t alone in valuing our exploration and third thing discussions. In our mid-point
reflection, Emily and Kat both pointed to our poetry discussions. Kat said, “The process of
consuming poetry in general is lovely but having the chance to discuss and hear other people’s
observations is an excellent way to dive into creativity and openness.” Emily reflected that
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exploring the poems was the time she felt most connected to herself, the material, and to the
class community. She wrote that exploring the third thing brought “expansion to my mind and
set the tone for the class” and Emily also noted that she felt most connected to the class
community during “the poem discussion. It feels like a collective discovery.” Similarly, in our
final interview, Olivia remarked that she “always loved discussing the poems. And I just felt that
was such a wonderful way for us all to really kind of start cracking open with each other and like
realizing that so many sentiments that humans share are shared by many. And I think [centering
and discussing the poem led] us into the rest of the class, made it so that we were also able to be
open and honest about our performances about commenting on others’ performances.” It seemed
I was witnessing what Parker Palmer (2004) talks about when discussing third things: we all
began “naming truths we have not named before” or were naming them in front of other people,
which “helped the speaker take [these truths] more seriously.” We were also hearing other
people give voice to a truth that might also be our own truth (p. 98). Our conversations yielded
deep personal and vocal insights for each of us.
I was discovering as the class progressed that our discussions surrounding third things
began to illustrate a move toward self-awareness and away from harsh self-talk and
judgment. Some of that, I hope, was due to the choices of poems I curated, helping nudge us
toward thoughts of breath, play, ways of knowing, and identity. But I think they exhibited a
force that went beyond my own choices. All I did was bring the poems to the group and
establish a routine for exploring the poems: we would read them aloud, each taking a portion as
the mood struck, and then discuss elements that felt meaningful to us. After we each spoke,
there was always an opportunity to comment on one another’s thoughts, to make connections to
our own thinking. Yet the discussions became their own force for discovery and understanding,
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allowing us to explore unknown ideas, break apart old rhizomes and form new ones. By our
twelfth class, when we explored the apropos poem “Self-Observation Without Judgement,” we
were talking about our inner critics and wondering how to approach our own judgment.
Self-Observation Without Judgment
By Dana Faulds
Release the harsh and pointed inner
voice. it's just a throwback to the past,
and holds no truth about this moment.
Let go of self-judgment, the old,
learned ways of beating yourself up
for each imagined inadequacy.
Allow the dialogue within the mind
to grow friendlier, and quiet. Shift
out of inner criticism and life
suddenly looks very different.
I can say this only because I make
the choice a hundred times a day to release the voice that refuses to
acknowledge the real me.
What's needed here isn't more prodding toward perfection, but
intimacy - seeing clearly, and
embracing what I see.
Love, not judgment, sows the
seeds of tranquility and change.
Here is how a piece of the conversation progressed. It led from the poem, through how
we talked about and assessed our singing, to, once again, approaching ourselves with kindness,
nuance, and balance. Rebecca began saying, “the second stanza really stood out to me like ‘let go
of self-judgment the old learned ways / of beating yourself up for each imagined inadequacy.’"
She laughed knowingly and then continued. “Yes. I feel like the whole paper [on which she had
taken notes several classes ago exploring how she saw herself and how others saw her] - my
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whole thing was just this whole inner criticism of myself. Best of all, it was like, I don't know
what people [really] think of me.”
Later, Olivia picked up the theme of an inner critic but related it to the word “intimacy”
in the poem. She said, “In the second to last stanza - I've been kind of circling on the word
‘intimacy’ and it kind of threw me off as I don't really understand why it's there when I'm
looking at it more, I think it's the intimacy the poem wants us to have - intimacy towards that
inner voice that speaks to the truth of who we are. But I think the line we tread is that it's, it can
be easy to fall into the trap of forming intimacy with the voice that is the voice of judgment or
the voice of harsh and pointed inner critic. And I think as humans we're creatures of repetition
and whatever voice gets the most say into our brain is the one that we are going to perceive the
rest of the world through. I guess what I'm trying to get to is in order to see clearly and embrace
what we see, we have to make a conscious choice over what voice we form an intimate
relationship with because I think that's the part that we have control over.”
Kat continued, “I also think there's something about the connotation of the word
intimacy, because I couldn't tell you a dictionary definition, but I don't think it just means ‘close.’
I think it also means ‘soft’ or ‘loving’ or like something along the lines of gentle. In addition,
because like Olivia was saying, you can have a very close relationship with your inner critic, but
I wouldn't call that an ‘intimate relationship,’ I would call that a ‘complicated relationship.’ Set
your Facebook notifications or status relationship that ‘it's complicated,’’’ she joked, “because
it's not loving. It's not like you know you're not treating [yourself] the way that you would treat
someone you intimately loved.” I thought about the inner voice that had spent so long telling
Kat she would never actually be a singer - the inner voice Carol Kirkpatrick (2018) “The Brat”
that might “take hold” of a singer and “ruin what started off so well.”
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“Yeah,” Olivia agreed and took the thought further, turning toward her voice, a
description I interpreted as both Olivia’s metaphorical voice of self and the voice of singing. “I
think ‘intimacy’ could be a willingness to give oneself. And so, if, in this case, it's the voice you're not prodding towards perfection, but rather a willingness to give yourself to that voice
that's trying to guide you along the path towards listening to yourself. The [path] that I think this
poem is guiding us to be on.”
Rebecca reflected, “That’s a good point. I'm sitting up here thinking about it. And
sometimes it's not always clear whether your internal critic and internal dialogue is good for you
[or not]. I guess if the internal dialogue is too much and pushing you into a completely different
direction or is something that's telling you something inside of you in good faith or a common
sense...Like, ‘do this, this makes sense’ versus ‘do this, no, it's completely not in the right way.’”
And then I had a moment of insight gleaned from the conversation we were
having. “Yeah, I think I understand what you're saying, Rebecca. I think we tend to continually
look to be better than we were before, you know, in terms of whatever ‘better’ is, which is an
elusive term anyway. We're always trying to make improvements, or be more artistic, or have
our voices be free, or learn the rhythms more precisely, or whatever the thing might be. And I
think sometimes we miss-perceive the harsh inner critic as that thing that's actually helping us to
make those changes, right, because that critic is screaming at us.” Did I use the word
“screaming” subconsciously, thinking of Emily’s use of the word to describe her high notes? “I
should speak for myself:” I continued, “that critical [voice] has often screamed at me. ‘You are
flat. You can't do that thing. You're a bad musician. You’re whatever.’ And I think what's
interesting about this poem is that it's ‘the harsh and pointed’ inner voice. It's not the inner voice
that's like, ‘You might be a little flat there. I wonder what you could do about that.’ Right, so it's
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not saying ignore the thing that's maybe telling you the truth. It's self-judgment. It's old habits be friendlier and be quiet. It's: you might be flat. That might just be accurate. And then how do
you address [your observation] in a way that is not so harsh.”
Rebecca responded simply. “You said it perfectly.”
I wasn’t intending perfection, nor did I set out at the start of this poem to have a
discussion about the nuances any of us had experienced in the difference between nonjudgmental noticing and addressing a point of concern as critique versus having a loud, selfbattering inner-critic in my head (Young, 2016). But our discussion led us through a web of
“intimacy” with one another. It led to thinking about what “intimacy” might mean in the context
of this poem and in the context of our own inner lives. It took us - it took me - purposefully
meandering down a path, that ultimately gave me a new perspective about intimacy, my inner
critic, self-judgment, and my singing. The act of this open discussion and engagement with
ourselves and poetry gave me a new connection: a new, rhizomatic connection.
Feedback
In the above passage, we were exploring how we talk to ourselves within our own
learning, a concept that was not an altogether surprising offshoot of non-judgmental
noticing. However, I was surprised by how influential feedback was to the participants’
experiences. The manner in which feedback was given and received affected how participants
felt about themselves and their singing. In this class, our feedback to one another was based on
noticing, rather than doling out advice, unless the singer explicitly wanted help on a particular
topic (Palmer, 2004). Olivia pointed out to me in our final group interview that my first remark
after every performance was something like “What did you notice?” or “What was that like for
you?” While it wasn’t conscious on my part, Olivia felt that asking how the performance was for
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the singer before offering my own opinion shifted the focus from “how do you think I did” to
“How did I think I did?” Even though Olivia still felt she needed positive feedback from the
group, the focus and importance of external voices began to shift.
Emily also talked about how a focus on non-judgmental noticing changed the
environment of the class. She said, “that approach [focusing on noticing and not judging] helped
me a lot because I’ve never ever done that approach before. I haven't had that kind of open-ended
instruction personally or from the people around me.” Because we were all focusing on noticing
ourselves, Emily felt like she was able to find an approach that worked best for her, not try to
implement an approach someone suggested in order to appease the suggestor. Similar to social
and emotional learning, Emily was implementing self-awareness and self-management (Lawlor,
2016). Emily continued to talk about the open-ended structure of feedback and how it extended
to the ways the group gave each other feedback. “I felt like every time someone gave an openended feedback or what they noticed, I felt like I was learning how to do that for myself in a
place where I feel very wounded and like I just don't know how to [notice without judgment].”
We practiced a different way of talking to ourselves and approaching our singing with and in
front of one another. It felt gentle to Emily in a part of her life where she felt wounded and
allowed her to reframe the way she talked to herself about her singing.
For Olivia, getting positive feedback from others helped her gain confidence and “believe
that I actually have a good voice, because it’s just so hard to really think that for yourself.” She
continued, “And I definitely think along the way, there were just some moments where like
compliments, just from others in the group or like just someone saying like I was on the right
track with something really meant so much” (Final Interview). As Olivia and I continued to talk,
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we realized that part of why positive feedback was so helpful for her was that the element of
validation from the community helped her to trust what she already knew about herself.
In our final group interview, I got a bit more information about the “positive” feedback
that each of the singers talked about as being important. I don’t think it was so much about being
positive in the sense of “Everything’s great! You’re amazing!” and not working through issues or
challenges that we were all having. After all, Olivia was one of the people to say she wanted
more direct feedback about things to work on. As the CASEL suggests, “open-ended” does not
mean “without discernment” (Young, 2016). But rather, I think the idea of “positive feedback”
referred to the purpose of the feedback. Let me elaborate. I think - anecdotally, at any rate - that
most educators, voice teachers, and coaches are trying to be helpful when we offer feedback.
However, what I learned from listening to the stories of participants throughout this class (in
conjunction with my own experience as a singer), is that the way we offer feedback feels like it is
(or perhaps actually is) coming from a place that is not about the singer as much as it is about the
teacher’s (coach’s/casting director’s/music director’s) perception of the singer and how the
teacher thinks the singer ought to sound. I’m sure (at least, I hope) the teachers in Rebecca’s past
who were telling her to “be less churchy” were hoping to help Rebecca access a lighter sound in
her upper range to facilitate her classical singing (despite the almost certain microaggression of
that statement). Even Emily’s parents - telling her to stop “screaming” when she sings high
notes - were attempting to be helpful. Yet, as we discovered throughout this class, even wellintentioned feedback can feel negative rather than constructive or positive. It is feedback that
feels designed to satisfy the ear of one particular teacher rather than promoting the singer’s
access to their voices in a way that is freeing and expansive.
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Kat clarified and continued this line of thinking in our final group interview when talking
about auditioning and learning how to audition. She said, “People will say a lot, you know, ‘Oh,
you just have to be yourself and just show what you're good at. But they will never, ever, ever
talk about how you do that and how [showing what you’re good at] doesn't just start with your
work, it starts with you as a person. Because if as a person, you are not sure what you have to
offer, how are you possibly going to offer it?” I’m reminded of Rebecca’s talking about how after all her degrees and training - she was just now getting to know her own voice. Kat
continued, “And so having a mindfulness approach that was always about ‘how did you feel
about that work’ or ‘how did that work affect you?’ [was helpful].” I heard echoes of Olivia’s
observation that the first question or remark posed to participants every time they sang was
“What did you notice?”.
Kat went on to talk about a feedback strategy we had discussed over the course of several
classes: open-honest questions. Parker (2004) describes this form of questioning as one with
open answers that you cannot know the ‘right’ answer to; they are questions that “[expand]
rather that [restrict] your arena of exploration, [questions that do] not push or even nudge you
toward a particular way of framing a situation” (p. 132). An open-honest question is one that is
not about satisfying the asker’s curiosity but rather is borne out of intuition and a desire to help
the responder find their own solution or conclusion. We first explored open questioning as a
way to give feedback in our eighth class. We practiced in breakout rooms as pairs. The singer
would sing and then talk about what they were attempting to work on or what they wanted
feedback about, and their partner would ask open questions to see if the singer could find her
own solutions.
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I admit this is a tricky kind of questioning for me in the context of being a teacher. If, for
example, I hear that a singer is letting the vowel shape collapse within a melismatic passage,
leading to a flat note, I will often ask a student something like, “What do you notice about your
vowel shape as the passage continues?” Sometimes they won’t know, and we’ll repeat the
passage; the mere act of focusing on the vowel shape might alleviate its collapse. If not, I am
very much hoping that the student will feel their vowel collapsing. It’s a pointed question
looking for a specific response. It is not an open question. Truthfully, I wasn’t sure open
questioning would work in the context of learning a skill like singing. We wrestled with the
concepts. Kat said, “it is that idea of, like, [asking open questions is] not about you. It is about
becoming a kind of sounding board for the other person's inner wisdom and their ideas. I think
everyone knows that feeling of like, ‘Oh, I didn't think about that. And then I said it out loud and
now everything has changed’” (Class 8), and Olivia wondered if there needed to be a balance
with this kind of questioning. Maybe we shouldn’t always try to implement open-questioning
techniques when giving feedback. Even Kat agreed that to be around this type of questioning all
the time would be “exhausting.” In the end, like with so many other concepts we addressed in
our time together, we felt that balance and circumstance were vital nuances to consider.
Community
The structure of our 12 classes (particularly exploring a third thing) and giving feedback
through non-judgmental noticing allowed participants to feel more deeply connected to one
another, which in turn fostered the vulnerability and risk-taking necessary for change. Trust in
our community evolved from how we related to one another as much as the words that were said.
I noticed these group dynamics strengthening in the depth of our conversations and the
willingness for each person to share details of her life and of her singing. Kat finished the class
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being able to perform the entire song “I’d Rather Be Me,” despite the challenging high notes, and
Rebecca told us more and more of her story of trauma and anxiety surrounding her singing as the
classes progressed.
The participants’ words in our final group interview echo my observations. When I
asked them how important the group was to their experience, this is how they each
responded. Rebecca said it was “very important. For me, someone that's always in their head, I
kind of need to see and visualize other singers and other artists working and that also helps me
see things from different points of views.” Olivia pointed to the differences she experienced in
this class versus others she had taken, primarily in how deeply people shared. She said, “I felt we
really went in so much more deeply into actually talking about what came up for every single
person and giving feedback for each person and just being there to support each other in a way
that was, again, so different from any [class] that I'd been a part of before.” Olivia attributed this
difference, in part, to there being “such an emphasis on ‘what's going on when [something vocal]
is happening,’ not just ‘what product are you producing?’ So, I think that created so much more
of a need and want for us all to be there for each other.” Kat responded to Olivia saying, “You
worded it so perfectly,” and agreed with her sentiment that focusing on the process while
working as opposed to “how-do-you-get-to-the-thing-that-is-finished made a huge difference.”
But it wasn’t simply the focus of process over product. It was how we related to one
another and the feedback we offered because the focus was off of the finished product. Kat
continued, “Nobody was saying, you know, ‘I see that you're doing this, but I think you need to
do this in order to get here.’ It was much more like ‘I see that you're doing this and have
feedback’ and that is just a very different way -- I've never been in a class like that before.” We
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weren’t, as Parker Palmer (2004) describes it, trying to fix or change anyone. We were there to
support each person in her own discoveries.
Emily felt similarly, discussing how different this class felt from masterclasses she’d
participated in where each person sings and the “master touches a few things to fix or work on
and then the next person goes.” In our class, we spent time on each person. Emily “felt like our
struggles were much more apparent, or came to the surface, and we were more vulnerable.” But
she didn’t feel she was struggling alone. In fact, she attributes the vulnerability to “a feeling of
camaraderie. I didn't feel so alone because [before this class] I always thought, ‘I'm the only one
with the struggle. I'm the only one who doesn't know how to get something.’ I just felt very
unwell.” She was echoing Rebecca’s earlier statement of needing other people to help her know
she’s not the only one struggling. I thought of the group’s collective struggle for free high notes
and the shift Emily experienced in her approach to her upper range and Kat’s relief to discover
she wasn’t the only person confused about belting. Olivia continued saying that even though we
were in a group, the focus was always on the individual. “The emphasis was always on like
bringing it back to us.” Olivia wondered if emphasizing personal growth (rather than a pressure
to demonstrate a product) for each participant allowed for her and others to feel less
pressure. She pondered, if they all would have not been “as vulnerable to even open up in the
ways that we did because we just wanted to figure out how to get it right, as opposed to share
how it's going.” The lack of pressure she felt contributed to Olivia’s being able to be more
vulnerable, and, perhaps, to make more fundamental changes in herself and her singing.
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6C: An Interlude and Drawings
In a class that turned out to be more far reaching than I could have imagined it would be,
I could point to a number of contributing factors. They all had varying impacts on each of us,
combined within and around us to create our own unique rhizomatic connections. It is beyond
the scope of this dissertation to describe adequately every moment, important interaction, and
combination of factors that might have led to a particular new map for a participant. (Saying that
Kat found the written daily mindfulness check-ins helpful; or Olivia liked the structure and
reflection of keeping a practice journal engendered; or when we attempted to shorten our initial
centering activity to five minutes, the group, immediately afterward, declared that was too short
and we went back to centering activities that lasted 8-10 minutes are only three tiny examples of
any number of factors). In this interlude, I will discuss a few elements that, while important
enough to address, did not contribute as succinctly to our growth and development as did
technique, feedback, and community. The contents of this interlude mingled and shifted
alongside, underneath, between the cracks or binding the gaps in our understanding of ourselves
and our singing. For ease of organization, I will talk about them as though they are separate
entities; but as we continue to know and learn, none of the personal and vocal shifts we
experienced happened in a vacuum - everything was connected in some way, even if that was
only that each of us experienced this class together. This interlude will include a look at our use
of silence, the use of laughter and play, working with a group of singers across genres, racial and
social constructs, and how the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic (and conducting this class via
Zoom) contributed to our experience.
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Silences
I was struck by the space and the silences within our conversations. I intended to stay
calm in my own demeanor and to incorporate appropriate wait time into all our conversations,
particularly as I’ve discovered through my classroom Zoom teaching and my own experiences of
online classes that it often takes even longer to answer questions and facilitate discussions. But
these stretches of silence were even longer than I anticipated. When I was listening back to
recordings, I often felt like I would never get to the next moment of important dialogue. And
although 10 or 20 seconds of silence in a classroom can seem like an eternity, moments without
sound in this class were often 30-45 seconds long.
But maybe these stretches of space and stillness were, in themselves, contributors to
important dialogue. Maybe the silence allowed us to feel safe, as Palmer (2004) suggests. I
think, perhaps, the space between thoughts and between speakers not only allowed us each to
process what was said in the groups and what was happening within our own bodies, hearts, and
minds, but also gave us the gift of time. Although, as Kat and Rebecca both mentioned in our
final group interview, our classes always felt too short (despite being two hours long), the spaces
between sound and conversation still allowed us to slow down. Both Olivia and Rebecca
mentioned feeling like we had unpressurized time to explore. We weren’t rushing to fix
something (someone, ourselves) but sitting with what was, what we thought, what we
noticed. All the way back in our first class, Olivia noted that she wanted to be “more mindful of
the ways that I'm restricting myself in terms of taking up space physically” (being big) “and I
think through the use of time itself, [...] just really work with being in silence with myself.” I
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wonder if the extra silence throughout our class allowed us to experience, “little births - small
awakenings to beauty, to vitality, to hope, to life” (Palmer, 2004, p. 161).
Laughter and Play
In his book detailing Circles of Trust, Palmer (2004) also places silence and laughter next
to each other as elements that both open us to vulnerability and allow us space for our inner
teacher to speak to and guide us. If silence helps us feel safe, then laugher, according to Palmer
(2004), “seeks truth and often reveals reality” (p. 153). In our first class, Emily was singing for
us, and her cat decided to walk directly in front of her camera, rubbed against her, interrupted her
focus, and caused her to sing through unexpected laughter. The moment allowed her to find joy
and spontaneity, rather than being worried about getting it right and singing well. At the
conclusion of the class, Emily reflected, “There's so much lightness and joy that could be
involved [in singing and mindfulness].”
Additionally, the conversation surrounding the poem “Joy” by Linda Engwall in our third
class had everyone yearning for child-like playfulness and inhibition. We decided our fifth class
would be one of play and exploration. It was filled with exercises of purposeful exaggeration
and mockery, singing like animals such as bears and a T-Rex, and creating fictitious scenes with
one another using the phrases of our own songs. This class, more than any other individual
evening, stuck with participants as meaningful and helpful. Kat reflected, “That just made me
laugh so hard. It brought to light something for me when I was like, ‘Oh, I have a hard time
letting go of the seriousness of it’ or letting go of the, like, ‘Oh, I have to do this right’ because
letting go of ‘I have to do this right’ means ‘I’m doing it wrong.’ It means ‘I'm doing it bad.’
And through that kind of exercise where we're just screwing around the whole time, I was like,
‘Oh, this is fun and we can have fun and this is a good thing for me.’ And doing this with other
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people: it was very eye opening in a way that I didn't expect it to be” (Final Interview). Not only
did these exercises give Kat permission to let go of a fear of “doing it wrong” but also she found
she was just trying to do something that made her laugh - in community with the other people in
the class.
Similarly, after our play-centered class, Olivia said, “I definitely need to just be doing
stuff like that more often. I think having the label of an exercise where you have to exaggerate is
definitely helpful because I don't know, I feel like sometimes when you're in class you want to
do what's right. So that [exercise] gives the permission to be like, ‘Okay then. I will go out of my
comfort zone.’” She also wrote in her mid-point reflection, “The childlike/play exercises were
extremely helpful for me - encouraging me to always find that new angle/direction/curiosity to
what I’m working on. And to not be afraid to just play and release the self-consciousness that I
often so firmly feel when performing.”
You may also recall this class was incredibly helpful for Emily, as she found a new space
and freedom in her high notes that she’d not found before and illuminated an aspect of her
performing and her relationship with her mother. She’d allowed herself to be expressive as a
bratty child. When we talked about how she felt about her performance, she said she felt happy.
“I felt like I have permission to just like be bratty so it kind of felt really nice like I needed to like
go through that.”
Participants found that taking themselves less seriously, allowing themselves an
opportunity to play and not need to “get it right,” gave them space - much as the silence did - to
find new realms of discovery. Both dramatic interpretations and vocal technique shifted during
the exercises. Emily said she felt Kat’s technique “went to a new level.” Olivia remarked that
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Emily’s performance was warm, strong, and interesting. And Olivia continued to work on taking
up even more space with her body and her voice.
Genres and open-ended repertoire
Rebecca was the first to mention that she appreciated having multiple styles and genres of
singing within the same class. In hindsight, it makes sense that she was the one to notice this
element, as she spent much of her life loving singing various musical styles and often felt
misunderstood in one or the other. I didn’t notice that it was an oddity - or significant in any
way - to combine different genres in the same class. There wasn’t one section of class for the
musical theatre singers and one for the classical singers. I also like to sing a lot of genres, so I
didn’t think anything of putting them together. Instead, I thought about wanting to work with
people who perform all styles of singing. Rebecca said, “Sometimes when you're in programs or
you're in classes, you're in these classes where people [sing similar genres and styles]; you rarely
get to cross-reference a lot. When everyone does the same thing you're like in a bubble, you
know, and you don't really get to talk. Sometimes it can be really refreshing to hear people from
different training backgrounds, different thought processes, instead of being in a bubble.” Emily
also had mentioned earlier that she thought it was important to get information and input from
people who sang different styles of music. Similarly, Kat felt working with singers in varying
genres and perspectives enhanced her experience. Although our class was composed of two
singers usually working in musical theatre and two in classical singing, Kat felt that this class
was more about finding out what each person was working on and “how can we [as a group] be
present for you to work on that?” (Final Group Interview) than it was genre specific.
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Race, Gender, and Social Identities
It was beyond the scope of this study to identify and explore exactly how each of us
might have understood our own multifaceted and changing identities throughout this class. But
also, it would be remiss not to mention them. So much of our personal identities is wrapped up
in our singing identities, and vice-versa (Becker & Goffi-Fynn, 2018; Chapman, 2006; Smith,
2007). We came from different experiencess; how we experience the world has been uniquely
shaped by a complex interplay of who we are and how that relates to the world in any given
moment. Despite our varying backgrounds and races, this study’s participants were all cisgender
women; I wonder how gender affected the numerous instances we talked about our figurative
and literal voices. Each participant discussed the size of their voices and related size to being
strong or weak as a person. For instance, Kat wanted to make sure her voice “stayed strong” and
wondered why having a softer voice might be construed as weak and why she wasn’t “allowed”
to sing songs originally intended for men. Egregiously, Rebecca was told to change her voice so
it would be more authoritative; it was her job to make sure her voice had enough steel to ensure
men would listen to her. I wonder how gender related to Emily’s need to be perfect and Olivia’s
methodical preparation of her songs and struggle with taking up too much physical and
metaphorical space in her performances.
Additionally, I have questions about being “loud” and “being big.” Kat equated being
too loud and strong as positive and worried about being too soft and therefore being perceived as
weak. She also mentioned getting “into trouble over the years for being too masculine or being
too strong, or being too...bitchy, you name it, whatever the term for, you know, women who
aren't cute and feminine tends to be.” Olivia sought to take up more physical space in her
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singing, giving herself permission to be big emotionally and musically; she wanted to
incorporate the often-messy spontaneity or self-expression (musically and of her opinions and
ideas). However, she also mentioned, almost in passing in her Class 6 Check-in, that she was
sometimes distracted during breathing medications because she could feel her waistband as she
breathed; it made her conscious of her stomach (and presumably its size). Emily wondered about
balancing her large physicality and emotions with needing to be in control of her sound. And
Rebecca sought to reconcile her own, high and bright voice with the one others thought she
“should” have based on her physical size. She sought to love her voice even when others told
her she needed to learn to make her voice bigger and stronger just so others would listen when
she said “no.” Martin (1998) discusses how women have been socialized to take up less space
than men. Similarly (thinking particularly about Olivia), Martin (1998) writes, “Generally,
women’s bodies are confined, their movements small” (p. 494). It seems there is a connection to
societal and gender expectations of what women ought to sound like mixed with how we are
perceived physically (body and race included) in our lives, which naturally is played out on the
stage and in our art. And of course, what do our singing voices like to do? What do we like to do
with our voices? What music moves us? How can we express ourselves honestly and freely with
all these piled-on expectations? And how interesting that we explored being too big or too loud
or too anything in a contemplative space, which might typically be thought of as quieter and still.
How I relate to all these perspectives in my attempts to be an ingenue in my early career because
it fit my voice type (and my blonde hair and blue eyes)! But being an ingenue never really
landed me work (or felt comfortable) because I was a “strong” energy on stage, better suited for
mothers and funny best friends. Oh, and my weight was always someplace between the two (I
was told to think about either losing weight or gaining it, so the market would know how to see
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me, so I would be less confusing); I, like Olivia, always knew exactly where my stomach was
and how much it was expanding. None of the above considerations ever asked me how I felt
about my own voice or my own performances or what characters I wanted to portray.
Similarly, though perhaps more opaquely, race and ethnicity affected many participants.
The topic of race sat in the room almost silently, and we never discussed it openly. As a
facilitator and a researcher, I struggled with how I might address what often seemed like the
elephant in the room. I am a white woman - certainly a place of privilege in society’s codified
system. Perhaps I should have talked about how race might affect each of us - our voices, our
bodies, our expectations. Instead, I asked participants to reflect on how they saw themselves and
how they thought others perceived them in an exercise during our eleventh and twelfth classes. I
hoped this might be a way to begin to talk about race together, but again, no participant
mentioned race directly. I heard an unspoken racial component in Rebecca’s revelations about
her growing up singing gospel music in church and having some of her teachers tell her to “sing
less churchy.” I wonder if Rebecca was also using “less urban” as code for “less black.” I can’t
know for sure, because Rebecca never talked with me specifically about how racial stereotypes
or white supremacy in classical singing might have affected her. There are any number of
reasons why she might not have talked about race. She was the only African American or Black
participant, for instance. She might not have wanted to talk (yet again?) about race when she
wanted to focus more on her own journey; maybe it seemed like an uphill battle to address racial
disparities. Maybe she was exhausted by the ever-present force of white supremacy. It would be
arrogant and disingenuous for me to speak for or assign certain meaning to the fact that Rebecca
did not mention race as it related to her singing or herself. Nevertheless, it might be interesting
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to think about how race, gender, and other societal factors contribute to our metaphorical and
physical voices (AAUW, 2020).
A Pandemic Singing Class
Because this study was entirely on Zoom, the computer and the technology we used
became almost a sixth participant in the room. In the initial classes, we were fumbling through
trying to use a combination of Cleanfeed for the singing portions of the class and Zoom for
discussions. We struggled to get everyone connected. Who needed wired headphones? Who
didn’t need any headphones at all? How do we listen and hear one another through microphones
that are too hot for big voices or original sound that isn’t turned on? We got better at it, of
course, and settled into a rhythm. We ditched Cleanfeed, as it didn’t seem to make enough of a
difference for our purposes to warrant the hassle. I gained more acceptance in knowing I’d never
completely hear and analyze as well as I could in person. I got very used to the phrase, “I’m not
sure because we’re on Zoom, but I wonder if…” And we addressed performance anxiety that
seemed specific to singing in a camera (and feeling restricted because of the camera and how to
turn away from the camera).
In our fourth class, we talked at length about performing for the camera, wondering
whether this was a skill we were going to have to put into our repertoire of “things to learn,” like
auditioning, film acting techniques, diction, belting, or doing a 16-bar cut of a song. Kat
wondered if we should be looking at the camera and how that differed from standard auditioning
practice of looking just over the heads of the panelists. She said, “There are so many audition
rules. But, I guess if you're trying to, you know, connect with someone, especially if it's through
Zoom, maybe you have to look at the camera.” Olivia also stated that her self-consciousness was
much worse through Zoom. With a tendency to “want to watch what other people are doing
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while and performing” she got distracted and wanted to sneak a quick peek to see if people in our
class were “smiling? Are they paying attention? Do they look invested? Do they care what I'm
saying? And that was kind of running through my head the entire time. And I don't feel like I'm
always like that, per se, but on this medium because you're all there. That was really throwing
me off.” On Zoom, we all are on small squares in one another's faces while singing or
speaking. It’s much different than what we’ve been trained to do while singing in a room for
class or an audition: focus on a spot above people’s heads…. people who are usually at least six
feet away from you.
Following Rebecca’s comments, “I hate to sing on Zoom. I turn everything off, so it is
actually [only] the view of myself. [But] that freaked me out when I had to look at myself and
sing. It was the weirdest thing. So, I had to turn that off.” Olivia tried a few strategies to help
decrease her self-consciousness - focusing away from the camera, changing the view on her
screen to minimize people. And while the self-consciousness didn’t entirely disappear, it was
helpful.
In light of this discussion, I was surprised to hear in our final group interview that despite feeling Zoom had varied effects on the class - most participants found a lot to love about
having our class on Zoom. In fact, many expressed that being on Zoom lightened some of the
pressure they might feel in other singing classes. Rebecca points to not having an accompanist
or the traditional “trapping” of auditions, such as slating her name and song. She thought the
computer format was less formal and more intimate. Emily agreed. In an in-person class she
would have dressed up and been more “proper,” but being at home, she could “just be in my
sweater and relax. It made the experience much more peaceful.” She says that usually, no
matter how much she enjoys an experience or class she has “a lot of anxiety because I'm such a
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perfectionist. I would like, plan for that day and then and I think it would have been really
stressful but the fact that it's on Zoom and the fact that it's during a pandemic, I didn't feel
pressured to come to this class every week.” Emily did come to every single class. Kat also
talked about how different this experience was from going to a physical class, “almost like [a]
little pocket dimension where you go spend two hours doing whatever you're doing, and then
you're done, and you're still in your house, and you're still in your space, and you just kind of,
you're like,” she sighed contentedly, “Ah.”
Despite her earlier struggles with finding a focal point while singing in our fourth class,
in our final group interview, Olivia expressed that working on Zoom might have ultimately
decreased her self-consciousness. She was still thinking about how people were looking at her,
but “you're only seeing the square of me like you don't even know how tall I am. It's just weird:
you only know the square!” And it’s true; reading body language and energy and sometimes
even facial expressions is more difficult through a screen. Olivia continued, “We're maybe even
looking at each other more than we would in-person, but the rest of the body is kind of not even
a part of this class. We don't know what it's like to experience each other's physical presence.”
Even with the lack of physical presence, participants wondered if the online format of the
class actually enhanced the intimacy they found with one another. Rebecca mentioned they were
all “able to see a side of a person you wouldn't see in person," maybe because people are actually
in their own homes. Kat spoke, again, about the wonderful connection with this group of people,
particularly during the pandemic. She shared that she wasn’t doing very much during the
pandemic and “I so deeply missed this kind of interaction and this ability to talk with people
about shared artistic interest. And so, every week, I was like, ‘Yeah, I get to go do that for two
hours. I get to go hang out with these people for two hours.”
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When I directly asked participants in our final group interview how they thought the
Zoom setting of our class affected their experiences, answers were, naturally, varied. Singing
over Zoom garnered mixed emotions. Emily felt both encumbered and freed by the
technology. She worried about the technology constantly, thinking thoughts such as “Am I
blowing out my mic? I have to change my mic level. Can they hear my accompaniment
then?” But Emily wondered if the concern about adapting to the technology shifted her vocal
technique. She said, “Because I was more conscious about my microphone, I didn't push the
sound as I usually would. And I think maybe that actually helped my technique. Because I'm so
used to just singing full out. But to have that kind of balance it - just being more mindful of that.
So on a technical side, I feel like this was a very interesting experiment.”
Kat replied she had a "similar but opposite experience." She felt freedom because it was
easier to ignore the fact that other people were there watching her more easily over a computer.
“When I'm physically in a class with people,” she began, “even if you're not looking at [the
people in the room], they're still there. But here you guys aren't in the space you're here. So if I
just don't look at my computer, you're not there anymore.” This freedom allowed Kat to feel like
she “didn’t care if you couldn't really hear me;” it allowed her to “think about what I was doing,
as opposed to thinking about the people watching me and how they felt about what I was doing.”
This was an interesting revelation to me; I thought Kat was one of the participants who was very
aware of our being there and watching her. She often breathed a deep sigh or shook out her body
before beginning to sing, which I had interpreted as bravery - shaking off the nerves before
diving into the task. Similarly, I wondered about “I’d Rather Be Me” and how she didn’t sing
the final notes for us until the last class. I had thought her reluctance was because of being selfconscious. But then I remembered how I used to be worried to practice in a room alone for fear
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of being “bad” or “wrong” and maybe Kat’s fear and hesitation would have existed
regardless. Nevertheless, Kat spoke of the freedom she felt and how much she really liked
feeling as though “the computer’s there, and I'm here and I'm alone, and it's great.”
"I hated that.” Emily replied. “Sorry, I just want to say I'm so used to my process of
looking at the audience and looking behind them with my eyes. You know and,” she laughs,
“‘Oh! You guys are my screen; I don't know where to look.’”
My experiences in zoom were similarly varied. I hated not being able to hear participants
working through technical vocal exercises, but I wonder if the privacy everyone had to work
(muted) allowed them to feel greater ownership and independence in their singing. Similarly, I
wonder if not being able to hear everyone as accurately as I would have in person helped shift
our focus even further away from a resulting sound and onto the process of singing. But I
disliked not being able to hear people’s singing more clearly, to experience everyone’s physical
presence, to simply be together. But it was nice, as Kat expressed, to have two hours together
and not have to bookend the time with a commute. During the tumultuous fall, I began several
classes coming from crying or feeling incredibly overextended and frustrated. Because we were
on zoom, I was able to decompress in the moments before logging on without taking a subway or
driving through frantic traffic. Instead, I could take a breath and be where I was. Just like the
group, Zoom or not, I looked forward to each class and felt filled and restored at their
completion.
New Rhizomes
Below, I’ve included pictorial representations of how these different rhizomes might look
for each of us. These figures are interpretations of how I have seen the data unfold for each
participant. They are incomplete, in that I know there are an infinite number of details that
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contribute to our becoming and that, likely, these rhizomes have already shifted again in the
months since our class ended. Likewise, they are simplified for ease of visually understanding
large-concept connections and lines of flight for each participant. As you can see from the
previous pages, there are additional moments, small and large, that impact each participant’s
growth, such as a moment of addressing tongue tension and how that related to Emily’s
understanding of her vocal timbre. Instead of attempting to include every connection, I have
used large ideas and concepts that participants returned to frequently.
Figure 4
Visual Representation of Emily’s Concluding Rhizomatic Connections
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Figure 5
Visual Representation of Rebecca’s Concluding Rhizomatic Connections
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Figure 6
Visual Representation of Kat’s Concluding Rhizomatic Connections
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Figure 7
Visual Representation of Olivia’s Concluding Rhizomatic Connections
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION – RHIZOMATIC CONNECTIONS, FROM THE MIDDLE
In what ways might Mindfulness Awareness Practices (MAPS) and contemplative teaching and
learning practices have affected participants’ experiences of their own vocal and personal
growth?
Throughout the preceding chapters and pages, you have seen the many ways the
participants and I - all our own blades of seagrass - changed and grew. We each found new
Deleuzian maps and different rhizomatic connections. The environment of the COVID-19
pandemic and a Zoom singing class mingled with ideas about mindfulness, our vocal techniques,
culture, and approaches to self-talk. Within each of us, rhizomes broke apart and reformed in
unexpected ways. Perhaps you have also uncovered something different in yourself, something
new and ineffable about the way in which you approach your own singing or teaching, “to
explore the potential of human transformation in our engagement with one another and the world
at large” (Anderson & Braud, 2011, p. 2).
And now, widening the lens from thinking about how my rhizomes have shifted
personally, I wonder what has changed for me as a teacher? What might I take into my thinking
about how I approach teaching voice? Do I still wonder about a paradigm shift? What might that
look like now? I designed this study around a methodology of integral inquiry - relying heavily
on action and narrative research - with the aim of advancing knowledge of teaching and singing
by incorporating mindfulness awareness practices and contemplative education. I hoped to
promote personal growth for the participants and myself. As an offshoot of transpersonal
psychology, integral inquiry also aspires to invite everyone involved in the project “to engage in
the possibility of transformation” (Anderson & Braud, 2011, p. 1) - participants, researcher, and
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readers. We waded through complexities of teaching wholistically, knowing (and re-learning)
that we cannot separate our singing and our voices from our beings, our experiences and culture,
our thoughts, our emotions. We showed up every week and did our best to bear witness: to pay
attention and give credence to our individual and collective histories, unfoldings, processes, and
results of honestly engaging with ourselves and one another. We did this using “many
complementary forms of knowing, being, and doing” (Anderson & Braud, 2011, p. 72), such as
discussion, third things, self-reflection, trying new vocal techniques, noticing without judgment
(as best as possible). What you have read is, in many respects, a representation of what shifted
and changed for me. Through the individual stories I’ve attempted to pen with humility and
respect, you are actually witnessing how this community of people affected me and my
understanding of what it means to teach voice using strategies derived from MAPS and
contemplative education. You see, I hope, how intertwined we all were - and are.
In this final chapter, I would like to share two large ideas taking shape from different
rhizomatic connections; perhaps, they are forming a new map for my teaching and learning the
incredibly personal art and science of singing. These two ideas - a shift in the way we view
teaching vocal technique, and the exigency of community learning for singers - led to a greater
sense of self-awareness, self-efficacy, and growth mentality in the participants. They encompass
all of what I experienced throughout this study. They include non-judgmental noticing, self-talk,
bearing witness, silence, technology, my own isolation and frustration during the pandemic, the
fear I felt surrounding our 2020 elections. All of it is part of my own semi-saltwater
environment. Like the previous chapters, I can separate ideas for ease of organization and
reading. But, in reality, everything is connected and touches everything else in a mobius-strip of
thoughts, emotions, and experiences. I have been rigorous in my examinations and portrayals of
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each person and of the class as a whole, and I think they are as accurate as they can be, filtered as
they are through my own shifts, changes, and perspectives. I urge you to read ahead and wonder
how reading these pages might engender different rhizomatic connections or lines of flight in
your own mobius strip of experience. Where have new ideas connected? Where are your own
lines of flight? Do you have the etchings of yet-uncharted maps beginning to form?
Vocal Technique
Despite my hesitation to exclude a deliberate incorporation of technique throughout this
study, I now believe the changes we all experienced would not have been possible without
it. There tends to be a separation in our brains - conscious or not - of learning vocal technique
and performing a song or a role. Doscher (1994) reminds us, "Mathilde Marchesi understood the
primary importance of mastery of the craft of singing: ‘Every art consists of a technicalmechanical part and an aesthetical part. A singer who cannot overcome the difficulties of the first
part can never attain perfection in the second, not even a genius.’" (p. 213). Likewise, Richard
Miller (1996) writes, "A singer must operate in two worlds, occasionally separately, mostly
simultaneously… It matters not whether the singer is a novice or an established artist, technique
and expression must be the supporting pillars of vocal art. These two levels of activity must go
forward simultaneously and with equal intensity throughout the singing career" (p. 197).
And while we remember adages of “technique only serves to help you communicate musically
and dramatically” or easily recall how often a voice teacher talks to us about how to apply
technique to our repertoire, it’s no wonder our thinking is still divided. There are the vocal skills
you can execute and then there is the dramatic interpretation you bring to the stage. Our voice
lessons are traditionally divided this way, as well: in the first half we work on technique and in
the second half we work on repertoire. I wanted to approach this study through the door of
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repertoire. While there were moments we worked on interpretation and dramatic intention,
participants encountered the greatest growth in how they approached the challenges they felt and
saw in their own technique. Participants discovered more deliberate practice sessions and found
tools they could use to strategize working through their struggles while practicing. Kat,
Rebecca, and Emily discovered they were singers who could grow in their vocal skills.
And while participants experienced decipherable and measurable change in their abilities
(Kat’s high notes were easier, Emily was releasing her breath and her tongue tension more
consistently, Rebecca was using the second invention to work on allowing her high notes to have
a lighter sound with greater use of her CT muscles), I don’t know whether the use of these
particular inventions caused these shifts. It is clear, however, that kinder self-talk and noticing
without judgment did contribute. Participants pointed to being more positive with themselves
and focusing on the process of singing: distilling their thinking to one thing, one moment at a
time, was incredibly helpful. Rather than focusing on “getting the high note,” participants shifted
their focus to the process they were using. This was a bit experimental on my part. Using
Smith’s (2007) inventions was something I’d been doing for years in both my teaching and my
singing. While designed to approach teaching singing and singers wholistically, one of the
reasons I decided to use these inventions for this study was because of their design to isolate, as
best as possible, mechanical procedures happening when we sing. But I still had to adapt them
for more MAPS-based learning.
I decided to use Smith’s inventions (Smith, 2007) as a starting point for introducing
vocalises due to their philosophical correlation to mindfulness, my familiarity with them, and
their alignment with my pedagogical knowledge. While any number of vocalises may address a
particular technical snag that a singer might be having, I was looking for a process I could
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incorporate in this group, on Zoom, in a contemplative setting. In the end, what became most
important was using a tool - not necessarily this tool - for addressing vocal technique that would
support the contemplative and mindfulness processes embedded in this study and class.
Using these inventions in a class focused on MAPS and contemplative education changed
my approach to teaching technique as a whole. I emphasized process: “what are you trying to do
during this invention” more than listening for the sound I was hearing. In fact, I couldn’t
emphasize the sound because I usually couldn’t hear participants while they worked on the
inventions. I had to think about how to apply technique in a way that would allow participants to
be their own teachers. Having a “mantra” of process (e.g., “speak freely”) shifted the locus of
attention from a biomechanical process (“lift your soft palate, move your tongue here while you
execute that note, always do x, y, and z on an F5”) toward one of process seems to be a variation
on motor learning studies such as those conducted by Yui, Verdolini & Chow (2005). While
reflecting on the effects of mindfulness and working with process, I began to look more deeply at
how, exactly, motor learning might have been playing out within this class.
I don’t think any of us would have seen the participants’ growth and change in their own
processes without deliberately addressing vocal technique into this study. When participants
reported a shift in being kinder to themselves or noticing rather than judging and how helpful
that felt to them, they weren’t referring to their dramatic interpretations of songs. Instead, Kat
talked about the ease of singing the ending notes of “I’d Rather Be Me;” Rebecca discovered
another option of how to approach her high notes (“I can float!”), and Emily realized she could
take the pressure off her high notes and learn to release extra tension that was contributing to
sounding like she was “screaming.” Learning vocal technique often is nothing but product
driven. We are concerned about a resulting sound, sensation, ability to execute a phrase with
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adequate breath or vocal flexibility. Through this study, we wondered together if it could be
possible to approach technique - and if we could see results in how we sing and how we feel
about our singing - by focusing on the process of learning technique.
And it turns out, at least for those of us involved in this class, you can, and it might even
feel more expansive and, just, better. For instance, Rebecca felt she became more skilled at
singing through her registers and using a different balance of TA and CT muscles through the
2nd invention (Doscher, 1994; Smith, 2007), allowing her to access her high notes with more
ease. Though “singing higher easily” is not the goal of this invention, it can be a happy byproduct. Rebecca experienced a physical shift in the way she could access her higher
notes. “That’s been interesting,” she recounted in our final interview. “I really thought I was the
worst soprano on earth.” What interested me as much as her technical discovery (she does,
indeed, have high notes), was that she “thought [having lighter high notes was] something I
couldn’t do. Like, I’m never going to have -- like how do I float? I don’t have a floaty voice.”
After working with this invention in this class, she said, “Oh, I can float.” It wasn’t that Rebecca
had to disregard her ability to sing in different styles, such as those she grew up singing, but that
now she knew there were different ways of approaching her singing. As early as October 21
referenced the validity of many approaches in her practice journal when she wrote, “I enjoyed
the discussion on breath and belting. There’s no one answer and that can be a good thing.
Although sometimes I get scared at that notion because I have become dependent on [definites].
‘There are many ways to get to Florida.’”
Similarly, in our final interview, Emily expressed that her process as it relates to vocal
technique had changed completely. Rather than looking for a “perfect” technique or teacher or
answer, “it’s not about trying to get the answers but it's the exploration and an unraveling,” a
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"giving up control of having a set [of exercises] decided or expectation. [...] Through this class,
for singing technique I can see that there's not really a right answer, per se, but [an ability] to
explore what works for you. I learned to explore what works for me.” However, this exploration
wasn’t all roses and joy. Emily said, “I think [this way of thinking] gave me more freedom, but
freedom kind of scared me. I like being told what to do. Yeah, it's like It's free, but at the same
time a little intimidating.”
Having a growth mentality with the possibility of many approaches to any one issue
resonated with how Olivia’s thinking about mindfulness itself changed over the course of the
class. At the start, she thought of mindfulness as a fixed destination: we become
“mindful.” However, through the course of our twelve weeks she came to “realize [it’s not
about] the end result of mindfulness, which now I'm like, “How did you even think that that
could be like a final product or only a final product?” (Final Group Interview). Every participant
expressed an enhanced growth mentality for their singing, as well - their techniques and who
they are as singers. Rebecca said that while she used to feel like she was a singer who “simply
couldn’t do things,” she now believed she was capable. “It makes you realize,” she said. “This is
not a final product. You don’t have an end. There’s no end to your growth” (Final Group
Interview). As Maxine Greene (1998) and Deleuze and Guattari (1987) might have pointed out,
we are always in the middle of our becoming.
As singers, our technique is embedded and entangled with processes we cannot see or
directly control as well as with our experiences, our emotions, and our thoughts. Without
addressing technique directly and looking at how mindfulness, self-talk, process, and nonjudgmental noticing can be applied to how we work on technique and not only our presentations
or the performance anxiety we might experience, I don’t think singers would have experienced
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the changes they did in their self-awareness. Instead of approaching performance anxiety as a
symptom to manage through mindfulness, we were attempting - and succeeded, at least for the
duration of this class - to alter the way we approach ourselves and our singing.
Community
Regardless of how powerful using technique as a mindfulness awareness practice was for
these participants, I also don’t think we could have done it in my originally conceived scenario
of individual voice lessons. In fact, I am convinced that our community was instrumental in
fostering growth and change in each of us. In giving feedback in a non-judgmental manner, each
participant was able to practice giving and receiving feedback full of curiosity and kindness,
allowing us to come to solutions that resonated with us as individuals and our own experiences.
This noticing might have been what helped Emily begin to think about the chiaroscuro balance
of her voice. In our initial interview, Emily felt like teachers had been instructing her to remove
the color and darkness to her voice and be more of a soubrette with a light, small sound. When
she sang “Ah, non credea” for us, it did, to my ear, sound like there was some additional tension
and over-darkening. We explored for a while and discovered she was using the base of her
tongue to manufacture the darker and heavier color. To me it sounded like her voice naturally
had more color than a traditional soubrette, but it wasn’t about me or what sound I wanted to
hear (although I admit it was difficult, as a teacher with a particular idea in mind, NOT to tell her
how much more I liked the brighter sound that had less tension). Emily was likewise torn. She
felt as though the darker sound was the one she liked more. She didn’t want her sound to be only
light and bright (I didn’t think it was, but again, my opinion wasn’t the point). I wondered: what
happens when we begin to discover that a manufactured sound is the one we grow to like in
ourselves and we start to untangle the tension that created that sound?
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In our final interview, Emily still wasn’t sure. But I asked her if she felt any closer to her
ideal singing self and was struck by the honesty of her answer and by how much she relied on
the community to come to this very personal realization. First, she said, “That's a confusing
question for me because I have like two ideas of what I think I like in singing. So when I sing a
song - when I sang the Bellini "Ah, non credea," - it sounds different because it's technically
darker.” However, Emily doesn’t only recognize the sound as darker or think it’s more
authentically her sound, as she did in our first interview. Instead, she said, “And, yes, I felt a
little tension, but at the same time that was something I love. Like, screw the listener. I just love
that intimate, warm feeling.” As a teacher, I wondered: what would I do now? Say, “sure you
love it, but it’s wrong. It’s causing extra tension, it’s part of why you sometimes have trouble
executing your high notes in the way you want to.” I could have. But in the spirit of this class of
mindfulness and attempting to let personal truths unfold for individuals without trying to “fix it,”
I didn’t do that. I just listened to Emily recount her experience from class. And wondered if I
was doing more harm than good.
Emily continued. “I think maybe [I could] adjust the technique a little bit. I don't like that
discomfort [in her throat with the darker sound]. The other way was just in this recent last class, I
didn't really like the sound of my singing, per se,” which had less tongue tension and was a
brighter sound. Emily continued, “But I just felt like... Rebecca, said I seemed centered and
grounded and after she said [that], I'm like, ‘Yeah, I actually felt really grounded and centered. I
don't think I've ever in my life felt grounded and centered. But that doesn't just apply to singing. I
don't feel grounded - I don't think I've ever felt grounded in life in general.” It took a comment
from another participant to help Emily reflect on her singing in a new way. Although she wasn’t
sure she liked the lighter sound, despite its having less tension, she could recognize that she felt
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grounded and centered. “This was the first time [singing] when I felt like, “Oh, I have this. I'm
here on earth. I'm grounded. I'm okay."
Despite this being the first time in Emily’s singing life when she noticed feeling centered
and grounded, she might not have recognized the feeling if Rebecca hadn’t mentioned it to her.
In our final interview, Emily was still mulling over the incident and not quite convinced,
technically. She said that when people tell her they think her sound is free and sounds good, she
feels like something is missing. Together we mused on this. I asked a few questions about
whether or not she was noticing any tension or recording and listening back to her
singing. Fairly quickly, Emily said that while she didn’t have answers, “I do have a theory,
though.” She wondered if she was maybe letting go of over-using TA muscles and therefore her
sound is waiting for more of the support [breath] to take over. Maybe she had gotten used to the
feeling of extra weight in her sound and grew to like both the feeling and the darker sound.
Emily then revealed that in releasing extra muscular tension, “I feel a bit naked.” Despite feeling
so vulnerable, Emily says that when she over-used her TA muscles in her higher register, she
was starting to think “that the pressure [of too much weight] is not something that is ideal for
me." Maybe we do feel mostly "naked" in these moments. And yet there is a contradiction here
too: singing without this extra weight in our last class felt grounded and free in a way Emily was
not used to feeling in life or singing. Do we gain this "groundedness" through allowing
vulnerability and "nakedness?”
Just a few days later, in our final group interview, Emily expanded her thoughts,
emphasizing the importance of our community and how we gave feedback to one another in
changing her vocal technique. She said, “Well, I feel like I had a wakeup call. But I received the
wake up call in a very gentle way from the feedback of the class and you [Lindsey], which
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makes all the difference between receiving that same feedback in a negative, aggressive way. I
don't think [this class had] the aim - or like, you weren't trying to tell me "this was wrong" or
something like that.” In Palmer’s (2004) words, we weren’t trying to “direct or demand certain
outcomes (p. 65). “Yeah,” she continued. “Just through the feedback and my experience of
singing, I was able to let go, slightly, of the habits that I was so attached to, which is the whole
TA muscle thing, the heaviness.” It’s an interesting choice of words, “let go,” in light of all the
times Emily had mentioned in interviews, comments, and poetry discussions how frustrated she
often felt by hearing the phrase “just let go” and having no idea how to implement it.
She continued, referring to the number of times teachers or coaches had told her to
lighten her sound or try to balance more CT. She had also mentioned it to me in her initial
interview. “But just this process itself - I guess when someone's nagging you, you get more
resistant to changing it, and you don't want to do it. But this framework allowed me to slowly
alleviate what I was doing without seeming like you guys [were] telling me what to do or
anything. It was so natural and gentle that I feel like I have no trauma from it. I really feel like I
get trauma from other teachers like even if it's a nice teacher, they'll say something in a specific
way that's like you know, it kind of hits you hard. Uh huh. But there was nothing traumatic about
this.” Where to begin? I’ll work backwards: I am relieved and humbled to know that we created
a community that didn’t feel like nagging and, even more grateful there wasn’t anything
traumatic about this experience for Emily. But I am also concerned about - and relate to - how it
can feel like a traumatic experience to get feedback, even from a nice, well-meaning teacher. I
am thrilled to know that our community and this framework helped Emily feel safe enough to
explore this part of her technique.
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Every class and community is specific to its members and circumstances, and ours was
no different. Our group of five was a particular and unique group of people who all had a
penchant for mindfulness and self-reflection before we even began our journey together. I
wanted to know what this group of women thought about the possible transfer of ideas to another
group, another situation. I asked, “So what is it about what we did - or is it just who we are as
individuals - that contributed to [the success of our classes]? Is there a way to parse that out in
terms of your [individual experiences] or how we worked together as a group?”
After some silence and thinking, Rebecca offered, “I would say, it was you, Miss
Lindsey, who sets the tone, and it trickles down.” I felt uncomfortable and honored by the
compliment but avoided the desire to deflect in order to reflect on Rebecca’s thoughts on the
importance of facilitation. She went on, talking about the pace of the class. “Sometimes in group
classes or master class situations, just because you don't have time to really break things down
the way that you would need, things tend to be more what we call ‘results-happy;’ it’s very
results-driven. So you're thinking, ‘okay, what can be a quick fix?’” Yes, I thought. We did
have the luxury (maybe it needs to be more of a norm and less of a luxury?) of time to wonder, to
explore. Rebecca continued, “Well, I think this [class] was an opportunity to actually set an
environment [with] no judgments that is working towards growth. So, it's more growth-driven
then product- and results-driven.” Rebecca was now relating non-judgment to being both
process- and growth-driven, to working at a slower-pace. “This [class] was kind of like a utopian
of that, like, oh, you actually get time to work on yourself. You don't really get that time when
you have to produce a lot, you know, at a fast rate.” As a group, we were more focused on
allowing space and time for process and exploration, rather than being intent on fixing or
producing. We modeled and practiced these strategies with one another and with ourselves.
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It feels, in some ways, like a paradox: I started this study hoping to discover tools and
strategies that might help individuals feel better about themselves and their singing and I ended it
knowing growth required a group of people, a community. It echoes Palmer’s (2004) description
of a circle of trust, in which “we practice the paradox of ‘being alone together,’ of being present
to one another as a ‘community of solitudes’” (p. 54). He continues to say that it only seems like
a paradox because we think of community and solitude as either-or when it is actually bothand. “To understand true self [...] we need both the interior intimacy that comes with solitude
and the otherness that comes with community” (p. 54). What we created together, in this group,
felt very much like both-and to me. We needed one another to understand ourselves.
Wondering about the exigency of community to individual personal growth throughout
this class led to me to hundreds of pieces of literature exploring the importance of group
dynamics. While beyond the scope of this dissertation and certainly worth exploring further, it
might be worth investigating how the community functions to aid personal growth and viceversa within a person-centered learning group (Hod & Ben-Zvi, 2018) focused on singing. But I
returned to Palmer (2004) and his work in creating circles of trust. “Whether we like it or not,
acknowledge it or not,” he says, “our lives are interconnected in a complex web of
causation.” We are the seagrass, affected by and affecting the environment around us, and in
turn, the rest of the seagrass and their own rhizomes.
The imperativeness of our community to individual growth and change makes me wonder
if this type of class - or a variation of it - might be the paradigm shift I pondered when thinking
about teaching voice and mindfulness together. MAPS and contemplative education were
embedded throughout in this course, certainly. But I don’t think they would have had an equal
impact had it not been for applying strategies together, modeling for one another, giving each
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other feedback in a way we could use later for ourselves, witnessing one another’s stories,
celebrating one another without trying to fix or change. Perhaps voice classes - and
likely performance classes - as they are currently developed still have a place in our
teaching. But what would happen if they were also taught alongside a voice class where
participants could address their whole selves - singing and non-singing - in a community that
allowed for their personal and vocal growth to flourish, on their own terms? I wonder.
Taking it Forward
I still have many unanswered questions. Acknowledging that this study included a small
group of female singers predisposed to self-reflection, I wonder what it would have looked like if
any of those factors had been different. Perhaps, as Palmer (2004) suggests for circles of trust,
spaces such as this one ought to be ones in which everyone is invited in but there is never any
pressure to perform, speak, or participate. Indeed, each participant mentioned the relief at
feeling less or no added pressure to perform or, as Olivia expressed, demonstrate improvement
from week to week. Maybe we could implement another of Palmer’s thoughts: there should be
no effort to direct and demand certain outcomes.” Regardless, I would love to apply this
framework with more singers of even greater diversity, including gender, race, style of singing,
and background.
I have questions about being “loud” and “being big.” Kat equated being too loud and
strong as positive and worried about being too soft and therefore being perceived as
weak. Olivia sought to take up more physical space in her singing, giving herself permission to
be big emotionally and musically; she wanted to incorporate the often-messy spontaneity or selfexpression (musically and of her opinions and ideas). Emily wondered about balancing her large
physicality and emotions with needing to be in control of her sound. And Rebecca sought to
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reconcile her own, high and bright voice with the one others thought she “should” have based on
her physical size. She sought to love her voice even when others told her she needed to learn to
make her voice bigger and stronger just so others would listen when she said “no.” It seems
there might be a connection to societal and gender expectations of what women ought to sound
like mixed with how we are perceived physically (body and race included) - in our lives both on
the stage and off. And of course, what do our singing voices like to do? What do we like to do
with our voices? What music moves us? How can we express ourselves honestly and freely with
all these piled-on expectations? And how interesting that we explored being too big or too loud
or too anything in a contemplative space, which might typically be thought of as quieter and
still.
I wonder how long all our new rhizomes will stay intact before morphing again or
heading back toward negative self-talk and focusing on product rather than process. Will Olivia
maintain her 10-minute morning mindfulness routine long term? Will Rebecca still be kind to
herself in another year? Will Kat’s confidence in her singing continue to grow alongside
Emily’s feeling of groundedness? Has anything fundamental changed for these four women?
I don’t know how long the changes will exist for me, either. But I do know I have
learned about myself as a singer, a teacher, and a person. Not only will I continue to work on
giving feedback non-judgmentally in my classroom and my studio (and to myself), but I will also
be more intentional about how I talk to my students about vocalises and repertoire and
practicing. I consider, more deliberately, how I might be implicitly perceiving my students and
what I subconsciously think they “ought” to sound like, based on appearance or an unexplored
bias that kick starts with initial impressions. And, like Rebecca who over the course of this class
was able to verbalize more concrete, non-traditional, goals for herself that incorporated many
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facets of her interests, my own inspirations and goals have begun shifting. Throughout our
twelve weeks, I was inspired, humbled, honored, and moved by these women and our time
together.
I wonder about the intersection of growth and healing. Throughout this study, they sat
side by side, sometimes running parallel to each other and often crossing and twisting
together. But growth is not the same as healing. I might learn how to access my high notes more
easily and experience joy at having attained a new level of skill but not heal the part of myself
that felt broken for not having easy high notes in the first place. But throughout this study, we
saw both growth and healing. While Emily’s technique shifted and she identified and released
some tension at the base of her tongue, she also identified feeling “healthy” and “non-traumatic.”
Kat found healing in discovering her ability and confidence as “a singer,” rather than just
someone who likes to sing. Rebecca became kinder to herself, and, I think, embraced her musical
past and present as able to coexist within herself.
There are elements I would take from this class and study were I to conduct another
contemplative education, mindfulness, and singing class. These are also considerations I would
recommend to any practitioner wanting to incorporate contemplative education and mindfulness
into singing.
•

No two groups will look the same. Every group dynamic, individuals’ needs and desires
will be different and require your own innovation and flexibility (of course, no two
facilitators are the same, either).

•

Keep it small enough to get to know one another and be able to dive deeply into
yourselves and the work.
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•

Emphasize non-judgmental noticing and curiosity. Be diligent in fostering a stance of
kind self-talk within the group. Keep noticing some more.

•

Listen deeply and honestly. Bear witness to one another’s experiences and allow the
course to take the shape it takes.

•

Embrace the use of third things and allow times of conversation and silence.

•

By all means, incorporate vocal technique!

•

The structure works (centering and check-in, third thing, singing technique and
performance, optimistic closure).

•

Use non-traditional methods to reflect on your work: journaling, asking open questions,
noticing without judgment or trying to immediately “fix” an issue

•

Combine genres!

•

Enjoy the moments of levity, play, and laughter
Since you have now read my concluding thoughts, I leave you with the other participants’

final thoughts from our last group interview. It is only fitting they get the final words, as it was
their hearts, souls, openness, and voices that made this study what it was and redrew my own
map of singing and teaching.
Olivia: I guess I'll start and just say that this was such a special experience for me
personally, and it was totally unlike anything I've ever done before on this medium, but
also with this group of people. And Lindsey, I just think that you so beautifully and
wonderfully, you know, led every class and really created this community which all of
us, you know, we're just more than willing to throw ourselves into completely.
And the fact that we were all willing to do that, I think just created so many moments of
just, yeah, beauty. I really left every single class [with] probably feeling the best that I
had like the entire week and just recognizing that is like, “Oh, this is what I love so
much.” And I love the discussion. And, I think it was so cool to form a community with
you all over zoom. I didn't know that could happen. And I feel like we're all friends. Also,
thank you to everyone just for the feedback along the way; some of the things that were
said to me along the way, just really meant so much.
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Kat: Thank you. I do not know how to quantify the change that has taken place
between 12 weeks ago and now in the way that I feel about myself, which is
unbelievable. Because I can honestly tell you guys that when I started this. I was like, ‘I
can't sing. I don't know what I'm doing here. I have no idea what's happening. I'm just
doing this because - I don't know. Maybe I'll feel better about myself someday.’ And the
way that I feel about myself now is so completely different. I have this justified
independence, because of the community of support that we have had and the really
lovely feedback that you all have given and the, you know, just everything about it has
been so great. I feel so happy to have been here. You know, I feel like I got really lucky
to have been here with these people. And with these people who also wanted to be here
for the same reason, and it's been really fantastic.
EMILY: I felt that this was a very healthy experience. And even though it's not
the most fancy word, the word "healthy," [it’s] something I'm really trying to adopt right
now into my life: “healthy experience.” And I know Rebecca spoke about it a little bit with former coaches and teachers like differences and disagreements between them, and
Kat shared the acting teachers’ comments - I think having those experiences [with
feedback and in classes] and this [class] was such a contrast that it helped me change my
way of life a lot. This class did something for me specifically in my way of life. I'm very
grateful to have learned this. For experiencing this kind of shift in perspective, I could
live a more peaceful life.
Rebecca: (simply closed the final group interview, saying): I agree with
everything that has been said. [And she gave a small, characteristic small laugh.]
Using MAPS and contemplative education fundamentally altered the way my participants
saw themselves as singers. It did the same for me as both a singer and a teacher. As a singer, I
also felt seen and heard and understood in ways I hadn’t before. I felt validated in my fears,
hearing my own struggles and issues “voiced in another person’s words” and I gained “new
insight[s] into my own dilemma” (Palmer, 2004, 125). As a teacher, I have been inspired to
continue working with groups of singers in this way and according to each groups’ needs and
desires. During the dark and difficult time of wading through continual, un-inspirational Zoom
teaching in my K-5 position, fear for my family and friends, and isolation from much of what
brings me joy and comfort, I found my creative well re-filled during our classes. I logged off
each week feeling lighter, more optimistic, and excited about … well, not just making music and
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teaching, but living. On more than one occasion, I said, “How can I do this kind of work all the
time?” Maybe, as Kat said, I don’t know exactly where I’m going, but I’m blooming. Maybe, in
Rebecca’s words, I am outgrowing earlier dreams.
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EPILOGUE

I close the door to the small study in the apartment where I’m living and begin to warm up my
voice. The routine feels like my oversized, unbearably soft, blue sweater that I pull on when I’m
sad coupled with the warm sun and brisk breeze of springtime promise. I check in with my voice
as I take it through a familiar warm-up vocalises. I breathe, I stretch. I catch myself when my
critical voice lashes out against an instability in my middle voice from lack of recent practice.
Eventually, I settle into an aria I loved years ago, “Depuis le jour” from Louise. I relish the
soaring high notes declaring a young girl’s recognition of life’s opening, of the hope and
possibility of fully living and loving. I sit at the piano and roughly accompany myself in
rendition of “She Used to Be Mine” from Waitress. And, slowly, I come into myself, for just a
moment, feeling the intricacies of my instrument, of singing in such a way that vibration and
emotion connect to text and music.
I think: the world exists in metaphor. Or, not the world, maybe, but I within the world.
We within the world. There is power in a silent acknowledgment. There is strength in who we
are to one another. Moving through space are words and feelings, poems, song lyrics, notes,
melodies and rhythms. What does it mean that we feel our voices are screaming? Screaming to
be heard? Screaming to be understood? How do we experience the resonance of our figurative
voices when some people in the world are telling us we should be something else (sound like
someone else, maybe). Perhaps the only way to wrestle with reconciling our self-perception with
a societal perception of who we are is through metaphor, by telling it slant, as Emily Dickinson
wrote. I wonder what metaphor I will assign to this moment of my life, in years to come.
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I don’t think I am (we are) far enough through COVID-19’s wreckage and concurrent
social upheaval for me to understand everything this study has brought to me. But I do recognize
a deep change in how I relate to the world, and I know working on this study contributed
mightily to my growth and the different ways I see my singing, life, and teaching. I have taken
away practical strategies I want to implement into my teaching with consistency, such as selfreflective, contemplative and mindful group singing classes and using deliberately open-ended
feedback for my students. But more significant are the subtle differences in the way I walk
through my life. I attempt to practice more consistent mindfulness – both formally and as a
practice. I work on non-judgmental noticing and talking to myself kindly. I think about trust:
how much a contemplative, mindful, and singing practice require such trust. We must trust
ourselves as singers and ourselves as teachers – not to mention our students. We – I – must trust
that if we are listening to ourselves and truly listening to one another, we will seek and find the
information we are looking for. Often, I think the answers come from within. (See Figure 6.)
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Figure 9
Visual Representation of Olivia’s Concluding Rhizomatic Connections

But it’s not only individual mindfulness and contemplation that allow us to grow. We
must have each other, too. And though living through a pandemic has, in some ways, allowed
more space for life’s silences, it has also illustrated my reliance on others. I fundamentally need
human interactions, and more significantly, human connections. In a space of open reflection,
Kat, Rebecca, Emily, Olivia and I embarked on a grand quest to grow individually, together.
None of us could have gained the insights, shifted our rhizomes, without the others. We needed
one another, pure and simple.
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As I continue to move through the world with ever-shifting rhizomes, I remember what it
feels like to sing with artistic reckless abandon at the foot of the Rocky Mountains, the windows
down in my car, and the stereo’s volume cranked all the way up. I remember with whole body
and heart. But with my changed rhizomes, I am no longer grasping at a memory. I am, instead,
in my small apartment, experiencing a release of air and a deep resonance at the base of my spine
that rises like heat through the back of my head. I am singing. I am singing. It feels like a rush
of wind, like a connection to myself that is deep, reckless, loving of all my imperfections and
supportive of my opinions. It feels like a connection to the world and the people in it. It feels
expansive. It feels like me. It is me.
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Appendix A: Mindfulness Attention Awareness Scale
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APPENDIX B: Daily Mindfulness Check-in
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APPENDIX C: Class Plans
Class 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Centering
MAAS (fill out)
Brief artistic exploration
Sing for one another, taking a stance of curiosity, and de-brief
Mindfulness worksheet
Optimistic Closure

Fill out MAAS (Google Classroom Introduction to where all materials are)
Greeting/Introduction and Centering: (10-15-minutes)
5 minutes of following breath; how present are you today? (similar to JKZ)
MAAS and GC introduction
3rd Thing: Passage from Fall on Your Knees
Read aloud (in paragraphs?)
What’s something that has heart and meaning for you? (about 25 minutes - individual 2-3 each
then respond to one another)
As the song takes wing, the Lyceum disappears and the heat melts away. James cannot
suppress his tears. At first he’s self-conscious, then he notices other people are wiping their
eyes. It’s nothing to do with the words, which are in a foreign language, or the story, which
most people don’t know. It’s because a real and beautiful voice delicately rends the chest,
discovers the heart, and holds it beating against a stainless edge until you long to be pierced
utterly. For the voice is everything you do not remember. Everything you should not be able
to live without and yet, tragically, you do.
Stretch Break - 4 directions of your spine, any other thoughts/ideas?
Sing
You never HAVE to sing if you decide you don’t want to on any given night. Trust yourself
and trust what you need for your own process.
Noticing Self - non-judgmental, sensations, what happens as you sing, emotions
Others - non-judgmental, physical characteristics, sound, diction, presentation
Although “noticing” itself is not about jugements, we have some feelings and thoughts about
what is “good” and “bad.” There are often individual triggers for people (intonation, ran out of
breath, etc.) If there is something for you that you KNOW you don’t want a comment about,
just tell us.
• Take a few moments to collect your thoughts - write them down if you like, think
about them, etc.
• Breakout rooms o 1 minute: what you noticed about yourself
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1 minute: what your partner noticed about your performance
Switch
WHole group - would anyone like to share something? Only of your OWN
experience, not your partners
o Any connections you want to make?
o
o

•

Mindfulness Worksheet (GC)
Optimistic Closure
Popcorn out if there is anything you’d like to remember or think about from this week’s class
in the next week?

Class 2
Check in
Anything you’ve noticed in the last week or so you want to check in with us about?
CenteringBody Scan
Third Thing
A Timbered Choir (excerpt)
I go among trees and sit still.
All my stirring becomes quiet around me
like circles on water.
My tasks lie in their places where I left them
asleep like cattle.
Then what is afraid of me comes
and lives a while in my sight.
What it fears in me leaves me
and the fear of me leaves it.
It sings and I hear its song.
Then what I am afraid of comes.
I live for a while in its sight.
What I fear in it leaves it
and the fear of it leaves me.
It sings and I hear its song.
By: Wendell Berry
Singing/Concepts (1:25)
Noticing breath - what is it doing, what happens when you are trying to implement those phrases
that are tricky
Singing through a piece and working on it individually looking for breath, in particular (what
are some different ways we can approach using our breath)
Closure (10)
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Mindfulness worksheet + fun/interesting/meaningful that you are taking through the week
Class 3
Centering- (10 min)
Following Breath (10 minutes)
Third Thing (20 min)
How present are you today? How can we help you?
Poem
JOY (Linda Engwall)
Floats up
Watch as
Little children all around us
Know this secret
No thoughts
Except
To be present
In this moment
Expectations
Are not there
To get in the way
For now it is only the joy
Of this moment
I want to feel
Singing/Concepts (1:25)
Breath - support, appoggio, abdominal use/engagement
• Start with a discussion about these terms; everyone thinks of them differently
Curiosity, noticing, non-judgment, tuning into body sensations
• Continue with noticing/non-judgmental
Trusting your inner teacher
After you sing - take 3-ish minutes to jot down what you’ve noticed / others also write thoughts,
noticings, how you are feeling, etc.; this can also be single words, poetic, drawings, whatever
works for you - when observing think about what comes up for you, how this also relates to you
and your thoughts/singing
Look for patterns: how aware are you of what is happening? How aware are you of your
thoughts while you are singing? How can we get out of our own way?
After everyone sings once - choose ONE piece from the first performance you’d like to work on;
what do you need this next round to help you? Input from the class? Work with LB (or LB and
others)? Strategy ideas? Something you can do yourself?
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WRITE THIS DOWN - implement
How did this go for you?
Closure (10)
Mindfulness worksheet +
What’s one thing you can take from tonight’s class and commit to this upcoming week in your
own practice? (a strategy, a skill, etc.)
If you’d like to share with me your journals, that is helpful, but you do not have to do
so. Picture, email, etc.
Class 4
Centering- (10 min)
Following Breath (10 minutes)
Third Thing (20 min)
How present are you today? How can we help you?
Poem
Enough
By David Whyte
Enough. These few words are enough.
If not these words, this breath.
If not this breath, this sitting here.
This opening to the life
we have refused
again and again
until now.
Until now
Singing/Concepts (1:25)
Brief recap of last class, any questions or check-ins from the previous week
Choose ONE piece from the first performance you’d like to work on; what do you need this next
round to help you? Input from the class? Work with Lindsey (or Lindsey and others)? Strategy
ideas? Something you can do yourself?
WRITE THIS DOWN - implement
How did this go for you?
Closure (10)
Mindfulness worksheet +
What’s one thing you can take from tonight’s class and commit to this upcoming week in your
own practice? (a strategy, a skill, etc.)
Class 5
Centering- (10 min)
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Following Breath - listening to music following sounds (awareness of sound)
Third Thing (20 min)
How present are you today? How can we help you?
Poem:
In Just spring (e. e.cummings)
in Justspring
when the world is mudluscious the little
lame balloonman
whistles

far

and wee

and eddieandbill come
running from marbles and
piracies and it's
spring
when the world is puddle-wonderful
the queer
old balloonman whistles
far
and
wee
and bettyandisbel come dancing
from hop-scotch and jump-rope and
it's
spring
and
the
goat-footed
balloonMan
far
and
wee

whistles

Play -inspired “In Just” by e.e. cummings
Singing/Concepts (1:15): Play
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The hope is to help everyone get of their heads a bit and move toward a bit more instinctual fun
and learning - more childlike and joyful. Part of why I’d like to do the first three activities
without reflecting too much is to keep that energy going.
Play and Mime: using a recording of your song, mime the actions/lyrics - be as dramatic as
possible (5 min):
Individual play - voices, silly ways to sing - do the same exercise as above (maybe try something
new and different) (5 min) (LB dictates various sounds of animals etc) Small child running
through the woods
Bear in the woods who has seen the child
Bird in the tree
T-rex voice
Very old person with a stutter
Most nasal bratty child who ever walked the earth
Neutral
Exhausted - you might fall asleep at any moment
Eastern European person with a terrible accent
Dog
Hyena
Squirrel
Neutral
Sing and moving together (5 min)
How would you move to the music if you were doing an overly-dramatic interpretation as a
young child - maybe you’re even mocking it a little bit. Think about mocking and playful styles,
and EXAGGERATED (record any notes or feelings BRIEFLY to make note of later - this is going
to be very quick, as part of the idea for today is to tap into the feeling, youthful part of yourself
and get out of your thinking mind); if you get stuck - bring a ball or several balls or pieces of
paper in balls and begin trying to juggle (even if you only have one) OR tumble
Working with one another sing one line, the other sings a line - changing the meaning of the
song or using - creating scenarios (movement and vocalizing); some scenarios are: you are
lovers doing a dramatic break up scene; you are parent and teenager and the teenager is
complaining about not being able to go out with their friends; you are a nervous flyer and an
airline flight attendant (the plane is shaking) (10-15 min)
Sing your song for the class - choose one of the activities (or you may choose to work with your
partner if you like) and perform this for the class as though it were the way the song is
“supposed” to be (initial impressions - 2 min each; at the end connect to one
another/impressions on the others’ comments or performances) - own impressions 3 minutes,
then each person reflected back for 1.5 -ish minutes at the end
Finish with singing more “normally” but incorporating those things you want to keep, if you
like
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Closure (10)
Mindfulness worksheet +
What’s one thing you can take from tonight’s class and commit to this upcoming week in your
own practice? (a strategy, a skill, etc.) - write about this in your practice journal this week and
we’ll revisit briefly the next time I see you: (in the chat)
Class 6
Centering- (10 min)
Listening and awareness of sounds
Third Thing (20 min)
Breath of Life
By Dana Faulds
I breathe in All That IsAwareness expanding
to take everything in,
as if my heart beats
the world into being.
From the unnamed vastness beneath the
mind, I breathe my way to wholeness and healing.
Inhalation. Exhalation.
Each Breath a "yes,"
and a letting go, a journey, and a coming home.
Plus check in - how is everyone doing?
Mid-point check in Inspired and Influenced by Stephen Brookfield - The Classroom Critical
Incident Questionnaire (see Appendix F)
Poll: Do we want to use our last class as the focus group interview or schedule it for the
following week (maybe also in our class time slot)? [We will start to schedule final interview
times beginning at the start of November]
With the skill you want to spend a decent amount of time working on:
1. Tell us what the concept is that you want to work on and SING your tune
2. Is there any other information about this issue that you want us to know?
3. General observations from everyone - things you notice
Singing/Concepts (1:15)
Closure (10)
Mindfulness worksheet +
Mentimeter re: poll (in the chat)
Class 7
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Centering- (8 min)
Listening and awareness of sounds
Check in
Third Thing (15 min)
Two Kinds of Intelligence (Rumi)
There are two kinds of intelligence: One acquired,
as a child in school memorizes facts and concepts
from books and from what the teacher says,
collecting information from the traditional sciences
as well as from the new sciences.
With such intelligence you rise in the world.
You get ranked ahead or behind others
in regard to your competence in retaining
information. You stroll with this intelligence
in and out of fields of knowledge, getting always more
marks on your preserving tablets.
There is another kind of tablet, one
already completed and preserved inside you.
A spring overflowing its springbox. A freshness
in the center of the chest. This other intelligence
does not turn yellow or stagnate. It's fluid,
and it doesn't move from outside to inside
through the conduits of plumbing-learning.
This second knowing is a fountainhead
from within you, moving out.

Singing/Concepts
Technique through contemplation
• Introduce 1st 2 inventions
Open Honest Questions
Introduce the concept (5-7)
Using the guiding idea of what each person wants to work on for the next several weeks/classes
Pair / trio people to sing for each other and ask questions - 15 minutes per person (group of 3;
group of 2 - 23 minutes each) 45 minutes total
Closure (reminder of time)
Come back together - Is there anything you’d like to share with the large group? AND (or, if you
don’t want to share) what you will take with you from tonight’s class through your practice for
the week
Mindfulness worksheet +
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Class 8
Centering- (8 min)
Listening and body scan
• Body scan as a way to lead into thinking about Inventions 1 and 2
Check in
Third Thing (15 min)
Read about open-honest questions and used them as our third thing (not quite in the spirit, but it
worked!)
http://www.couragerenewal.org/honest-open-questions/
https://healingcirclesglobal.org/2017/12/08/asking-open-and-honest-questions/
Singing/Concepts
Part I (30-40 min)
Technique through contemplation
• Inventions 1 and 2 - asking for volunteers to work through them; reiterate the PROCESSbase of these and talk about some ways to keep the focus off the sound and OUTCOME
and keep it on the physical
• Add invention 3 - balancing the above 2
• Let’s try some people on their own so others can hear some examples.
Open Honest Questions
Same activity as last week with asking open honest questions of your partner. Be aware that you
are not offering advice - pay particular attention to not asking with an answer in mind!
Using the guiding idea of what each person wants to work on for the next several weeks/classes
Pair / trio people to sing for each other and ask questions - 15 minutes per person (group of 3;
group of 2 - 23 minutes each) 45 minutes total
Sing for one another in a whole group, focusing on process and (perhaps something from one of
the first 3 inventions or other); perhaps journal on how this has gone for you and what you might
notice.
Closure (reminder of time)
Use “I am curious” or “My next step”
Mindfulness worksheet +
Class 9
Centering- (8 min) Raisin or other small thing to eat - cultivating wonder
Check in
Third Thing (15 min)
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The Journey
By Mary Oliver
One day you finally knew
what you had to do, and began,
though the voices around you
kept shouting
their bad advicethough the whole house
began to tremble
and you felt the old tug
at your ankles.
"Mend my life!"
each voice cried.
But you didn't stop.
You knew what you had to do,
though the wind pried
with its stiff fingers
at the very foundations,
though their melancholy
was terrible.
It was already late
enough, and a wild night,
and the road full of fallen branches and stones.
But little by little,
as you left their voices behind,
the stars began to burn through the sheets of clouds,
and there was a new voice
which you slowly
recognized as your own,
that kept you company
as you strode deeper and deeper
into the world,
determined to do
the only thing you could dodetermined to save
the only life you could save.
Singing/Concepts: Attempt to cultivate wonder in addition to technical aspects of singing
Review of Technique - Inventions 1-3 (individual work/work as a group?)
Use Technique Exercises with an additional goal, if necessary Work on a piece of repertoire and incorporate the inventions/exercises/mindsets to approach the
technical issues)
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Closure
Use “I am curious” or “My next step”
Mindfulness worksheet +
Class 10
Centering- (5 min) Check in
Third Thing (10 min)
Love after Love
By Derek Walcott
The time will come
When with elation,
you will greet yourself arriving
at your own door in your own mirror,
and each will smile at the other's welcome,
and say, sit here. Eat.
You will love again the stranger who was your self.
Give wine. Give bread. Give back your heart
to itself, to the stranger who has loved you
all your life, whom you have ignored
for another, who knows you by heart.
Take down the love letters from the bookshelf,
the photographs, the desperate notes,
peel your own image from the mirror.
Sit. Feast on your life.
Singing/Concepts
Technique: (20 min)
• Sing first three inventions - give/think process; use almost like a mantra: (1. Speak,
flabby; 2. Release air; 3. Speak and allow [shifts/changes]) 12 minutes
• Learn invention 4 - balanced onset, intention - 5-7 minutes
• “mantra -like” - is this helpful for the process?
Repertoire: (30 minutes)
• Sing a portion of the song
• Using a portion of a song - choose a process from one of the inventions to focus on
during this song and sing again
o Observations
o Suggestions of experiments to try
Singing and Identity
• Freewriting journal: make a bullet-point list of attributes you assign to yourself
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You can include singing, or not, physical characteristics, internal ways of being,
qualities of personality - the important part is how YOU see yourself
• On the other side of the paper make a similar list of how you think other people see you
• On a second piece of paper, make a list of your qualities as a singer - that YOU believe
• On the other column, write about how you think others see you as a singer
**”Others” can mean actual people in your life, society, “the business” - whatever you see or
feel as external voices
• Open up the pieces of paper and see if you can find or see any places where these two
columns align or in opposition
o And now, how does one side influence the other (maybe with another colored
pencil/pen/marker)
• Write on the back of either piece of paper any free associations you might have from this
exercise
o Last 2 in the remaining 5 minutes
o

Closure
Use “I am curious”
Mindfulness worksheet
Class 11
Centering- (10 min) Deep Listening
Meditation on Sound: Instruction
Try to sit stable and still, like a mountain. Be relaxed and alert. Close your eyes.
Listen to the sounds as they occur.
Do not imagine, name, or analyze the sounds. As names arise, release them and return to the
sounds.
Just listen with wide-open awareness.
Let the sounds come to you and touch your eardrums.
As thoughts, emotions, memories, associations arise in your mind, notice them, gently let them
go, and return to the sounds.
You might think of the difference between radar that goes out looking for
something and a satellite dish with a wide range of pickup capacity that just sits in
the backyard, waiting. Be a satellite dish. Stay turned on, but just wait.
– Sylvia Boorstein
Notice how the sounds arise and fall away.
Do not grasp at sounds.
Do not reject sounds.
If there are no sounds, listen, and rest in the silence.
After the exercise, ask: In your daily life notice the positive and negative habits you might have
in your approach to
listening. What helps you to listen fully, without judgment?
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If you are in a place that is very noisy, how can you help yourself? Must you find a quieter place
or wear earplugs? Or can you be with these sounds in a different way?
Check in
Third Thing (10 min)
I Wonder Did Each Flower Know?
By Annette Wynne
I wonder did each flower know
As well as now just how to grow
In that far first early spring
When the world was made.
Or did they make mistakes as I
Make very often when I try
At first, and try again,—perhaps just so,
As you and I, they learned to grow.
Singing/Concepts
Technique: (15 min)
• Sing first 4 inventions - give/think process; use almost like a mantra: (1. Speak, flabby; 2.
Release air; 3. Speak and allow [shifts/changes]); 4 - full expressive intent, balanced
onset, intention 15 minutes
• Introduce 5th invention - release and even breath
• “mantra -like” - is this helpful for the process?
Repertoire: (30-35 minutes)
• Sing a portion of the song
• Using a portion of a song - choose a process from one of the inventions to focus on
during this song and sing again
o Observations
o Suggestions of experiments to try
Singing and Identity (only 15 minutes left! - this is going to be very abbreviated)
• Sing the piece that you brought that speaks to your identity
o This can be anything: something you feel represents you (or doesn't but you love),
a song you feel you've been told "not to sing" but adore, something that 'everyone
wants to hear you sing', or anything else that feels like it has to do with your
identity. (15-20 min)
• Reviewing last week and thinking about what you just sang - what are your reflections round robin with everyone (acknowledgement transition)
o Singer: why did you choose the song you chose, what was it like to sing it thinking
about your identity and how you’re perceived? Did anything come up for you or
thought hindered or helped you?
o Each person speaks after the singer, naming one thing each heard from the
person before talking about anything that came to your mind - noticings,
connections, etc.
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Closure (reminder of time)
Meaningful/what you’ll take into your week to think about/work on
Mindfulness worksheet +
Class 12
Check in
Centering- (10 min)
Third Thing (10 min)
Self-Observation Without Judgment
By Danna Faulds
Release the harsh and pointed inner
voice. it's just a throwback to the past,
and holds no truth about this moment.
Let go of self-judgment, the old,
learned ways of beating yourself up
for each imagined inadequacy.
Allow the dialogue within the mind
to grow friendlier, and quiet. Shift
out of inner criticism and life
suddenly looks very different.
i can say this only because I make
the choice a hundred times a day to release the voice that refuses to
acknowledge the real me.
What's needed here isn't more prodding toward perfection, but
intimacy - seeing clearly, and
embracing what I see.
Love, not judgment, sows the
seeds of tranquility and change.
Singing/Concepts
Technique: (15 min)
• Introduce briefly invention 6
Fill out final MAAS (10-ish minutes)
• Anything you notice or remember from the first time? Thoughts? Remembering we are a
little different on every day, at every moment.
Singing and Performance - bringing back to noticing, curiosity, non-judgement
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•

•

Sing the song you brought that you think you still have something specific to work on with
- choose a mantra or something to work on or throughout your singing
o Note what went on for you in your mind (noticing your thoughts)
o Based on this performance (if you were to do it again), how would you frame
what you could work on next - use noticing, curiosity, and non-judgement
Sing the song you brought that you feel is performance-ready and note how you feel,
what you notice
o Things you feel good about, times when your brain got in the way, progress
you’ve made since the start of the course

Closure (reminder of time)
Meaningful/what you’ll take forward to think about/work on
Mindfulness worksheet +
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APPENDIX D: Reference Materials Provided to Participants
Mindfulness Resources:
John Kabat Zinn mp3s
John Kabat Zinn apps
Free Mindfulness meditation downloads
Insight Timer app (free with in-app purchases)
Calm (paid app)
Yoga - Yogadownload app; various YouTube videos
Kait Hurley - mindful movement (exercise) and meditation (app and paid subscription)
Practice Journal:
Please include for each entry:
• Date!
• Any of the following:
o Any thoughts that come up
o Are you deliberately using any skills or ideas that we’ve discussed?
o Are you noticing anything different in your practice?
o How are you feeling?
o What do you wish were going differently?
o What are you curious about today?
o What is successful?
Mental Health Resources
Betterhelp.com (paid, but starts at $40/week)
Talkspace
NYC resources
NYC Well: (888) NYC-WELL or text WELL to 65173
Additional List of Mental Health Services, NYC
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APPENDIX E: Interview Protocols - Initial, Final, and Group
Initial Unstructured Interview
Questions and topics covered:
1. What is your background as a singer? As a musician? Where are you now?
Why are you interested in this study?
a. Do you have a background or history with contemplative education or
mindfulness?
2. How would you describe what you want it to feel like when you sing?
Final Unstructured Interview
Questions and topics covered will likely be influenced by the course of the study and may
include:
1. Has your idea of yourself as a singer changed in the last 12 weeks?
a. What has changed?
2. Based on your initial interview, I thought you were looking for _________ out of this
class. Is that accurate? And how do you feel about that now? Are you closer, further
away? Do you have different goals now?
3. What was your experience of the classes?
4. What was your experience of the outside practicing?
5. Did you notice any shifts in your thinking?
a. While practicing
b. While singing / performing
c. In other parts of your life
6. How did the community of the course support or hinder you?
7. Do you think you might continue to use some of the practices of this study or not? Why?
8. What did you find frustrating in this process?
9. Did you experience any growth during this study?
a. What was your experience of growth as a singer?
b. Outside of singing?
10. What was unexpected?
11. Did you ever experience moments when you felt closer to your ideal singing self?
Final Focus Group Interview
Questions and topics covered will likely be influenced by the course of the study and group
dynamics and may include many of the questions and themes from the individual interview as
well as:
1. How important was the group to your experience and understanding of this study?
2. How did the group dynamics effect your experience and growth?
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

When did you feel most engaged and connected to your singing and to the group?
When did you feel least engaged and connected to your singing and to the group?
What did you want more of during the classes?
What did you want less of?
How were you inspired or constrained by working in a group?
How did you feel about doing this class over Zoom?
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APPENDIX F: Mid-Point Check-in1
Please answer the following questions. You can write/type the answers here or record an audio
recording and upload that to Google Classroom or send it to me in an email.
Please remember that your honesty and authenticity is the most important part of this activity. It
is both for us and how we move forward as a community and also for your own contemplation
and reflection. As a person, teacher, and researcher, I want to hear it all - the good, the bad, the
ugly, the frustrating, the joys.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

When do you feel most connected with the material?
When do you feel most connected to yourself?
When do you feel most connected to our class community?
When do you feel most distanced from the material?
When do you feel most distanced from yourself?
When do you feel most distanced from our class community?
How often are you finding yourself thinking about or using what we do in class in
moments outside of class in your singing? In other parts of your life?
8. What do you think you need more of in the class?
1. From the community?
2. From yourself?
3. From me?
9. With what do you think you’d like more practice? (This can be a vocal skill or a
mindfulness awareness practice, or even a combination - the sky’s the limit!)
What about the class has surprised you the most? (This could be something about your
own reactions to what went on, or something that someone did, or anything else that
occurs to you).
10. What action that anyone (participant or Lindsey) took in class did you find affirming or
helpful?
11. What action that anyone (participant or Lindsey) took in class did you find most puzzling
or confusing?
12. What are any other thoughts or reflections you’d like to share? Feel free to write or draw
or create a poem - anything that you think represents your thinking or feelings. (If you
draw something, please take a picture and upload it)

1

This questionnaire was based on the work of Stephen Brookfield’s “The Classroom Critical
Incident Questionnaire.”
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5738a0ccd51cd47f81977fe8/t/5750e567f699bbceac6e97f5/
1464919400130/CIQ.pdf
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APPENDIX G: Participants’ Demographic Table

Kat

Olivia

Emily

Rebecca

Age

22

22

27

29

Gender

Female

Female

Female

Female

Race/Ethnicity

Caucasian

White

Korean

African American

Professional
Aspirations

Future
Aspirations

Future
Aspirations

Wants to support Already a
herself 100%
professional
through singing

Previous Voice
Training

Some lessons,
speech and voice
at acting
conservatory;
private voice in
high school

Voice lessons in
college (musical
theatre
emphasis),
choral music,
summer
programs,
private lessons
in high school

Six years of
private voice
lessons at a
music
conservatory,
private lessons
in high school

Masters degree in
vocal performance,
voice lessons at a
pre-college
program in high
school, lessons
through college

Current Voice
Training

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study

Not currently
taking lessons,
self-study and
coachings
(working on
repertoire and style
but not technique)

Previous
Mindfulness
Experience

Limited with a
basic
understanding

Moderate
experience

Moderate
experience

Limited with a
basic
understanding
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APPENDIX H: Class Table of Concepts

Discrete Contemplative and
Mindful Facilitation Strategies

Singing / Vocal Techniques

Class 1

Noticing (physical sensations,
thoughts)
Non-judgement
Discussion in pairs
Silence in waiting and before
beginning to sing

Class 2

Noticing
Non-judgement
Curiosity
Thoughts
Questioning; participant-led for
where and what strategies to try

Breath and breathing strategies: a variety of
approaches as it applies in rep and based on
what students notice and want to work on

Class 3

Curiosity
Trusting your inner teacher
Journaling
• Noticing and having fun
• What thoughts came up?
• Noticing your thoughts
and observations when
others sing

Breath and breathing strategies

Class 4

Noticing
Trusting your inner teacher
Journaling
Self-talk (negative or critical)
Reframing
Practicing mindful tools

Some belting; TA vs. CT muscles and vowel
adjustments

Class 5

Play
Curiosity
Non-judgment

Class 6

Self-reflection, writing
Reframing
Being explicit about an issue you
would like to work (bringing that
to the group)
• Curiosity
• Noticing
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To engage or not to engage abdominal
muscles? Here is one strategy; or the way LB
thinks of these issues
With breath: Noticing what sensations you
are feeling

Belting: what IS it? What do we know about
it
Signing high notes in every style
Breath and vocal technique - it’s all
connected!

•

Non-judgment
Wondering: how might we work on the skills
that help us access higher notes without just
going into a practice room and pounding
relentless to hit the high notes

Class 6
Reflection

Where have we been? Where are Participants want more direct feedback (with
you now? Where would you like the tension of enjoying being more selfto go?
directed and working to be more
independent)

Class 7

Open-honest questions
Process through technique

Smith’s inventions 1 (balanced speaking), 2
(breath)
-Letting go, registration shifts
-Technique through self-investigation

Class 8

Open-honest questions
Pair sharing
Noticing

Smith’s inventions 1, 2

Class 9

Cultivating Wonder
Journaling/Self-reflection
Process and technique

Smith’s inventions 1, 2, 3 (balance of speech
and breath)
Using technique to address repertoire and
goal setting

Class 10

Process and singular focus
Journaling: Identity

-Smith’s inventions 1-4 (4: balanced onsets)
-Using a repeated phrase (similar to a
mantra) while approaching technique

Class 11

Singular focus; process
Identity and singing
Discussion

Smith’s inventions 1-5 (5: flexibility)

Class 12

Noticing
Curiosity
Non-judgement
Self-reflection
Progress
Singular focus; process

Smith’s inventions 1-6 (6: moving through
registers)
Reflecting on progress and process

Facilitation Strategies used in every class:
•

Noticing - always asking the singer first what she noticed/thought about/experience
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o

This is not something I realized I was doing deliberately; Olivia pointed it out in
the final group interview as a strategy that helped her not feel judged

•

Non-judgement

•

You never have to sing; trust yourself that you will know when it’s right (only twice did
someone decide not to sing, once due to illness)

•

Curiosity

•

Focus on process

•

Allowing silence and stillness; not rushing people to speak or sing
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